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Crosstalk
PUBLIC RELATIONS

.

.

.

Several

?aders have written us letters recently
ihich come under the head of public
?lotions; especially as relating to good
ill between technical people and their
mployers.
One reader notes with satisfaction

tat progressive factories have regular
afety campaigns and safety programs.
his is a sign, he thinks, that manage tent realizes that conservation and
reservation of life and limb pays from
he standpoint of the community. Some ne else might feel that management
ries to save limbs to prevent being
ued by the loser of the leg-but that
beside the point, probably.
Then our reader wonders why mangement does not take the same interst in maintaining and improving the
appiness, contentment, and morale of
he workers ? Why they don't try to
,revent the occurence of mental grievnces ?
This is a good point. The chief
eason is, we believe, because management itself is well fed and well housed
nd wears nice clothes, with the kids

would rate certain job factors. We
won't tell you now how 3,000 men and
women voted-but we ask you as an
employer, or employee, to rate them
and to let us have your list. The factors are: Fair pay, interesting work,
credit for all work, personal counsel,
opportunity to learn, departmental
planning, job security, promotion on
merit, understanding and appreciation,
good physical working conditions.

...

Have we mentioned
GOOD JOBS
this before? Recently we have interviewed many young engineers and
writers who were looking for jobs. It
is remarkable the number of times the
applicant has stated that the actual
salary expected was not as important
as the knowledge that the job would be
one in which he would be happy. As
one engineer stated, "my wife and I.
have talked over the matter of pay, and
we have agreed that if I am happy at
the job, it is worth good money to us."

vho are
ard who

ART . . . During the Toscanini concerts, NBC was dismayed by the appearance of duplicated tickets (so the
story goes.) A little detective work
disclosed the fact that in the printing
plant where the tickets were made
there was one lowly printer who coveted a seat to see and hear the Maestro
at first hand. But tickets were available,
through the regular channels, only- to
those with a good deal of influence.
It was a matter of few minutes, during
lunch hour, for our friend the printer
to knock out a few tickets for himself,
and later to present himself at the
studio. How would you handle a situation like that ?

VOTE PLEASE
A group of store
!xecutives recently surveyed their em)loyees to learn how these workers

NAVY . . . We heard a good story
on a naval officer recently. It seems
that, a long time ago, an amateur down
in Charleston put up a Ford spark
coil and made the air hideous for the

along in school. When a man gets
the point where he is a bit free of

veil
o

vorry he forgets the earlier troubles;
and so the guy in the front office may
Lever

bother to wonder

about Joe

;oofus in the shop who may only have
20 in his pants pocket per week, and
vho may be working with only a couple
d footcandles of illumination over his
(esk or his machine; and who may have
)roblems all out of proportion to his
mbility to solve them.
Undoubtedly there are many bosses

suffering from contentment,
really and honestly think all
heir employees are correspondingly
sappy

...

Navy. Finally the Navy rigged up a
loop and traced the signals to this poor
ham's attic.
What do you suppose they did?
Throw the fellow in jail?
They confiscated his rig and invited
him to come over to the Navy yard in
10 days. When he arrived there, they
presented him with a full fledged tube
transmitter, ready to go. Furthermore
they helped him put up a knock -em dead antenna, and greased the ways at
Washington so that he got his license
with less than usual delay. How's that
for public relations?

...

Wo'rld's Fairs touch
SPEAKERS
the lives of thousands of manufacturers
and the radio industry is having its
day in court at the New York World's
Fair where amplified sound is playing
One leading
an important part.
speaker manufacturer (Cinaudagraph)
has over 1800 speakers in 76 different
spots at the New York World's Fair.
These speakers run from 6 inch PM's
to the new (world's largest) 27 -inch
electro dynamics used at the spectacular fountain, light and sound demonstration that goes on each night at
nine o'clock at the Lagoon of Nations.
There's a lot of electronics at the New
York World's Fair which will be reported on soon.

REPRINT

... So many requests

are

on hand for reprints of Don Fink's
series of articles on Electronics' laboratory receiver and for other articles on

television published within the past
year that they have been reprinted. In
the same book will be found the series
by Engstrom and Holmes, the Television Formulary and other material
in much demand from men now faced
with television problems. They may
be obtained (50 cents each) from the
Editorial Department.

011'
(¡Gc

INSIDE STUFF
RCA reveals all, with the aid of a lucite cabinet, in this 36 -tube television -

radio receiver on exhibit at the New York World's Fair. The receiver is
a standard model, chromium plated, polished, and in working order.

'TELEVISION in the FIELD
Public television service in New York is just one month old. Herewith is a brief report
of its problems, as well as its accomplishments, in this initial period of growth

this issue of Electronics goes
to press, television is just one
month old as a public service in New
York City. Within that time, receivers have been placed on the market, prices established, sales made,
installations completed. The field experience of the television system,
with the public as judge, has begun.
While it is hard to collect conclusive
evidence in so short a time the
editors offer this brief report.
AS

$89.50 without tubes ($55 extra for

tubes). Reports are that several
hundred kits were placed within
three weeks after program service

began.
The sales of complete sets are difficult to estimate, but a rough checkup
indicates that between 1000 and 2000
sets have been put in the hands of
distributors and dealers by the manufacturers. Of these, only a small
percentage, perhaps 300 or 400 in all,
have been sold to the public. The
Sets and Prices
total television audience, including
field test receivers of the RCA sysstore
A trip to Macy's department
tem, is estimated at close to 500,
on May 25th revealed as of that date
four manufacturers have models exclusive of dealers. The dealers
priced and for sale: Andrea, Du - find as many as a thousand people a
Mont, and RCA and Westinghouse. day dropping in to see the telecasts.
The only Andrea model thus far an- A line of 100 people is usually on
nounced is a table model with a five hand at Macy's before the 11:00
inch "short" cathode-ray tube, con- A.M. broadcast begins and later in
taining 16 tubes and equipped to re- the day the crowds increase.
ceive two channels. The price is
Program Schedules and Techniques
$189.50. The DuMont Line has four
The broadcast schedule at present
models, all employing the same 22 by NBC (the CBS transwith
maintained
tube television -sound chassis
mitter is not expected on the air with
14 -inch picture tube. A table model
sells for $395, two consoles for $435 programs until July) consists of a
and $445, and a large console with total of 25 hours per week. The
all -wave radio for $540. The RCA "regular" programs, including valine includes a sight -only 5 -inch pic- riety acts, plays, etc., run from 8:30
ture -tube television chassis at to 9:30 Wednesday and Friday even$199.50, a 5 -inch sight -sound con- ings. Saturday evenings have been
sole model with all -wave radio at occupied with sporting events picked
$295, a 9 -inch 36 -tube console with up by the mobile units. Film transall -wave radio at $495, and a 12 -inch missions, intended for use in demonconsole all -wave at $600. The only strating and installing receivers, are
Westinghouse receiver on display maintained from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00
was a 5 -inch sight -only unit at P.M. Tuesdays and Fridays, and
from 4:30 P.M. to 8 :30 P.M. Wed$199.50.
The kit prices are universally nesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
lower. A Meissner kit, sold complete The film transmissions consist of apwith tubes for $134, contains 16 proximately ten minutes of film
tubes, and can be assembled and put (educational subjects for the most
in working order without test equip- part) followed by a five minute inment. The Andrea kit, price $79.95 termission during which a standard
without tubes (tubes about 50 dol- test chart is displayed.
The programs are similar to those
lars extra), has been widely sold
through other outlets. The Fulton broadcast during the past year durRadio Corporation has a kit for sale, ing the field tests of the system, but
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the advent of single-sideband transmissfon has considerably improved
detail of the image and over-all
quality. Remote pick-up broadcasts
from the World's Fair have been
made several times with good results. The mobile -unit trucks made
a trip to Baker Field at Columbia
University and were successful in
radiating a broadcast of the Princeton -Columbia baseball game to the
Empire State transmitter where it
was rebroadcast to the public audience. The fact that only one camera
was available to cover so large an
area as a baseball field made it difficult to recognize the players and follow the detail of the plays but, with
the aid of expert announcing by Bill
Stern, the performance was projected
satisfactorily, in the opinion of
sports fans. Later, the trucks were
run into the basement of Madison
Square Garden, the camera placed on
the grand -stand and a telecast of the
six -day bicycle races broadcast at
night, with the aid only of the standard projection lighting fixtures in
the ceiling of the arena. The broadcast marked a milestone in remote
pick-up practice, since ordinary telephone wires were used for the connecting video line, over a distance
of more than a mile from the arena
to Radio City.
The television signals were picked
up by the NBC telemobile unit from
the edge of the track at the Garden
and were transmitted over existing
telephone cables to the Circle central
office on West 50th Street, and then
over a similar circuit to NBC at
Radio City. Special amplifier attenuation equalizers and their phase
equalizers were provided at the Circle office and both the terminals. The
adjustment of the over-all circuit
was such that the signal was delivered at Radio City without noticeable impairment although the illumination available was far less than
13
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Complete circuit diagram of the RCA Victor type TRK-12 television receiver,
one of the most elaborate designs
now available to the public. The physical arrangement of the receiver is
shown in the frontispiece of this issue

was used for studio pickup, and thus
made the undertaking a difficult one.
The results were felt to be distinctly

satisfactory.
This accomplishment has created
considerable interest because of the
use of pairs of ordinary telephone
cable rather than the coaxial conductor which had been generally associated with the transmission of television signals. The use of ordinary
telephone cables under certain conditions and properly arranged and
equipped for the transmission of such
a wide range of frequencies as television requires was discussed in a
paper by A. B. Clark of Bell Labs
before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers in January
1935. The recent experimental accomplishment is a practical demonstration of the possibilities which he
then described. The energy loss of
television current, however, in passage over a mile of ordinary telephone cable is about a million times
greater than over a mile of coaxial
cable. A series of measurements on
the cable must precede its use.
There must be some alterations in

14

it, and the provision of amplifiers,
and of special apparatus for equalizers of attenuation and phase. The
recent experiment, therefore, does
not imply that ordinary cable pairs
can be economically used for television, except over comparatively short
distances.
What the experiment
does show, however, is the possibility of using telephone cables to pickup television news and carry it over
short distances to main lines of
coaxial cable or to nearby transmitting stations. At the time of the
broadcast, the available amplifiers
and equalizers were suitable for a
maximum video signal of 3 Mc, and
this range can be extended.
Installation Procedures and Problems
The
first installations
have
brought out the serious nature of
several forms of interference, all of
which have been prominent in earlier
tests but which were tolerated because the engineers understood their
cause and the difficulty of avoiding
them. The public cannot be expected to be so lenient. Ignition
interference is apparently the most

serious offender. In the writer's experience, a dipole antenna was installed on the roof of an apartment
house, 60 feet above, and roughly 50
feet back from, a traveled highway
about 10 miles airline from the
transmitter. The signal level existing at the antenna, at the upper
end of the transmission line, exceeded one millivolt. The ignition
from trucks, buses, and early vintage
passenger cars is the most serious.
In the presence of the carrier, the
ignition "rattle" can scarcely be
heard in the loudspeaker, but its effect on the picture is definitely
noticeable as a loss of line synchronization, which is restricted to small
groups of lines (perhaps five or ten
lines in a group) . The frame sync
is very seldom affected, however.
The troublesome nature of diathermy interference has been very
well illustrated in Electronics' laboratory, where the television receiver
described last year (July to December issues) has been used to receive
the transmission from W2XVT, the
DuMont station at Passaic, N. J.
This station has an output power of
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watts, and is located 9.5 miles
from the McGraw-Hill Building.
the antenna heights are 80 feet at
;he transmitter and 495 feet at the
The calculated signal
-eceiver.
;trength is approximately 500 microvolts, but substitution measurements
ndicate that the actual signal
strength is in the neighborhood of
100 microvolts. The receiver is suc:essful in reproducing a synchrotized image, but the interference is,
Dia)f course, very prominent.
the
destroys
;hermy interference
mage fully 25 per cent of the time.
ignition is much less prominent, due
;o the height of the receiving an;enna above the street. Tube and
ircuit noise is plainly visible when
;he gain is maximum.
The reflection problem, which pro bees ghost images, may arise in a
variety of guises. In the antenna
System on the McGraw-Hill Building
:wo separate dipoles are mounted on
;he same standard, nearly at right
ingles, one two feet above the other.
One of the dipoles has an extremely
[ow -loss lead-in composed of 50 feet
)f "twin" coaxial cable (two cables
bound in a single sheath), balanced
to ground. If the terminals of this
cable are left open -circuited, a reflection is induced which completely obliterates the fine detail of the image
when the receiver is connected to the
other dipole. When the low -loss line
is short-circuited, the reflection disappears. When two or more dipoles
are installed near each other, as on
the roofs of apartment buildings,
this effect can readily occur, and it
may be extremely difficult to find
i0

Standard test chart used during current NBC telecasts. The numbers
indicate the degree of resolution, i.e., the number of times the width
of the black lines is contained in the picture height (the numbers do
not appear in the pattern as broadcast)

unless access to both lead-in terminations is available.
Sales Methods-and Mistakes

The demonstration of television
receivers to the public is as yet not
too thoroughly understood by many
dealers. The necessity of shielding
the face of the cathode-ray tube from
external light has been recognized in
most instances (most dealers have
provided a darkened booth, or corner
of the store protected by a heavy
curtain in which to demonstrate the
receivers). But the effect of the settings of the brightness and contrast
controls on the appearance of the

image is not so well appreciated. In
one store visited by the writer, great
care was taken to shield the receiver
from stray light, but the brightness control was set at a level two or
three times the maximum value for
which the engineers designed the set.
This made a very bright picture
(there was plenty of gain to allow
adequate contrast even with excessive brightness) But the excess current in the scanning beam caused the
scanning spot to assume a diameter
three or four times its normal value,
and the detail of the reproduced
image suffered in inverse proportion.
When the test pattern appeared between the film transmissions, the
resolution wedges for showing vertical detail showed less than 200 -line
resolution whereas 300- to 350-line
resolution would have been normal
performance. Had the demonstrator
been aware of the trouble he could
have corrected it by a twist of the
brightness knob, and after the eye
had accommo-dated itself to the decreased brightness (a matter of a
few seconds only) the picture would
have appeared nearly as bright and
(Continued on page 90)
This transmission from the DuMont

station, of high quality when initially broadcast, has been impaired
by interference almost beyond recognition. The signal level at the receiver was about 100 microvolts.
Diathermy interference (center wavy
lines) and circuit noise (note "I" in
Passaic) are troublesome at such
low signal levels

ELECTRONICS
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PLASTIC CABINE1

A primary purpose of any radio cabinet
appearance that will promote rapid sales

is to present an
in a highly com-

petitive market

observation of molded in solid pills. Heat causes it to soften to form openings for dial, grille,
plastic radio cabinets may lead or "flux" and pressure causes it to knobs and buttons on the front when!
to the conclusion that they do not in- flow, but there must be enough space a back opening is chosen, and such
volve any very special problems in between the force and the mold to front openings may be much more
design. Those with experience in permit adequate flow before the heat difficult to form and may involve
such design, however, will be the and resulting chemical reaction greater mold cost and slower molding
first to testify to the contrary. From causes the plastic to harden.
in an open bottom cabinet. In genanother point of view it may be said
eral, it is cheaper and better to form
that although the design is not espeas many of the openings as are reOpen Back vs Open Bottom
cially difficult, there are many diffiquired by the force or by shallow
culties in adapting the design to ecoIf, as is usual and almost essential projections in the bottom of the mold
nomical production unless the de- for minimum cost, the cabinet is to cavity and to have the plane of these
signer is familiar with practical be molded in one piece, it must be openings at right angles to the axis
plastic molding.
decided whether the opening for the of the force. It is easy, however, to
A primary objective of any cabinet force is to be at the back or at the form openings in the side walls, if
is to realize an appearance so fine bottom of the cabinet. A back open- the walls are sloped inward or are
that it will promote rapid sale in a ing, even though covered, is usually rounded and, somewhat less advanhighly competitive market. The fact unsightly from the rear, whereas a tageously, if provided with suitable
that the cabinet is to be molded does cabinet with a bottom opening can offsets, even though the walls are
not insure fine appearance. Some be made sightly from any angle. On approximately parallel to the force.
designs which are excellent from an the other hand, it is an easy matter In the latter case, however, the off
appearance standpoint cannot be
molded or they may present so many
Openings in the side of the cabinet are formed by the use of side cores.
molding difficulties that their cost is
The photograph below illustrates typical method of forming side openings
excessive. For this reason, even
though the designer is acquainted
with molding practice, some competent molder should be consulted early
in the design.
In laying down a design, it must
be remembered that it is to be produced in a rigid steel mold and must
be made so that it can be withdrawn
from the mold and also so that the
male "force" which shapes the interior, must be capable of being
withdrawn from the molding. It
should also be remembered that the
plastic is nearly always introduced
into the mold in powdered form or
CASUAL
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SIGN
By

HERBERT CHASE

shape of openings determines whether the cabinet is to have an open back or
an open bottom
The location and

but large side holes, unless formed
as indicated in the foregoing paragraph generally have to be cored
from the side.
Projections

For minimum cost it is almost essential that the cabinet be molded in

one piece

set, whether on the force or in the
side wall, must clear the molding,
that is, not interfere with its withdrawal from the mold or with removal of the molding from the force.
The slot or opening must extend to
the bottom of the cavity if it is
formed by a projection on the cavity
wall or to the open side of the molding if it is formed by a projection

the force.
Another way of forming side openings is to use a side core or a loose
piece in the mold which is withdrawn
with the molding and afterward detached from the latter, but although
feasible, this increases mold cost and
is likely to lengthen the molding
cycle, yielding fewer pieces per day
and thus increasing the cost per
piece. For this reason, it is usually
better to drill side holes than to core
them if they are small and circular,

on
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Somewhat similar considerations
control the use of projections on the
outside of the molding. They can be
made readily on the front of a backopening cabinet or the front can be
recessed (as with bas relief designs,
for example) but corresponding projections or recesses on side walls
cannot be used if they involve undercuts unless side cores or loose pieces
in the mold are provided. A foot
can be molded on the bottom of a
back -opening cabinet if placed next
to the rear edge, but an integral foot
placed at the front edge has to be
carried back as a rib all the way to
the back edge. Similarly, a boss projecting from an inner side wall can
be formed at and against the front,
but a boss required at the rear edge
of a side wall has to be carried as a
rib down to the front wall. In a
translucent cabinet the rib may show
to some extent from the outside. It
is considered good practice to place
such ribs in the corners of cabinets
rather than midway on side walls, as
they tend to strengthen the cabinet
more if at the -corners. These boss

ribs, even when not required for
screws to hold the back plate (which
is sometimes fastened only to the
chassis) may be needed to take the
thrust of ejector pins. The latter
must be provided, as a rule, on the
force. As the molding which tends to
shrink onto the force is lifted out of
the mold on the force, it must be
pushed off by some form of ejector
or stripper. Ejector marks made
against lugs do not mar the finished
cabinet.
Most of the foregoing points will
become apparent on a solid model of
a new design and such a model
should invariably be made before
constructing a mold, not only to reveal such items, but to make apparent
other possible defects in the design.
The cost of a model is likely to be
much more than offset by savings in
mold alterations which, having to be
made in hard steel, are always expensive. A good model will help in
locating and arranging details of
openings, will show just how the
grille or louvres will look, where flash
will come and where flash lines will
show least. It will make apparent
where bosses and ribs should be
placed, will determine how any lettering or decoration will look and
will help to make sure that the
chassis can be fitted in as desired
with assurance that controls and

17

Actual wall

---

thickness-------

----- _

Inner face of rib against
which dial fits

The strength of the cabinet, as well as the apparent thickness and consequently the appearance, is increased by the
use of a stiffening rib around large openings
Apparent

wall
thickness

Care must be exercised in the location of feet and bosses.
A foot may be placed at the bottom rear and a boss at
the
inside front, but a foot at the front or a boss at the rear
must be a rib extending the full depth of the cabinet

D- shoeddial
opening
with stiffening
rib all around

Section at

front

face

__

of cabinet

__Projection 10

receive-.

speed nuls to fasten dial.

_ver

f

speaker will come exactly where
required.
Lou res and Grilles
¿

Recent designs have tended toward
the use of louvres rather than grilles.
Some designs of louvres have the
openings facing downward, which,
besides effectively hiding interiors,
hide also any saw -tooth edges where
flash is broken away. In this connection (which is also a consideration with the bars of grilles) it
should be remembered that it is impossible to avoid a thin flash where,
when the mold is closed completely,
the force comes as close as is feasible to the mating cavity but does not
quite touch it. This flash is broken
away after the molding is removed
from the mold, but it is very brittle
and leaves a jagged edge where it
breaks off. Such edges are usually
filed, but even then, unless an excessive amount of filing is done, the
edges may still be somewhat rough.
For this reason, it is well to bring
the flash where the rough edge will
show least. When the design is such
that the hard flash lies parallel to
the draw or nearly so, it may cause
rapid wear on mold parts, hence such
design is best avoided.
It is goad practice to form a stiffening rib around a large opening
cored in a cabinet, providing this can
be done without complicating the
molding unduly. The rib in such
positions strengthens the cabinet and
makes the wall thickness appear
greater without adding materially to
the quantity of plastic required in
the molding. Rearward projections

18

or pins are now often molded on the
back of the front face to receive
speed nuts which make a quick
fastening for a dial or other part.
The projection is formed by a properly located hole in the force. Such
projections require no thread and
take the place of bosses with tapped
holes. They should be as short as
conditions permit and should have
liberal fillets where they join the
front face of the molding so as to
minimize the chance of being broken
off.

Some methods of forming louvres
are shown in an accompanying
sketch. The openings can go straight

through or

face downward, but
should not be so narrow as to necessitate formation by mold projections
which are so narrow as to be easily
broken or to make it difficult to remove flash. 3/32 inch is about the
minimum width of projections feasible in small cabinet molds and * to
3/16 inch the minimum desirable on
larger cabinet molds, but such projections should be as shallow as conditions permit and preferably should
widen toward their bases as much
as conditions permit, as this makes
them stronger and reduces the chance
of breakage.
Grilles should not have long slender bars as they are too fragile an i
may be broken by shrinkage stresse
by sticking in the mold 'or by blows
suffered in packing, transit or handling.. A bar of L-shaped section or
channel section can be made to look
quite heavy and yet be adequately
strong and stiff without involving
excess material.

In certain types of molded cabin
designs, where future changes i
model design are contemplated, it i
possible to form the grille, louvre
or certain other prominent feature
by a portion or portions of the mol
which are made separately from th
mold as a whole and are fitted int
the latter in such a way that the
can be removed and replaced by othe
parts of Changed design. To do thi
may increase the initial cost of th
mold, but assuming that the size o
the cabinet as a whole does no
change, it may greatly reduce th
cost of the revised model, as an en.
tirely new mold will not be needec
This is a feature which should b
planned in close cooperation wit:
the molder. It is possible to work ou
mold designs in which changes o
this nature will permit the produc
tion of two or more models and it i,

surprising how great a difference i:
general appearance can be brough'
about by changing only one or tw
outstanding features.
Another way of accomplishing
similar result is to design the cabine:
so that some prominent part, sucl?
as the grille, is molded separately
or perhaps the whole front made it
a separate piece. This makes it pos
sible to change the design of thi
separately molded part (by using
new mold) yet retain the body of thi
cabinet as before. The cost of the ex

tra molds, of producing separati

moldings and of assembly must bi,
considered, but the advantages o'
varying combinations may offset tht
extra cost and give a range of model:
not secured by other means.
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Thickness and Surface of Plastic

large flat surfaces often add high- cabinet, but this necessitates sepalights and make for a more attractive rate molds and extra assembly operaTurning again to the details of design without adding unduly to tions.
Lettering, trade marks or decorainstruction, that of section thick - mold cost and little if at all to the
cost
of
the
molding.
Bars
grilles
of
tive panels are readily applied on the
es is highly important. It should
as nearly uniform as conditions are often extended as ribs beyond front of back -opening cabinets and
emit and where differences are un- the grille openings and are not in- to the top of bottom -opening cabinets
de ,oidable they should be made as frequently carried from fronts well and can be either embossed or
usually
are
radually as possible, because abrupt around one or both sides of the cabi- bossed. Raised letters,
as
langes may result in cracking since net with pleasing effects upon ap- cheaper than depressed letters
pearance.
they involve only the engraving of
3avy sections tend to shrink more
corresponding recesses in the mold
tan thin ones. Another reason fa surface, whereas depressed letters
Colors
)ring sections as nearly uniform in
Plain colors are commonly favored require that they be raised on the
sickness as possible is that there
an optimum time for cure for a by stylists, as compared to mottles mold surface. When depressed letters
supposedly simulating wood grains. are wanted on the molding, they are
iven section thickness in each type
but there is still a considerable pro- often made by machining them on a
rid grade of plastics. A molding
mold
hich combines thick and thin sec- duction of mottled cabinets. Mottles piece of steel separate from the
the
into
and afterward setting this
ons is likely to have the
mold surface.
Louvres should be designed so that
lin ones overcured and
the
flash
shows
as
little
as
possible
lick ones undercured. AvAir Circulation
rage section thickness is
-Flash
inch minimum for
bout
An important consideration in
tedium size molded cabinets
cabinet design is the provision of
nd about 3/32 inch minivents
to insure circulation of air
--Flash
tum for very small cabinets.
over tubes and other parts of the
.lthough thinner sections
chassis not only to keep the latter at
an be molded in some cases,
proper temperatures, but also to
hey do not afford adequate
avoid overheating the cabinet. Phetrength. Excessive thickness is not
nolic cabinets should not be operated
conomical in material and tends to
at continued temperatures above 150
zcrease the molding time.
deg.F. and those in light colored urea
Although it is possible to mold
plastics above 140 deg.F. as warpage
harp edges and sharp inside corand change in color may result.
ers, they should be avoided because
Neither material is softened by heathey tend to interfere with proper
ing, but neither is a good conductor
low of the plastic and to result in
of heat and this may result in exracking or in chipping or both. Out cessive localized temperatures unless
,ide corners and edges should be
adequate air circulation is insured.
`broken" (slightly rounded) and in In small cabinets, adequate air
ide ones should have fillets as liberal
circulation may be afforded by using
is conditions permit. Many of the
a perforated back plate, but large
"Flash" is formed where the surlest looking cabinets have genercabinets, as well as some small ones,
faces of the force and the mold
tusly rounded corners which facili small
a
leave
close together but
are provided with holes in the base
;ate the flow of the plastic in the
opening between them
to permit air circulation. Air circunold.
lation often takes place also through
It is generally better to avoid large have the advantage that they tend to louvres, grilles or other openings. Air
let surfaces without relief even hide minor defects in the surface of vents in or near the top are desirable
though they are sometimes used the molding. The appearance of the
and can be provided for in the design
without serious detriment. Flat and mottles is likely to vary considerably
without detracting from appearance.
unbroken surfaces are considered as between front and side walls and
In bottom -opening cabinets it is simuninteresting from an artistic point some mottled materials are more ex- ple to core vent holes in or near trh^
pensive than plain, dark colors in
of view and from a practical molding
top and in back -opening cabinet
standpoint they have the disadvan- similar dark phenolic materials. The louvres or other vents can be protage of showing up defects which latter are lower in cost than the
near the top. It is common
white, ivory and light tinted ureas, vided
would not usually be apparent. Even
practice to raise the chassis base
but the ureas have a distinct advana slight crown on a surface results
above the bottom of the cabinet and
in highlights when polished (as most tage in being translucent which adds
to provide space for air circulation
molded cabinets are) and such high- to their beauty. When color contrast
between the two.
lights attract attention. Artists say is desired, it is often secured by
These recommendations should
that highlights make the surface using knobs, buttons, grille backing
to avoid some pitfalls as well as
help
more interesting. Although designs and dials in colors other than that
increased expense which will be
which are simple are in general fa- of the cabinet itself. A few cabinets the
not given due attenvor, raised convex bands or ribs and
are provided with feet molded sepa- met if they are the design.
other simple means of breaking up rately in colors contrasting with the tion in preparing
Cabinets
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THE ART ADVANCES
Report of progress during the past twelve months on all fronts of electronic endeavortubes, components, circuits, equipment, techniques-compiled by the Electronics staff from,
data supplied by engineers and manufacturers

ELECTRONICS has for many
years been the most active
branch of electrical engineering in
producing new and useful applications of electricity." These words
are taken from a textbook now
widely used in the technical colleges
of this country-words which, to the
majority of the readers of these
pages, seem obvious enough. But the
statement is important enough in its
implications to be worthy of strong
emphasis. The evidence behind the
statement must, every so often, be
reviewed. For the electron tube is
a tool which can reach its greatest
effectiveness only if its adaptability
is widely appreciated. Your editors
feel, therefore, that an occasional
review of the extraordinary progress
of the electronic arts is a necessary
part of 'their editorial service. The
recapitulation presented herewith,
based on the advancement of the past
twelve months, is an attempt to
evaluate the engineering developments, as well as the commercial
applications.
The Least Common Denominator
Tubes

-

The least common denominator of
all electronic work is the group of
electron tubes available for use in

circuits. During the past 12 months

-

new tube types have appeared in
profusion some representing new
ideas, others merely refinements of

existing tubes. In the latter category
is the single -ended construction, in
which the grid -cap is eliminated in
favor of a properly shielded prong
in the tube base. These tubes, available in glass as well as metal types,
have been rapidly accepted by radio
design engineers, and it seems likely
that the appearance of grid wires
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tube. The heater voltage of these
combination tubes runs as high a,'
70 volts, to avoid the necessity of
dropping the line voltage within
resistor, ballast tube or line cord.
New converter tubes, the 6K8 and
6J8 types, offer much improved
service at high frequencies, and have
been adapted to the single -ended
form. Tubes of high mutual conduct.,
ance, the 6AC7/1852 and the
6AB7/1853, have been made available for television service, have
found use in wide -band r -f and i -f
amplifiers for frequency modulation
receivers, and show promise as sensitive control tubes for electronic control circuits. Extremely small receiving tubes, including additions to
the acorn tube line, the "Bantam,
Jr." series and the HY625 tubes with
extremely short grid and plate leads,
have contributed to portability and
to utility on ultra high frequencies.
Transmitting
tube design has not
Frequency -limit meter developed by
lagged;
here the major emphasis has
the Browning Laboratories
been more power at higher frequencies. A new line of battery tubes,
above a chassis is definitely a thing designed to operate on 1.5 -volt dry,
of the past. Tube construction has cells with high performance characbeen improved in other ways : the teristics relative to plate current has
loctal base which engages positively made its appearance and has acted
in its socket, is an example, and its as the foundation of
the sizable
importance where vibration and business in "battery portable" radio
shock are factors can readily be ap- rèceivers reviewed below.
preciated. Tubes have been combined
The permatron, a magnetically
and combined: rectifiers with beam - controlled mercury rectifier, has been
power -output tubes, remote pentodes announced to industry,
and its appliwith sharp -cut-off pentodes, and cations described. Finally, and per(believe it or not), a pentode, a haps most significantly
of all, there
triode and a diode all bound up in have appeared in the laboratory
one envelope. The use of these tubes several forms
of "beam -group" tubes
is, at present, confined to small re- which operate
on a radically new
ceivers, such as the two -tube midget principle. Electron beams, similar
sets which employ a double pentode to those employed in
cathode-ray
for r -f and detector (or for converter tubes, are chopped into groups in
and second detector in superhet cir- these new tubes, and
the groups are
cuits), and a rectifier -beam-output herded into compact charge concen-
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A complete television system in one cabinet is the achievement of RCA (Camden) engineers. The camera, above,
feeds picture signals to the equipment at the right, which

generates standard R.M.A. sync and blanking pulses

Frequency modulation system of Major Armstrong (left)
was brought closer to commercialization by the researches
of the G. E. Company under W. R. G. Baker (right)

;rations, from which the output
power of the tubes may be obtained.
Hundreds of watts at wavelengths as
short as 10 centimeters may be obtained. The word has gone out,
"watch those new beam tubes". Much
is to be expected of them in the
coming years.
The outstanding contribution in
radio sets within recent months is
the battery -operated portable re -
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12 -inch picture tube reproduces the picture, which is
reflected in the mirror lid. The equipment is useful where ever sight must be transmitted instantaneously over a
coaxial cable circuit, but includes no radio equipment

The

A u -h-f frequency meter, produced by the Lampkin Laboratories extends accurate readings as high as 56 Mc,
makes use of a non-selective detector

ceiver. Sales of this type of receiver,
thus far this year, have run into
the hundreds of thousands, and there
are predictions that the total sales
for the year will top a million sets.
This is a major achievement in merchandising an engineering development which, while not new in itself,
represents a very thorough coordination of new developments. Apparently the ball got rolling with the

use of loop antennas, first in large
console sets then in ac -dc midget sets,
as a means of discriminating against
interference. Loop antennas are as
old as the art itself, but apparently
engineers everywhere were surprised
to find how much gain could be obtained from a tuned loop properly
built to have a high Q. At the same
time the new 1.4 -volt series of tubes
was being developed, in pentode, tri -
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This u -h -f transmitter by the Collins Radio Company will
operate with 500 or 1000 watts output, on any frequency
between 22 and 45 Mc, with high fidelity

ode, diode, and even in diode -triode
types. So the stage was set for a
tuned -loop battery -powered set. Per-

manent dynamic speakers were called
into play. Circuits were tuned
sharply, iron core coils employed for
maximum gain. The sensitivity of
such receivers, weighing 9 pounds
complete with batteries, with a loop
antenna coiled inside the case, is
remarkable. This is an engineer's
point of view. But the public likes
the idea of complete and easy portability, the fact that the battery
power costs roughly but one cent per
hour of operation, (the total B battery drain is in the neighborhood of
10 ma, and the usual operating life
is from 200 to 300 hours), plus the
fact that a complete outfit can be
bought for from fifteen dollars up.
Notable improvements have appeared in components used in radio
receivers. Self -compensating capacitors have contributed greatly to the
stability of r -f and i-f circuits. The
sizes of many components, especially
electrolytic capacitors, have been markedly reduced. A permanent magnet
dynamic speaker only two inches in
diameter has appeared. A whole
22

One of four television kits now available to the experimenter is this 5 -inch picture tube outfit designed by the
Fulton Radio Company. It uses electrostatic deflection

new line of components (described
in detail in the May issue of

Electronics) has arisen to meet the
specialized demands of television receiver production. A volume control
for use with auto radio receivers,
which changes the volume according
to the speed of the car has been offered commercially. This device is actuated by air pressure ; it turns up
the volume as the speed of the car increases, thereby overcoming the increased noise from the engine and
the windage of the car body. Automatic tuning to the nth degree has
appeared in a station preselector
which will set up programs a week
in advance, in 15 minute intervals.
Simplified forms of diversity reception, in which a relatively simple
receiver may be used with two antennas by high speed electronic
switching, have made their 'appearance on the market.
One of the most significant new
lines of endeavor, one which has
many potentials for good and bad, is
the use of r -f energy for short distance control purposes, and for
short -distance communication to
radio receivers. One of the first

devices of its kind on the market
was the automatic dial tuner, consisting of a battery operated transmitter
keyed by a dial -operated switch,
mounted in a small box. The output
is received by a special circuit in the
receiver, and the keyed impulses actuate step switches which tune the
stations, increase or decrease volume
and turn the set off. Shortly before
this device went to the market, the
FCC ruled that the signal strength
at a distance of %th the operating
wavelength (actually the wavelength
divided by 27c) from the transmitter
should be no more than 15 microvolts
per meter. The full text of the rules
governing these devices may be found
in the Federal Register, issue of May
24, 1939, page 2108. There is some
question as to the strict observance
of this rule in all cases, but no
serious cases pf interference seem
to have arisen, except in apartment
houses.
No sooner had the remote dial tuner transmitter appeared than the
same idea was applied to a multitude
of other uses: the "wireless" phonograph player has had a conspicuous
commercial success.
It consists
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new high-powered air-cooled
tube for u-h -f use is the 1500T
announced by Eitel -McCullough

A

simply of a small oscillator, modulated by the phonograph pickup, and

tunable to any point in the broadcast
band. The player is plugged in,
turned on, and the radio receiver
(located anywhere within say fifty
feet of the player) is tuned to the
oscillator output. Another application is the wireless converter used
for remote tuning. The converter
consists of an oscillator, against
which the incoming signal is heterodyned to produce an output signal in
the low -frequency end of the broadcast band. Such converters have been
in use for some time, using a wire
connection between converter and
receiver, instead of relying on the
ether as do the newer devices. The
same system has been applied to
"wireless" interoffice communicating
systems, and to relaying devices for

industrial pursuits.
Frequency Modulation
No review of the past year's accomplishments would be complete
without recognition of the status of
frequency modulation. During the
year Major Armstrong's station at
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to check
The Weston u -h -f signal generator (22 to 150 Mc) is he:e used
band.
40
-Mc
in
the
operating
equipment
radio
the performance of police
The generator also has uses in television research and service

Alpine, New Jersey has been completed and demonstrated with great
success to editors of the technical
press and to engineers and executives of the broadcasting industry.
Up to the present, the ability of the
public to participate in the experiments has been restricted by the
lack of information on how to construct a suitable receiver. This lack
is now removed, with the publication
in this issue (page 32) of the complete constructional details of a
simple, seven-tube receiver using
standard components.
The erection of stations to employ
frequency modulation by the Yankee
Netwórk, and by other broadcasters
and individual experimenters is evidence of the interest and enthusiasm
the new system has aroused. The
Yankee network station near Worcester, Mass. is to have a power of
50 kilowats, the highest power ever
generated in the ultra -high -frequency range (Major Armstrong's
station is built for 40 kw, and is operated currently at 20 kw) . Noteworthy experiments in comparing
the relative merits of frequency- and
amplitude -modulation on the same

frequencies were reported to the
Radio club of America by Messrs.
Weir and Fyler of the General Electric Company. In general these reports substantiate Major Armstrong's conclusions and reveal an
additional phenomena, one first suspected by Hans Roder, who outlined
the theory of the effect in Electronics
in May 1937. The effect is that two
frequency modulation stations, operating on the same carrier frequency,
are not both received by a receiver
if one station has a signal strength
at least twice as great as the other.
The receiver responds to the stronger
signal only. Thus the interfering
radius of a frequency -modulation
station is confined, and the allocation of frequencies for simultaneous
use by several stations is much
simplified.
Public Television Makes Its Debut
Of all the events of the year, the
most eagerly awaited by the engineering public in the New York area

was the beginning of public television service, inaugurated by the
NBC Station W2XBS on April 30,
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Elsewhere in this issue (page
13) are reported some of the experiences of the first month of the new

,1939.

From the standpoint of
progress over the past year, however, a broader outlook is indicated.
Perhaps the most significant development in the television field during
that time is the adoption of singlesideband transmission for the picture. The lower frequency sideband
is partially attenuated in a filter
structure at the transmitter. The
carrier is transmitted full strength
(same amplitude as the high frequency sideband components) and a
portion of the attenuated sideband
near the carrier are also transmitted.
At the receiver, the carrier is attenuated to one half its original
amplitude (by placing the carrier
half-way up the slope at the edge
of the pass -band) thus producing
full modulation with only one side band. The available channel space
in the former double sideband case
was 2.5 Mc; in the single-sideband
system it is increased to more than
4 Mc, giving more than 60 per cent
increase in horizontal picture detail.
The engineering problems of producing the single side band at the
transmitter and of providing the
proper response curve at the receiver
have been solved with but little difficulty, once the basic requirements
had been formulated. The result is
that when the new service started,
some three months after the single
sideband standard was voted by the
R.M.A., the pictures were vastly improved, compared to what they had
been the previous year. Seldom has
so radical an improvement been made
in so short a time.
A second station for New York
City, W2XAX of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, is scheduled to
take the air with a program schedule some time in July. The Don Lee
station (W6XAO) at Los Angeles
has been on the air with regular
program schedules for several years,
on locally -formulated standards, but
has announced that the changeover
to the standard R.M.A. type of transmission will be complete by the end
of June. Thereafter, receivers will
be made available in that area. Stations in other parts of the country
are operated experimentally, or are
in construction, but no program service is in view in these cities for several months or a year.
service.
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Tower at WFAA erected by Truscon, whose engineers are prepared
to
design u -h -f antennas for erection on top of conventional broadcast
towers

A new self-cleaning diffusion pump by Distillation Products
Company is
capable of exhausting ten cathode-ray tubes on a single manifold
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Typical battery -or -power receiver circuit from the Wholesale Radio Service. It can be switched from portable battery operation to the power lines

To permit placing tuning parts at the best electrical position and yet allow
ease of adjustment, flexible shafts, such as this S. S. White unit, are find-

ing increased use in transmitting equipment

Heintz and Kaufman have designed this power band -switch which can
handle as much as a kilowatt of r -f power, with low loss and ease of

rotation
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In all some 18 radio receiver
manufacturers have indicated their
intention of producing television receivers or kits before fall, and at
least six of these will have their
wares on the markets by the time
these pages are published. So far
as can be judged at present, the engineering achievement represented
by these receivers is remarkable considering that all the experience had
to be gained, up to the time of production, on the basis of laboratory
tests alone. The success which
"kitchen mechanics" have had in assembling television kits into working
receivers is another testimony to the
careful planning which has gone into
the design of the kits themselves.
The prices of completed receivers
seem to be high, perhaps 20 per cent
higher than the values predicted before the models were formally announced, but in general the higher
prices are accompanied by correspondingly high quality in the components, circuit arrangements, cabinets, etc. The principal limitations
at present seem to be picture brightness and picture size. The picture
detail seems to be all that can be
expected from a 441 -line image-and
this appears to be adequate for
nearly all subjects except those which
take in so large an area that the
important figures occupy but a few
scanning lines (as, for example, the
outfield players in a baseball game
recently telecast, when the camera
took in the whole playing field) .
When these situations are avoided,
in favor of close-ups, observers are
universally well impressed with the
picture detail.
An incidental, but significant,
change has been made in the transmission of the sound which accompanies the picture. The sound channel is gradually predistorted in the
upper frequency range to give some
20 db emphasis at 15,000 cps. At the
receiver, the inverse curve is applied
to produce essentially flat over all
response. Actually, the frequency
characteristic employed is the same
as the impedance characteristic of an
R -L series circuit whose time constant is 100 microseconds, as stated in
the R.M.A. standard recently adopted.
An advantage in signal-to-noise ratio
is gained, against the high frequency
components (tube and circuit noise)
and in addition it is easier to obtain
good high frequency performance in
receivers having less than adequate
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response at the high end. The net
result is that the sound reception of
television receivers is universally excellent.

-

Laboratory Practice Equipment
and Methods

Measuring equipment has proceeded "at high speed in all directions". On the one hand, increased
stability in the measurement of direct current effects has been obtained
by using tube voltmeters combined
with inverse feedback. On the other
extreme in the frequency scale,
equipment has been devised to generate and measure further and further into the ultra -high -frequency
range.
The variable inductance
tuned circuit developed by Paul Ware
has been applied to a signal generator which covers the range from
22 to 150 Mc. Also, improved forms
of vacuum -tube voltmeter are now
available for this range. Both of
these equipments are intended primarily for television measurements.
Also in this category are square wave generators, and video sweep
generators for aligning wide -band
i -f picture channel circuits, which
have found their way to the commercial market. The measurement
of high voltage has assumed new importance, thanks to television, and
in consequence electrostatic voltmeters, and multiplying resistors for
extending the range of d'Arsonval
meters, have been produced and offered for sale.
In the service field, simplicity has
been the keynote of new instruments.
Tube testers with push-button selector switches for setting up the test
circuits for different tube types have
become popular. The analysis of receiver faults by a channel analyser
(employing several v-t voltmeters
simultaneously, channel by channel
and tube by tube) has also made the
serviceman's job easier. In meter-
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This automatic recording frequency analyzer made by the Electrical Re-

search Products Company can follow sounds at a rate of 50 db per second

type analysers, more sensitive meter
movements are being employed and
consequently greatly extended ranges
of current, voltage and resistance,
are covered.
Contributions by Commercial
Organizations

pared. The reader will appreciate
the difficulty of covering adequately
so broad a field; consequently it has
been necessary to restrict attention
to products of direct interest to engineers in radio and allied electronic
fields.

The Acheson Colloids Corp. has
produced
a collodial graphite susThere is a tendency among radio
pension
of extremely fine composiengineers to believe that when the
production blue -prints have been tion, the majority of particles less
turned over to the factory, the job is than one micron in diameter. Stable
finished. But before a product is suspensions of these particles in
useful it must be manufactured and water, carbon tetrachloride and kerodistributed, at a price the customers sene are now available. The Amerifeel willing to pay. Hence the com- can Emblem Company has a new
mercial record of new product de- cam lever drive for radio tuning
velopment is an important index of mechanisms especially suitable for
the activity of the electronics field. automatic dialing, since its calibraTo gauge this activity, the editors tion cannot be destroyed by sudden
sent a letter to nearly 700 individuals strains or shocks. The Acme Steel
and companies, asking for informa- Company has a new Steelstrapper
tion on the latest product offered packaging machine of particular
by them. An overwhelming response value for shipping delicate mechawas obtained. From this material nisms common in the electronic field.
the remainder of this article (and The American Lava Corporation has
all the illustrations) has been pre - a new ceramic, Alsimag 222, which
can be machined after firing, a propThe Solar Manufacturing Company
erty of special value in development
has developed a means of wax and research work. A direct -coupled
molding paper condensers which
insures against the entrance of
push-pull amplifier of 10 watts outmoisture
put useful for a variety of audio
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Radio Co. line is the 236A u -h -f
transmitter, frequency range 22 to
45 Mc, crystal controlled, 500 or 1000
watts output with high -quality, low distortion audio modulating equipment. A new fractionating (oil selfcleaned) high vacuum diffusion
pump, especially developed for pumping cathode-ray tubes (making non getter production possible without
cooling) is available from Distillation Products, Inc. The pump can
handle as many as ten tubes on a
single manifold. A professional recorder free from wows and hum vibration is announced by the Duplex
Recording Devices Co. Two large
air-cooled tubes, the 1500T and the
2000T, of particular value in generatThis mixer and preamplifier provides individual control over two lines.
ing high power at u -h -f have just
It is manufactured for broadcast station use by the Operadio Company
been announced by Eitel -McCullough.
Electrical Research Products Inc.,
announces a commercial model of
their automatic recording frequency
analyzer which permits recording
audio response over the entire
audible range in two minutes, and is
capable of following sound level differences at a rate of 50 db per second. New metal casings and cabinets of modernistic design, suitable
for housing transmitters and other
large electronic equipment are avails
't .1114;
able from the Falstrom Co. The
Ferranti Company continues its development of light -weight high fidelity audio transformers with a
unit for aircraft work. Calcined
A new fine grade of colloidal graphite by the Acheson Colloids Company
beryllium oxide of use in the prepa(center) is compared under the microscope with fine face powder (left) and
ration of fluorescent screens for
pasteurized milk (right)
cathode-ray tube has been offered reMineral Co.
equency purposes in sound work new Bliley crystal holders which in- cently by the Foote
page 92)
on
(Continued
id in the laboratory is offered by corporate a new electrode spring design. A compact crystal holder and
le Amplifier Corporation of Ameroven combined is also made by this
a. Among the new Arcturus tubes
company. The Boonton Radio Corp.
a 12 -volt -heater single -ended penigrid converter, (12SA7GT) a 35 - offers a beat oscillator of particular
value in video work, range from 20
Alt -heater rectifier with a tap for
ilot light connection (35Z5GT), and cps to 5 Mc, in two ranges with out25 -volt -heater diode -triode -pentode put voltage from 1 millivolt to 32
25D8GT). The latter tube can be volts. The Browning Laboratories
have marketed a new frequency
sed as an i -f amplifier, detector, and
-f amplifier, at one and the same monitor which reads frequency limits and which takes up a small space.
ime.
New Hoyt (Burton -Rogers Co.)
A new exponential public address
orn designed for proper diaphragm meters have the moving coil mechalading of an eight -inch speaker is nism included in a small case, revailable from the Atlas Sound Corp. quiring but a small panel hole, while
miniature 60 -cps frequency meter allowing a full size face to fall in
f the reed type is offered by the front of the panel proper.
The latest product in the Collins
ames G. Biddle Company. The inreased necessity of employing
Style plus performance is the
rystal-control in portable transwatchword for new microphones.
mitters; made necessary by recent
The Shure Unidyne is a typical
example
CC regulations, has been met by
Al
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A "Report -in -Advance" of the National Convention of the

Francisco

Institute of Radio Engineers,

to

he held June 27, 28, 29, 30, at San Francisco. Twenty-seven papers, covering all phases
of radio development, to be presented by outstanding engineers

4
THE first major convention of method, most widely used today,
radio engineers to be held this make use of a small blast of explosive
year is the Pacific Coast National buried in the ground. Whenever the
Convention of the Institute of Radio seismic wave thereby generated enEngineers, which will be held June counters a discontinuity in the sub27, 28, 29 and 30 in San Francisco. strata of the earth, a portion of the
For many years past May and June wave is reflected toward the surface,
have been traditional months for the where it may be detected by vibrapresentation of outstanding papers tion microphones, amplified, and reBy decorded oscillographically.
on radio engineering in conjunction
with the Annual Conventions of the termining the time interval between
I.R.E. This year, the I.R.E. Annual the blast and the reception of the
Convention has been moved forward reflected impulse, and by determinto September, but the spring get- ing the direction of the reflected
together tradition is being carried wave, it is possible to determine the
forward by the San Francisco Sec- geologic structure of the sub -strata,
tion, whose members have seized with amazing accuracy. By proper
the opportunity of presenting a interpretation of this geologic informeeting at which no fewer than mation it is possible to assure a
twenty-seven papers will be read by high percentage of success when oil outstanding members of the profes- drilling begins. Mr. Hoover's paper
sion. The technical program has been treats the equipment used, and emarranged by a sub -committee acting phasizes its relation to similar equipunder the leadership of Fred Ter- ment employed in communication enman of Stanford University.
gineering.
Realizing that many readers of
Radio in the Air
Electronics will be unable to attend
the Convention because of its disAt the opposite extreme in comtance from many radio centers, the munication techniques are those diseditors have prepared a "report -in- cussed in three papers which treat
advance" of the program, from sum- of aircraft radio. Mr. H. H. Willis
maries and carbon copies of papers of the Sperry Gyroscope Company
supplied by the authors.
tells of recent developments in the
field of aerial navigation. Several
Geophysics and Communications
of these have been covered in ElecAn interesting example of the im- tronics ("Aircraft Radio, 1939",
pact of modern technology on an page 10, January 1939 issue) . These
established industry is found in the include the automatic radio comapplication of geophysical explora- pass, in which a motor -driven loop tion methods to prospecting for oil. antenna is constrained to hold the
These methods have succeeded in re- null (minimum signal) position revealing new oil deposits faster than gardless of the motion of the plane
the old ones have been depleted, and relative to the incoming wavefront.
have created thereby a difficult eco- A pointer, geared to the loop
nomic problem. The methods of geo- through a flexible shaft, indicates
physical prospecting, revealed in the the direction of the incoming signal,
paper by Herbert Hoover, Jr. of the continuously and automatically. AnUnited Geophysical Corporation, other application lies in the consolihave largely been developed by com- dation of several airplane instrumunications engineers. The seismic ment indications on the face of a
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cathode-ray tube. Mr. Willis's paper
also reviews the general problem of
orientating a plane relative to a
fixed point on the earth's surface,
and enabling it to travel from one
point to another, regardless of visibility conditions.
Professor E. L. Bowles presents
a paper on the landing of aircraft
by instruments alone, in reference
to the research on this problem now
being conducted at M.I.T. This work
has been described in Electronics
(January issue, see previous reference) . Essentially the system consists of indicating to the pilot, on the
face of a cathode-ray tube, the position of his, plane relative to a fixed
reference landing path in space. The
landing path is established by the
projection of ultra -high -frequency
(500 Mc) beams from the mouths
of horn structures located on the airport surface, each of the beams
being modulated with an identifying
signal. The M.I.T. research group
is among the first to make practical
use of the Klystron, the new ultrahigh frequency generator developed
at Stanford University, which is described in another paper later in the
program.
One of the important problems in
aircraft navigation is the effect of
mountainous country on the accuracy of radio direction -finding indications. This difficulty has been the
subject of a study made by Andre
Busignies, of Le Materiel Tele phonique, Paris, in conjunction with
the experimental flying laboratory
ship of the United Airlines. M.'
Busignies shows how the two types
of radio -beacon range stations (those
using loop antennas, and those using
vertical "Adcock" radiators) should
behave with respect to the fluctua-,
tion of bearings, and shows that experience agrees well with the theoretical predictions. Particular em -
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PROGRAM
TUESDAY, JUNE 27 9:00 A. M.
10:00 A.

16.

M.-12:00 NOON

Opening address by R. A. Heising, President of the
Institute.
Explor1. "Communications Engineering in Geophysical
Geophysical
United
Jr.,
ation." by Herbert Hoover,
Corporation.
Commission Engineering
2. "Federal Communications
of Good Engineering
Standards
and
Regulations
Practice for Broadcast Stations," by S. L. Bailey,
Jansky and Bailey, Washington, D. C.
3. "Columbia's West Coast Operations," by L. H. Bowman, Columbia Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
Calif.

17.

18.

THURSDAY, JUNE 29

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

M.-4:30

P. M.

"Recent Developments in Aerial Navigation," by H. H.
Willis, Sperry Gyroscope Company. Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Aircraft Instrument Landing Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology," by E. L. Bowles,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass.
"Study of the Effects of Mountains in Radiogoniometry
and on the Combined Use of Radio Beacons and
Radio Compasses for Aerial Navigation," by Andre
Busignies, Le Material Telephonique, Paris, France.
"Acoustic Models of Radio Antennas," by E. C. Jordan
and W. L. Everitt, Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio.
"Recent Advances in Receiving Equipment for Transoceanic Telephony," by F. A. Polkinghorn, Bell
Telephone Laboratories, New York, N. Y.

9.
10.

11.

12.

M.-11:00 A.

11:30 A. M.----2:00 P. M.

Trip io Pan American Airways Terminal and inspection of Boeing Clipper.
2:00 P.
13.
14.

M.-4:30

P. M.

"Direct -Current and Audio-Frequency Amplifier." by
L. J. Black and H. J. Scott, University of California.
"Golden Gato International Exposition Radio and
Sound Distributing Systems," by C. A. Lahar and
L. Hewitt, RCA Manufacturing Company, Camden,

Engineers.)
"The Klystron as a Generator of Very Short Waves,"
by W. W. Hansen, R. H. Varian, S. F. Varian, D.

Webster, and J. R. Woodyard, Stanford University, Stanford University, Calif.
and Methods of Measuring Radio Noise,"
20.
by C. V. Aggers, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Penna.: D. E.
Foster, RCA License Laboratory, New York, N. Y.:
and C. S. Young, Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company, Allentown, Penna.
V.
21. "Methods of Controlling Radio Interference." by C.
Manufacturing
and
Aggers, Westinghouse Electric
Company, East Pittsburgh, Penna.
22. "Technical Framework of our Television," by E. W.
Engstrom, RCA Manufacturing Company. Camden,
L.

N. J.
23.

"A New Standard Volume Indicator and Reference
Level," by H. A. Chinn, Columbia Broadcasting
System: D. K. Gannett, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York, N. Y.: and R. M. Morris. National Broadcasting Company, New York, N. Y.
12:30 P. M.

M.

"Electron Optics," by V. K. Zworykin, RCA Manufacturing Company, Harrison, N. J.
"Current Division in Plane -Electrode Triodes," by Karl
Spangenberg, Stanford University, Stanford University, Calif.
"Functions of Electron Bombardment in Television,"
by I. G. Maloff, RCA Manufacturing Company,
Camden, N. J.
"Surface -Controlled Mercury -Pool Rectifier," by T. M.
Libby, Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Seattle, Wash.

P. M.

(Joint Session with American Institute of Electrical

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28
9:00 A.

M.-11:30

9:00 A.

19.

2:00 P.

"Solar Cycle and the F, Region of the Ionosphere,"
by W. M. Goodall, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Deal, N. J.
"Atmospherics and Radio Transmission Phenomena
in Puerto Rico," by G. W. Kenrick and P. T. Sam mon, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, P. R.
"Transmission on 41 Megacycles," by S. S. MacKeown,
B. M. Oliver, and A. C. Tregidga, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.

InTrip to Stanford University jointly with American

stitute of Electrical Engineers.
2:00 P.

M.-4:30 P.

M.

Velocity-Modulation
"Electronic -Wave Theory of
Tubes," by Simon Ramo, General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
"Recent Ultra -High -Frequency Developments," by B.
25.
HarJ. Thompson, RCA Manufacturing Company,
rison, N. J.
RCA
26. "Simple Television Antennas," by P. S. Carter,
Y.
N.
I.,
L.
Point,
Rocky
Communications,
Re27. "Continuous -Wave Interference with Television
Ltd.,
Kolster-Brandes,
Smyth,
N.
C.
by
ception,"
Sidcup, Kent, England.
24.

FRIDAY, JUNE 30
M.-12:00 NOON
and
Trip to the tube manufacturing plants of Eitel
McCullough, San Bruno, and Heintz and Kaufman,
10:00 A.

South San Francisco.

N. J.

15.

"Radio -Frequency Spark -Over In Air," by P. A.
Ekstrand, Heintz and Kaufman, South San Francisco, Calif.
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2:00 P.

M.-5:00

P. M.

Trip to University of California.

phasis is laid on the advantage of
combining the indications of a
radio compass (direction -finding antenna in the plane) with those of
the radio range beacon (direction establishing antenna on the ground).
"Acoustic Models of Radio Antennas'

When models are used as the basis
of radio antenna designs, it is customary to employ wavelengths which
are a fraction of the operating wavelength, in order to obtain the advantage of small size. But, as E.
C. Jordan and W. L. Everitt of
Ohio State University point out in
their paper, it is possible to obtain
the same effect by using a lower
velocity of wave propagation. The
low velocity which obtains in acoustic propagation makes it possible to
build acoustic analogs of antenna
structures. Sound waves display the
effects of interference phenomena,
and hence can be used to study directional arrays. The fact that sound
waves are compressional, whereas
radio waves are transverse, must be
taken into account, but when this is
done, the acoustic model permits
more rapid control of all the independent variables in an array. The
acoustic radiators consist of closed
pipes, with holes drilled along their
length. A single audio frequency is
fed to the pipe, and the reflection
from the closed end sets up a standing wave similar to that in a radio
antenna. The radiation of acoustic
power from the holes is in proportion to the pressure behind them.
The pressure distribution, which can
be made to correspond to current distribution, can thus be measured. The
effects of finite ground conductivity,
improper lengths and positions of
the elements of the array, and special
non -sinusoidal current distributions
can all be measured at will. The
measuring equipment is made sharply
selective to the audio frequency used
as a basis of the measurement, so
that other sounds present do not
affect the accuracy of measurement.
The authors feel that this new technique may aid greatly in devising
more effective arrays, employing unusual current distributions and element structures.
Broadcast Engineering Papers

Three papers are directed to the
problems and procedures of broadcasting. S. L. Bailey, of the Jansky
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and Bailey consulting firm in Washington, discusses the "Standards of
Good Engineering Practice" which
at the time of writing are pending
before the Federal Communications
Commission.
The paper reviews
briefly the historical aspect of the
allocation problem and then proceeds
to a point -by -point discussion of the
proposed engineering rules. The
types of station set up, and the
channel protection afforded each, as
well as the methods and equipment
used to measure output and insure
optimum performance, are discussed.
L. W. Bowman of the Columbia
Broadcasting System describes the
West Coast operations set-up of CBS,
as illustrated in the Columbia Square
installation (see Electronics April,
1938, page 20) . The facilities described include not only those on
broadcast wavelengths, but also those
for intermediate-relay and high -frequency work. Another member of
the CBS staff, H. A. Chinn, combines with D. K. Gannett of the
Bell Labs, and R. M. Morris of NBC
in a paper on the new standard
volume unit (the VU) and the reference level associated with it. This
subject has been discussed by Affel,
Chinn, and Morris in the February
issue of Electronics.

the proposed applications of frequen.
cies up to the region of 1,000
Mc
(30 cm) can be accomplished with
developments either now in the laboratory, or definitely in prospect.,,
At the lower end of the u_
region, the subject of transmission

characteristics on

41 Mc is reviewed
by Messrs. MacKeown, Oliver,
and
Tregidga of California Tech. These

men have been conducting experi-

ments on the signal strength and
fading characteristics of 41 Mc
signals over a 90.5 -mile path from
Mount Palomar to Pasadena. They
find a mean signal fluctuation (fading) over a 48 -hour period of only
2 decibels, despite the fact that
earlier measurements showed large
signal variations during the day.
Two papers on the beam -group
tubes which can generate high power
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Surface -controlled mercury rectifier
described by T. M. Libby

News from the U-h -f Front

As is to be expected, many papers
deal with developments in the field
of generating and transmitting ultrahigh -frequency waves. A general
paper by B. J. Thompson of RCA
(Harrison) shows that the present
interest in the field has been stimulated by the practical uses to which
the new regions in the spectrum have
been put. Mr. Thompson classes
u -h -f radiations in two divisions:
"perceived radiation" in which simply
a source and a detector are involved,
and "communication radiation" in
which amplification, modulation, demodulation, etc. play parts, and in
which frequency stability is important. The most promising field for
generation and reception of signala
above 500 Mc seems to be in the development of new tube types. As -a

Relations between load current I,.
applied voltage E, and control
voltage E,. for full conduction of
new rectifier

transmitting tube, the "inductive output" power amplifier seems to be

the most promising, whereas controlled electron multipliers and beam deflection tubes serve well as receiving tubes. It is encouraging to note
that Mr. Thompson believes that all

Decreased conduction results when
phase of control voltage is advanced relative to applied voltage
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statistical study of vertical
angle of arrival of radio waves
against frequency (F. A. PolkingLeft,

horn)
Below, correlation of sun -spot data
with critical ionosphere frequencies
(W. M. Goodall)
Right, nomogram for effective grid

area

terms of tube dimensions

in

q

4200
6190
.6180
170

=

-

Z160 _'

(Karl Spangenberg)
14

12

10

O

wavelengths of less than 100 cm,
ee Electronics, April, 1939, page 9)
e to be presented by Simon Ramo
the G. E. Research Laboratories
id by Hansen, Varian, Varian, Weber and Woodyard of Stanford Uniesity. The former paper reveals
new approach to the theory of
2locity modulated tubes, treating
ie electron groups as a wave pheomena. The second paper is one of
le first public presentations of the
etails of the Klystron, which has
een in the forefront of the scientific

a.8
,,,
w

fit'mc/S

.

w
140

rectifier of the pool type is the dis-- closure of T. M. Libby's (Pacific Tel.a
---4
and Tel. Co.) paper. The tube is
-7pyrex cylinder, around which a water
K
jacket acts as a cooling agent, and
A
00
I934
at the same time acts as a shield.
A vapor -pressure gradient is mainwhich
the constructional changes by
tained between the cathode and the
impedance matching is accomplished, anode by means of a mercury boiler
are also brought out.
and nozzle which directs vapor at
The use of electron bombardment the cathode. The high pressure in
as a practical instrument throughout this region makes for low sparking
the modern television system is re- potential, while the low pressure in
viewed by I. G. Maloff of RCA the vicinity of the anode, maintained
ews.
(Camden). Some of the effects, as by the cooling effect of water jacket,
in scanning the image plate of the makes the sparking potential high
Four Papers on Television
iconoscope and recreating the image near the anode. Reverse conduction
E. W. Engstrom of RCA (Cam - on the luminescent screen of the
(arc-back) is thus rendered very
len) , whose influence on the growth picture tube, are essentials of the unlikely, even when voltages as high
1f television and particularly on teletelevision process, but others are as 86,000 volts are applied. Control
rision standards has been outstand- distinctly disadvantageous. In the of the conduction at a given point in
ng, is to deliver a general paper on latter category are the effect of the applied a -c cycle is obtained by
;he framework of our present telescreen saturation in picture tubes, applying a control voltage between
ïision system. The paper shows the which limits the brightness and con- the waterjacket and the cathode. By
iecessity of standards, establishes the trast of the reproduced image, and varying the phase of this control
)aces on which the standards have the redistribution of secondary elec- voltage, it is possible to vary the
)een erected, and describes apparatus trons in the iconoscope which pro- conduction time throughout the posiwith which the standards are put in duce uneven background shading. tive -anode half cycle in the same
practice. The subject of television The means of analyzing and control- way as in ignitron and thyratron
antennas, with special reference to ling both the beneficial and deleteri- tubes. The maximum current limitasimple structures suitable for use ous bombardment effects are dis- tions have not been definitely estabwith home television receivers, is cussed. The fourth paper on tele- lished inasmuch as the maximum
the subject of P. S. Carter's (RCA vision, by C. N. Smyth of Kolster- current was that available from the
Communications) talk. The neces- Brandes, England, presents the type power supply.
sity of suppressing signal pick-up in of information which can be asJ. L. Black and H. J. Scott of the
the lead-in and of other precautions sembled best only when wide experi- University of California describe an
to avoid ghost images are stated, as ence in public service has been interesting method of amplifying
is the requirement that the antenna
gained. The subject is the inter- direct currents and low -frequency
system display a flat impedance over
ference effects produced on television alternating currents by imposing
telethe
in
frequencies
the band of
images by the effects of continuous them on a carrier wave which is
vision channel. In particular, Mr.
waves either in the r -f channel and demodulated at the output of the
Carter shows the advantage of using with the i -f pass -band. From ex- device. This is essentially the same
dipole conductors of large diameter
perience in England Mr. Smyth con- system which is now used in telein order to obtain a flat impedance
cludes that a 40 db ratio between vision transmission to transmit the
characteristic over the frequency picture signal and interfering signal d -c component of the picture signal.
band. The use of folded dipoles,
Since the amplification occurs as a -c,
should be maintained.
and of "hourglass" structures in
after modulation and before demoducovering the frequency range ocApplications
and
Electronic Tubes
lation, the amplifier is independent
cupied by several television stations
(Continued on page 95)
A new type of surface -controlled
through the television band, and of
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RECEIVER FOR
FREQUENCY MODULATION
A

The first published data for the construction of an f -m receiver. Using but seven tubes, the
circuit displays a sensitivity of the order of 5 microvolts, is flat from 30 to 15,000 cps
within 2 db, and may be constructed from standard components

By J. R. DAY
Marcellus Hartley Laboratories
Columbia University

frequency-modulation receiver
described here is representative
of many others, some more elaborate,
and some more simple. It was selected because its design and construction embrace all the features
that distinguish frequency modulation receivers from amplitude modulation receivers. This receiver has
proved capable of rendering noise free and high quality audio from
very small signals, corresponding to
a field strength of from one -tenth to
one one-hundredth the value that
would be necessary in the case of
amplitude modulation, in the absence
of outside interference, and in addition possesses the advantages relating to the suppression of noise
originating outside the receiver that
have been demonstrated for wide band frequency modulation.
At the outset it might be well to
recall a few generalities. A frequency -modulated wave is a radio frequency carrier wave whose frequency is caused, at the transmitter,
to vary linearly above and below its
nominal value in accordance with the
desired modulation. It is also a distinguishing and important feature
of Major Armstrong's method that
the maximum deviation of the transmitter frequency is several times the
value in cycles of the highest frequency present in the modulation.
The transmitter output, during modulation, therefore covers a considerable bandwidth, and the receiver
must be designed to handle it adequately. Transmissions at present
use a maximum deviation of ± 75 kc.
THE

32

A commercial

type of f -m receiver constructed by the Radio
Engineering Laboratories using the same tube complement as that
described by Mr. Day, but with a somewhat more elaborate
audio system

The receiver described here when
properly aligned will handle such a
transmission with negligible amplitude and frequency distortion.
The block schematic diagram
shows that the antenna current is
received at a high frequency, is amplified, converted to a lower intermediate frequency, amplified further,
passed through a current limiter,
converted to amplitude modulation,
and finally demodulated. Since the
magnitude of the recovered audio is
a function of the time rate of change
of the frequency of the carrier current it follows that, unless the phase

shift of the various circuits up

to

the detector is linear, there will be
amplitude distortion. It is not hard
to keep the distortion due to this to
less than 1 per cent of the peak
amplitude of the recovered audio,
with thoroughly practical values of
the circuit parameters. Observing
this precaution the amplification
from antenna to current limiter grid
may be increased or decreased as
necessary or convenient, only providing that there is sufficient gain at
all times to provide adequate limiting action in the limiter stage. The
receiver of the circuit diagram
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Tuning condensers 3-/5xx.,u.f.
Trimming condensers 3-30Kfcf.
R.F. and oscillator coils, 6 turns, @ /0 turns per inch, on 8 diameter
Antenna primary 2turns Close coupling
2turns
Interstage
Oscillator tick/er /2 turns -med coup/ing

A// I.F. Coils approximately MO Atli,.

t 300 volts
tr 300 volts

commercially and may
Complete circuit diagram of the receiver. I -f transformers for 1700 kc are now available
be modified readily for wide -band reception

oscillator voltage is particularly to the sensitivity of an amplitude -modbe avoided. This may occur in a ulation receiver, for obvious reasons,
variety of ways including plate sup- but it is possible to state a minimum
ply ripple, tube, coil, and condenser signal level, required at the input
microphonic response, and heater - of the frequency modulation resated.
where ceiver, to produce adequate limiting
The two tuned circuits at 7 meters cathode leakage in the case
action. A voltage level of about 6
lo not provide a very high image the cathode is above ground. Ripple
sup - volts is required at the grid of the
ratio with an intermediate frequency frequency filtering in the plate
and condenser, limiter tube to insure proper limiter
of 1700 kc. However, consideration ply, rigidity of coil
of the tube, action. The gains per stage prior to
of the results shown by Weir will microphonic isolation
heater to this grid are, from the antenna coil
disclose that the requirements here and large d -c bias from
remedy these inward, as follows : 5, 12, 4, 70, and
are less stringent than would be the cathode will ordinarily
it may be found 70, or a total of 1,100,000 times. Accase were this receiver for amplitude ills. In bad cases
and perhaps cordingly, a six -volt signal can be
modulation. The two r-f circuits and desirable to by-pass,
for r -f at the developed from a minimum input of
the oscillator in this case are oper- filter, the heater leads
of about between 5 and 6 microvolts. It
ated from a single control, but for socket. Chokes (very small)
0.001 microfarad should be noted that this is the
the purpóses of an experimental re- 5 microhenries and
bill nicely. It minimum signal required for limitceiver a separate control for the condensers will fill the
these ing action against the effects of
beating oscillator, enabling tuning should be pointed out that and external noise. If there is no exvery small
both above and below the carrier f re- effects are generally
if the over - ternal noise to contend with, the
quency, would naturally give greater would not be appreciable
not so uncom- discrimination against tube noise is
flexibility. Also the use of a higher all reproduction were
gain of active even with signals as weak as a
intermediate frequency would better monly quiet. The conversion
fraction of a microvolt.
4.
serve circumstances requiring a the stage is about
The resistance loading on the i -f
The intermediate frequency ampli higher image ratio. The measured
and can coils performs a number of related
image response ratio of the receiver fier is perfectly orthodox,
the
be considerably improved. functions. As mentioned before,
is about 18 -to -1. Naturally the Q of probably
frewith
a gain of approxi- variation of phase angle
the r-f coils is low enough to insure The 1852's give
A gain of 50 quency of each coupling circuit
linear transmission and phase shift mately 70 per stage.
materially lessen the should be linear for an interval above
over the range of ± 100 kc. The per stage would
feedback. and below the carrier equal to the
resistor loading the grid of the 6K8 hazards of unwanted i -f trans - maximum frequency deviation in the
double -tuned
type tube was put there only be- Ready-made
figure
available to the trade transmission. A conservative
cause a wide variation in the input formers are
swingintermedi- is ± 100 kc for transmissions
resistance at 40 megacycles among for quite a variety of high these can ing ± 75 kc, and would represent a
of
tubes was experienced. It appears ate frequencies. Several
to conform limit of "over -designing" beyond
simply
that the new 6SA7 type is somewhat be modified very
receiver. The which there would be no benefits. In
better in this respect. Some regen- to the needs of this
of 140 micro - the absence of elaborate equipment
eration in the r -f section can be coils used here were
and the necessary for measuring the phase angle, and
tolerated provided it does not unduly henries inductance
by manual ad- in the absence of the stamina resharpen the transmission character- bandwidth obtained
way to
coil spacing on the quired to compute it, a cheap
istic. The step-up in the antenna justment of the
with the indi coil is about 5, and the gain of the dowel, in conjunction
Block diagram of the receiver shown
coils
the
case
In
this
loading.
above. Except power supply, but
1852 stage to the converter grid is cated
of
units
seven tubes are used
-wound
12. At the time it appeared the 6K8 were smáll universal
the
and
width,
type offered advantages in stability about 3/32 inch
is about 3/8
spacing
coil
at high frequencies that governed optimum
Limiter and Detector
2 stage
ConR.
defector
I.F. Amp.
40-44 verter to
6H6
the choice. The 6SA7 now appears inch between centers.
net -work
kc.
1,700
1700 kc.
Mc.
receiver
1,700
kc.1852
the
of
sensitivity
2-1852's
6
K8
The
1852
to be superior in this respect also.
with
directly
compared
be
cannot
the
of
Frequency modulation
33
-epresents a middle ground in the
Nay of sensitivity, and the values
given are merely for the purpose of
guidance, at the frequencies indi-
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insure success is to put one's faith
in the old adage that for symmetrical
circuits the phase shift is linear over
the range where the transmission
is constant. As a guide the individual i -f stages should be adjusted
to be symmetrically tuned and to be
down 1 db at the edges of the band.
Symmetry is important, as stagger
tuning brings in some rather unpredictable factors and can easily
make a graph of the phase angle

bed-spring-to say nothing of what the recovered audio can
sound like. The resistance loading
shown is of course instrumental in
obtaining the desired "steady-state"
transmission characteristic. It does
something else of equal importance.
Since the coupling circuits contain
look like a

period superimposed on each half cycle of the recovered sine -wave. The
transient does not change greatly as
the audio frequency is raised, being
mainly dependent on the circuit
rather than the precisé nature of the
exitation, and hence is a comparatively greater disturbance to a high
frequency modulation wave than to
a low. This and related phenomena
are described and analyzed by Roder
and by Carson and Fry. The equivalent damping shown for the circuits
of this receiver is ample to insure
freedom from these effects. Reasonable departure from the limits and
values given here will not cause
aurally detectable distortion, and experience will show the experimenter
that the specifications given in this

Limiter, discriminator and detector circuit, in which the essential
demodulation functions of the receiver are performed

L, C, and R, and the

currents carried
are varying rapidly through the
resonant frequency of the combination, transient or free -oscillation currents result. The character of these
currents and their harmfulness as
spurious responses is controlled by
the ratio L/C and by R. The higher
the damping produced by R the less
pronounced will be this response. In
amplifiers handling frequency modulated currents it is important that
this transient current be kept to a
certain low level and that it be
rapidly damped out, for the highest
modulation frequencies of importance (this phenomenon is clearly of
greater significance the higher the
modulating frequency). Using sine wave modulation, distortion in a
frequency modulation receiver due
to non-linear phase angle and related defects will be characterized by
the usual types of wave malformation. But this second type of distortion will appear very plainly as
a damped transient of a short initial
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description are safe by quite a margin.
The current limiter amplifier is a
coupling stage intended to remove
from the carrier variations in amplitude, and to excite the conversion
network with a current varying only
in frequency and phase. There are
a number of ways of doing this, none
of them perfect. The circuit will
begin to "limit" with an r -f input of
three volts peak, will have leveled off
at five volts, and will "drive down"
slightly as the input is increased to
100 volts. This "driving down" is
due to plate and screen voltage regulation as rectification occurs. As operated, this limiter is a grid -cathode
rectifier and hence develops a voltage negative to ground on the resistor from coil to ground in the
grid circuit. This voltage may be
used for avc or manual r -f gain control by applying a part of it to one
or more amplifier grids. It is important, though, not to use such a
gain control voltage to an extent that

might endanger the efficacy of lira_
ing, as exemplified by a limiter gr
driving voltage of say 7 volts mi
mum. The voltage across this r
sistor or the current in it may be
used as a very broad tuning indicator, and, if the stages preceding
the limiter are linear, as a measure
of the signal strength. It is convenient to note here that up through
the limiter circuit there are no requirements whatever on the linearity
with amplitude of any of -the amplifier circuits. Although this property
in the receiver does not permit the
economies that it allows in the transmitter it is none the less attractive,
and neatly removes one headache for
the designer of a high -quality receiver.
The network effecting the change
from frequency to amplitude modulation, for the purpose of recovering
the audio by ordinary means, is in
the plate circuit of the limiter and
consists of the familiar discriminator device as used in some types of
automatic frequency control. The
analysis of this circuit is ably given
by Roder. Here again the coupling
must be relatively "tight", in order
that the pear separation should comfortably exdeed the maximum frequency deviation. The circuit as
shown for 1700 kc uses coils of 140
microhenries inductance, coupled a
bit more tightly than the amplifier
coils, that is, for a peak separation
of about 250 kc. The diode load
shown is sufficient to preserve linearity over the operating range. It
will be found that, -when the coupling
is adjusted, the primary trimmer
affects mainly the symmetry above
and below mid -frequency of the
peaks, while the secondary trimmer
mainly affects the cross-over, which
should be accurately nailed to the
center of the i-f channel. The recovered audio when the tube ahead
is limiting will be found to be between 20 and 80 volts peak for a
transmitter swing of ± 75 kc. The
operating conditions of the limiter
tube for the most part determine the
maximum audio output of the detector as shown. It should be noted
that the detector output voltage consists of the sum of two voltages, one
from each diode. This is a true pushpull effect, and is of aid in balancing
out any unwanted modulation that
appears on the diodes in the push push sense. A 6B8 type tube can be
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cps, with single frequency distortion ever, some drawbacks. In the first
not exceeding 2 per cent rms for full place, relatively careful calibration
[lit it necessitates a grounded corn modulation. Obviously, it would be of frequency deviation is necessary.
ion cathode and shunt diode loads,
unfair and wasteful to use poor The visual accuracy of cathode-ray
;td hence a two-grid audio input.
loudspeaker equipment with such a tube indications is limited. And, fiIso, being a remote cut-off tube, it
nally, there is a strong temptation
is a somewhat higher limiter device.
alignwhen using this sort of equipment
of
The most precise method
reshold. Since the average value
"over-all" and
the voltage across the two diode ing and testing a receiver like this to align the receiver
unwittingly to indulge in
ads in series is zero when the is a point by point procedure. With perhaps
for the sake
.rrier is exactly in tune, and goes a signal from some suitable gener- interstage compensation transmission
looking
)sitive and negative for deviations ator on the grid of the limiter tube, of a smooth
If this method is used
d
-c
voltmeter
characteristic.
'om "in-tune", it makes a conveni- and a high resistance
on the limiter grid reit and accurate tuning indication. across the diode output, the discrim- the voltage
by-pass reduced so as
center set voltmeter of sufficient inator transformer is tuned so that sistor (with
limiter to shunt out only r -f) is convenient
sistance to avoid loading the diodes for constant voltage on the
grid the voltage across the diodes for vertical deflection when aligning
nduly makes a suitable indicator.
varies linearly through zero at mid the i -f stages and converter.
I' The resistance capacity combinaThe alignment of the r -f section
above to 75 kc
on intervening between the diode i -f range from 75 kc
keep the consists of simple peaking, as the
had and the audio volume control below. It is desirable to
peaks as close together as is con- coil and tube damping are more than
i i a so-called "restorer", and is for
sistent with linearity in the ±- 75 kc enough for the purpose. Although
pie purpose of equalizing the present
the sensitivity of the receiver is
transmission characteristic. At the range.
The next step is to put a milliam- high, and the natural noise-reduction
ransmitter the highs are accentulimiter grid inherently good, a good dipole with
ited in the manner familiar as pre- meter in series with the
by associated transmission line will reistortion. This results in a high resistor and, working back stage
generator, to pay the effort. There is nothing out
ignal to noise ratio in the high stage with a signal
and of the run of ordinary short-wave
.udio frequencies, and for the case adjust the coil couplings, loads
char- practice in the collection of the sigI frequency modulation does so tuning until the transmission
and of all in nal. Only under very unfavorable
vithout sensibly increasing the acteristic of each stage
and flat circumstances and at considerable
langer of side -channel interference. cascade is symmetrical
from the transmitter are
It will
urther, in a frequency modulated across the operating range. ampli- distancesdevices such as reflectors,
special
symmetrical
system, the random noise voltage per be found that a
operating
indicated.
the
flat
for
is
ixed frequency interval increases as fier that
is
±
that
and
1
db,
(from Electronics)
REFERE'NICES
he mean frequency. Therefore the range to within
Advances, June
Modulation
Frequency
will transmit a 1935, page 188.
let advantage accruing is greater sufficiently damped,
November
Phase -frequency Modulation,
of total 1935,
page 17.
'or the frequency modulated than frequency modulated current
'High-power Frequency Modulation, May
range with 1936,
page 25.
'or the amplitude modulated system, deviation equal to the
Noise in Frequency Modulation, May 1937,
from disvhere the noise energy per interval virtually perfect freedom
page 22.
Frequency Modulation Demonstrated, March
tortion. It is possible to compensate 1939,
s sensibly constant as the mean frepage 14.
Ïi.Q úcing
single
Armstrong, E. H. "A Method of
double -peaked circuits by
luency is varied.
in Radio Signalling by aSystem
Disturbances
usual way, of Frequency Modulation" Proc. I. R. E.
The recovered audio in this re- peaked circuits, in the
5,689 (May, 1936) Roder, H.. "Theory of
freedom 24,
and
in Anton) tie FreDiscriminator CircuitsI. R.
:eiver is large enough to drive one provided symmetry
E. 6, 5,a O (May,
quency Control" Proc.
in
maintained,
are
feedback
from
1838).
3L6 to full output even with the
no appreciable
indicated feedback (mu -beta of 2.14 such a manner that
However, since
at 400 cycles), and the loss in the distortion will occur.
be quite
restorer. The single 6L6 will turn the action then occurring can
to
subject
easily
not
is
out 6 watts of single frequency with complex and
generally
not
very low distortion. The high quality analysis, this method is
is important
It
recommended.
be
afforded by the system and the re- to
nature and
the
mind
ceiver permits the use of a high to bear in
amplitude
listening level without aural distress. origin of the two types of
above during
However, the full use of even this distortion mentioned
single tube output will endanger the the lining-up process.
A wide -swing frequency modu-,
average apartment dweller's relalated oscillator with provision for a
tions with his neighbors.
-tooth sweep will
The writer earnestly hopes that low-frequency saw
of
experimenters will do their listening provide a quick visual method
For exwith this type of receiver using good alignment of all circuits.
how are,
loud -speaker equipment. The elec- perimental purposes there
trical fidelity from modulator input
at the transmitter to voice coil at
Operating characteristic of the disthe receiver, in the case of this recriminator circuit shown opposite,
ceiver and many others like it, is
showing audio output amplitude
against frequency deviation
15000
good to within 2 db from 30 to
'led as a combined

limiter detector,
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ON THE PRODUCTION

LINE

First published views of television receiver production at the RCA Victor plant, where
methods similar to those of high-speed sound receiver production have been adapted to
new assembly and testing routines

The alignment of the pic-

ture i -f system demands
specialized equipment. A
sweep -oscillator type of
signal generator (right)
covers
the
television
channel, while the oscilloscope indicates the receiver
response.
Five
4-Mc i -f stages may be
aligned in as many minutes with this equipment

Inserting a 12 -inch picture tube into a completed receiver. The corrugated cardboard which protects the
handler in the event the tube "implodes", is permanently affixed to the tube. The scanning yoke may be
seen in the mirror under the cabinet lid

36

A direct-viewing console employing a nine -inch picture
tube is here shown in completed form. The slightly

bulbous shape of the picture tube adds mechanical
strength against outside air pressure.
The three
chasses, reading downward, are all-wave radio, television, and power supply

June 1939
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Installing the lower chassis (power supply) in a group
receiver at the exof direct viewing consoles. The
type, with chassis
-viewing
treme right is of the mirror
mounted vertically

Sockets are numerous in a television chassis. Here the mechanical
work of assembling the parts is
completed before wiring

The "hi -pot" (high potential) test of the cathode-ray
2000
tube second anode power supply, which provides
A heavy
larger.
in
the
7000
sets,
smaller
the
in
volts
overload test is given each unit

are mounted and
wired individually. Here the high
voltage control circuits are mounted
on an individual panel board
Sub-assemblies

chassis is
A final check-up of a nearly completed
the
protect
to
gloves
wears
made by an operator who
switch
-change
wave
The
moisture.
parts from dirt and
and associated circuits are at the left

Wiring the chassis proper. one of
the most complicated lobs in the
radio field, is handled by the most
experienced and capable operators

placed on
The completed chasses are inspected and
The
cabinets.
in
the
mounting
for
ready
storage racks,

chasses visible represent only a small part
production capabilities of the plant

of

daily

A LOW DISTORTI

By E. G. COOK
1-ew York Power an,! Light Corp.

present limiting amplifier uesiga
is usually incorporated a
type of circuit element which cannot
be described as passive or linear.
Characteristically, such elements tend
to introduce non-linear distortion
which is incapable of correction
through degenerative feedback, since
an inherent tendency of feedback is
to maintain constant gain. The unusual feature of the design described
herein lies in the use of a feedback
amplifier with the limiting effect
produced by the application of variable amounts of feedback through a
remote cutoff pentode.
The purpose of a limiting amplifier
is to extend the primary coverage
area of a station, and to increase
secondary coverage where noise level
competition is serious. The significant quantity to be considered in
achieving this purpose is not average
modulation level increase, but lowest

INthere

2-The value ß of the feedback amplifier is made greater
than unity by inserting in series
with the bias battery a rectified
voltage proportional to the output
voltage
Fig.
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OUT

in

1-The limiting effect of this amplifier is obtained by the
use of a remote cutoff pentode amplifier to provide varying
amounts of feedback. The significant consideration is the increase in the lowest modulation level and not the average
modulation level increase
Fig.

.

modulation level increase since it is
the latter which competes with the
listener's noise level. In applying this
concept to practice it is first necessary to consider the available characteristic curves of limiting amplifiers (Fig. 4) . In order to obtain the
highest possible modulation percentage from any of these curves, the
audio chain should be so adjusted as
to give about 100 per cent modulation at the output corresponding to
the flat top of the curve. If this is
done, then curve (1) is obviously not
ideal, in that it affords a minimum
of increase of the low-level portion
of a program, and will merely operate as a delayed "peak chopper" for
excessively high signals and as a
normal amplifier for average modulation. Curve (2) has its application
in remote pick up work where the
level fluctuations may be violent and
unexpected. Its advantage lies in the
impossibility of overmodulation and
an overload point far removed from
the operating range. Curve (3) affords some compression before 100
per cent modulation_ is reached and
when operated in conjunction with

fast compression and relaxation
times is less objectionable to the
listener.
Compression Ratio
Compression ratio may be defined
as the ratio of maximum to minimum
voltage gain of a limiting amplifier
during some interval of time. In
decibels it is the difference of the
above two quantities expressed in db.
Brief tests conducted by the writer
at WESG (1 kw, Ithaca, N. Y.) have
indicated that a compression ratio
of 3 db can cause a modulation average power increase of two to one on
poorly monitored programs and that
ratios of 6 db or more are usually
necessary on well monitored network

material.
In considering the operation of
this circuit (Fig. 1), it is first desirable to investigate the special
case of a feedback amplifier with an
absolute value of ß greater than
unity (Fig. 2). The fundamental
relation for overall gain of a feedback amplifier is
Overall Gain = A/ (1-Aß)
Where A is the normal voltage
amplification without feedback, and
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NIITING AMPLIFIER
(1)sf.

-

(3)- --

13 d b. - -

-

Distortion

Biased rectifier bridged across output
Unbiased rectifier bridged across input
Unbiased rectifier bridged across output as in Fig.!

It remains to show that distortion

arising from non -linearity of the remote cut-off tube characteristic is
not present at the output of the limiting amplifier to any great extent.

Curve (3)
Fig. 4-Characteristic curves of limiting amplifiers.
is
modulation
cent
per
100
before
provides some compression
constants,
time
proper
the
with
operated
is
it
when
reached and
is the least objectionable to the listener

fier, or active network, the overall
gain of the system is 1/A2, where
A2 is the gain of the (3 circuit amplifier. Then to decrease the overall
gain, (3 must increase, or in other
words, A2 must increase. This is
accomplished by means of inserting
in series with a bias battery, an op-

is the voltage gain of the feedback
circuit. Since there is nothing in the
derivation of this relation to prevent R from being greater than unity,
we may substitute an amplifier for
(3

the passive linear network usually
found in feedback -circuit. In the
case of the limiting amplifier, where
feedback during compression is
large, gain is roughly -1/ß. Thus,
if the (3 circuit consists of an ampli-

posing voltage rectified from the
signal output (or input) , and proportional thereto. The battery per -

2)
(1)

(2) Not compressing
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increased by
-The high frequency response is slightly monitored
propoorly
on
compression. Tests have indicated that

Fig.
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on well monitored programs a compression ratio of 3 db and
an average power infor
required
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DA1+dl=Dor

0- (D-all)/A1

where di is the distortion arising
in the output due' to amplifier (1)
alone. However, since D is also the
input distortion voltage to amplifier
(2), the distortion output of amplifier (2) will be

=

DA2

-I- d2

where d2 is the distortion arising in
amplifier (2) alone. Observe here
that the output of (2) is the same
as the input of (1) and that distortion output of (2) is the same as
distortion input to (1). Equating,
DA2 -I- d2 = (D -dl) /A1 or
D = (d224-1+ di) / (1- A2A1)

(2)

.(1) Compressing

30

Consider two amplifiers (1) and
(2) (Fig. 2) with voltage gains Al
and A2 which include all attenuating
networks associated with the amplifiers, so arranged that amplifier (2)
is the feedback path for (1), and
assume a distortion component of
output signal, D. To produce this
output distortion, a distortion 0
must be present at the input to
amplifier (1) such that

A

(i)

0

forms the function of placing a
large bias on the remote cut-off tube
at times of zero -signal input, while
the rectifier removes this bias as
signal amplitude increases.

=

Total distortion
Here, for the purpose of approximation, we may make two assumptions: that di is very small compared
with d2Á1, and that A2A1 is large
with respect to unity. Therefore
the output distortion voltage is closely approximated by
D=d2/A2
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fier employing an audio frequency
rectifier, significant data cannot b
obtained by taking readings of input and output voltage. Since output signal voltage depends directly
upon the magnitude of rectified
voltage as well as the input voltage,
the rectifier will force its own characteristic upon the amplifier by failing to give a linear ratio of a -c
applied voltage to d -c output bias
voltage over the entire frequency
range. The proper method is to disconnect the rectifier and arbitrarily
place the desired d -c bias voltage
on

Fig.

5-The complete

unit may be accommodated on a chassis
by 17 inches. The question of time constants is open to
much dispute. The charge time for this amplifier was chosen
to be one -quarter to one-half second to reach 90 per cent of
the ultimate value
101/2

In interpreting this relation it must be single ended rather than pushbe remembered that d_, is not an in- pull; the consequent use of an air
dependent variable, but a function gap transfer with d -c unbalof A2. The character of this func- ance resulted in a residual second
tion is not mathematical, but follows harmonic content of 0.5 per cent refrom the ip-ec characteristic curve gardless of compression. Measureof a 6K7. By referring to this curve ment of harmonic components in the
it will be found that there are two output at typical conditions disclosed
relatively straight sections, one near no other harmonic present in quanthe ordinate Ec-O, and one near tities greater than 0.05 per cent, thus
cut-off, joined by a curved portion. confirming the theory. The cathode
Distortion will be low in the straight resistor and screen resistor of the
line sections, and will reach a maxi- 6K7 variable gain feedback
tubes
mum in the curved portion. There are left unbypassed to afford an
adis still another factor involved in ditional path of degeneration
for
the determination of distortion at distortion correction in that
stage.
low frequencies. The filter for the This has no effect during
periods of
audio frequency rectifier must be so zero compression and tends
to make
proportioned that at the lowest fre- a gradual transition between
the
quency desired for transmission, the range where output is proportional
alternating component of rectifier to input and where output
is indeoutput voltage is negligible com- pendent of input.
pared with the feedback signal voltage appearing at the remote cut-off
Frequency Response Measurements
grid. In one test model, economy
In taking frequency response
of design dictated that the amplifier measurements on
any limiting ampli-

40

the grid return.

In Fig. 4 are shown some of the
curves obtainable from this type of
circuit. For a very sharp transition
between linear and constant output
conditions (curve 1) the audio frequency rectifier must be biased.
Curve (2) is obtained by bridging
the rectifier driver amplifier across
the input rather than the output of
the limiting amplifier. The vacuum
tube voltmeter employs a triode connected 6K7 to measure the net d -c
bias and the meter may be calibrated
directly in db compression. In
using this meter it should be remembered that compression ratio is not
the absolute reading of the meter,
but the difference between maximum
and minimum readings for any specified interval of time.
Time Constants

Perhaps the most disputed point
in connection with limiting amplifiers is that of time constants, or
time required for compression and
relaxation. A fast compression time
will tend to place rapid changes of
amplification on the program and involves an inadequate filter for the
audio frequency rectifier. Slow compression time may cause overmodulation with high compression ratios
on the first few peaks of a high
level burst and may also permit the
loudest volume to occur at the wrong
moment. Charge time for rectifier
voltage to reach 90 per cent of ultimate value was chosen at one-fourth
to one-half second. If relaxation
time is too long, it may arouse resentment in the audience due to a
perceptible fluctuation of the background noise level. A slow recovery
of gain appears to elude even trained
listeners who have proven themselves
incapable -of detecting compression
ratios of 10 decibels.
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ELECTRONIC CONTROL

FOR SHIP STEERING
Photocells

ote.-

By BRITTON CHANCE
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compass
card
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Limit Switch

torque substantially proportional to
the angle through which it is turned.
There is, however, non linearity in
the case of certain twin screw vessels. The rudder is usually operated by a Ward Leonard system, a
hydraulic system, or a steam engine
in such a way that the position of
the rudder corresponds to the position of the steering wheel. Automatic steering requires two things
from the rudder and two from the
steering engine.
1. Small rudder angles from the
mid -position must produce sizable
torques.
2. Large rudder angles must produce no abrupt deviations from
linearity.
3. The steering engine must be
able to turn the rudder through
angles as small as / degree.
4. The steering engine must respond to a small movement of the
steering wheel.

Rotary
converter

Method of Operation

Di ffer-

entla/
gear

variable
gear

220v.
d.c.

-

'Clutch

Sprocket

for driving
helm

Nandwheel,

0

'-Friction

brake

0

beam of light which turns with the compass is directed
light beam
toward a system of phototubes. As the ship yaws the
motor
steering
the
causing
phototubes
side
the
of
one
illuminates
rudder
to operate the
Fig.

1

A

Therefore,
several years extensive tests and humidity conditions.
of the
control
have been carried out in develop- complete electronic
been developed for
ing an automatic steering apparatus apparatus has
the result
for ships which is operated from a commercial vessels with
and
flexibility,
magnetic compass by means of pho- that the sensitivity,
been
has
totubes. The present apparatus has reliability of the apparatus
evolved from a number of past forms greatly increased.
The apparatus is essentially a
and has resulted in the attainment
servo mechanism in which the outof a highly sensitive and accurate
to the
type of automatic steering device. put torque is proportional
type
Experience has shown that mechan- input-output deviation. This
Hazen.'
by
has been fully analyzed
itk:tl circuit -closing devices are not
suitable for use on large vessels In this particular case the torque
rudwhere continuous operation is re- producing element is the ship's
a
produces
quired under adverse temperature der which in most cases
OR
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The method of operation of an
automatic steering device follows.
The automatic steering gear turns
the steering wheel through a motorized reduction gear and a clutch to

disengage the automatic steering.
The steering motor serves these purposes: it turns the ship's steering
wheel when on automatic steering,
operates a follow up system for the
compass and drives any remote indicators or recorders of the ship's
path. Due to this follow-up connection, the position of the steering
wheel depends upon the input-output
deviation and that of the remote indicators upon the deviation from the
north point.
The most important technical
problems of automatic steering lie
in the relations between the steering
motor and the compass. There would
be no problems -at all if a ship would
stay on a straight course with a
1

Journal of The Franklin Institute, Sept.

1934, p. 279.
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given rudder setting for any length
of time. A ship will not do this and
experience has shown that high
sensitivity is necessary to stop incipient yaws before they become too
large to be satisfactorily controlled.
This means that a large number of

minute adjustments must be continually applied to the rudder, as
frequently as once every five seconds.
In the past, relays were used for
ship steering, but the following faults
have been encountered in their use:
1. They are noisy in operation and
disturb officers in foggy weather.
2. They seriously interfere with
short wave radio.
3. Their life is short as the operations are frequent.
4. Dynamic and/or solenoid braking must be used.
5. There is a lack of correlation
between input-output deviation and
steering motor speed.
Their advantages are low first
cost and simplicity.
The method in which the indications of the compass are utilized to
bring the motor control system into
operation can be criticized also. The
indications must be obtained without
the slightest disturbance to the compass. If a mechanical device is to
control the steering motor relays,
then a sensitive servo mechanism
must be used to obtain the compass
indications. This method is used in
conjunction with gyroscopes and suffers from a multitude of minute mechanical lost motions. If the steering motor is to be controlled by the
compass directly, a non -reactive pick off must be used and high sensitivity
must be attained.

2-A mirror is mounted on the
spindle of the spherical compas-;
and a lamp is placed directly
above it
Fig.

Fig' 3-The prisms are adjustab'e
so that an initial sensitivity setting
may be made

4-If the light beam gons beyond the side phototube, the steering motor continues to operate because a negative bias is put on
of the appropriate 6L7
Fig.
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Electronic Control
Now that the general nature of
the problem has been set forth an
explanation and description of the
operation of a device designed to
overcome the difficulties mentioned
previously will be described.
A diagram of the equipment is
shown in Fig. 1. The compass card
of an ordinary magnetic compass
carries a mirror which reflects a
beam of light, from a source just
above it, to a system of prisms and
phototubes. When the ship is on her
course the middle phototube is illuminated, but any deviation throws
the light on to one of the side photo tubes, and this starts a motor which
moves the steering wheel as re 42
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This motor is coupled
tired.
rough a gearing, a differential
;ar, and two autosyn motors, back
the frame carrying the photoibes, thus moving them back to the
;ht beam as the steering wheel is
oved. When the light beam shines
the middle phototube again the
;uotor stops and the effect is to make
to movement of the steering wheel
-oportional to the input-output deation.
The function of the variable gear g is to alter this proportionality

suit the particular ship and the
inction of the differential gear is to
range the course by changing the
igular displacement between the
idder and the binnacle head carry The autosyn
tg the phototubes.
rotors and connections take the
[ace of a long flexible shaft between
ie compass and the rest of the aparatus. The dummy compass card
its as a repeater of the automatic
eering compass and gives the
)urse of the ship. Normally the
beering motor is located on the
ridge of the ship while the binnacle
usually placed amidships and not
ar from the waterline to avoid
ranslation effects on the compass
i

imballing.
The details of the apparatus will
ow be described and the methods of
vercoming the difficulties previous The
v mentioned will be explained.
nnacle containing the compass and
ihototubes is shown in Fig. 2. While
ny type of magnetic compass can
)e utilized, the spherical compass
i

6-The control unit is directly
connected to the steering wheel on
the bridge of the ship
Fig.

61>
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5-The grid voltage of the C6As lags the anode voltage by
about 90° to give smooth control of the motor current by means
of the d-c bias supplied by the 6L7s.
Fig.

lends itself best to conditions of low
horizontal intensity usually encountered on ships and is easily adapted
for use in automatic steering. All
that is necessary is to mount a mirror on the spindle already provided
on this type of compass. The lamp
and lens project a beam of light
vertically on to the mirror which
reflects the light horizontally towards
the junction of the two prisms. A
rectangular image of the filament
is formed which is normally framed
by the prisms. See Fig. 3. The
prisms, however, are adjustable to
make an initial sensitivity setting
of the apparatus. The light beam
gives about 0.078 lumens per degree
operated at a rated voltage to ensure
long life. The pho'totubes have a
sensitivity of 100 microamperes per
lumen. As the phototubes, prisms,
light source, and compass bowl are
rotatable to secure follow-up, the
phototube and lamp currents are carried through slip rings. The whole
assembly is carried in gimbal rings
to render the apparatus unaffected by
the motion of the ship. Follow-up is
secured through the autosyn which
rotates the phototube assembly by
a worm driven through a flexible

shaft.

The phototube currents are fed
through cables up to 40 feet long to
the amplifier, Fig. 5, which is the
heart of the apparatus for therein
lies the means for obtaining the de-

sirable motor control characteristics
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mentioned above. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 4. The cycle of operation is that an increase of light
on one phototube decreases the plate
current of one 6L7, hence the negative bias on the gas triode C6A is
decreased and current is passed to
the steering motor armature through
one of its series fields. The motor
turns in the appropriate direction
to produce rudder torque to send the
ship back toward the desired course
and also turns the antosyn followup system to restore the normal relation between the light beam and
phototubes which will operate to
stop the steering motor.
Circuit Operation

In detail the operation of the
amplifier circuit is this. Assuming
that the light beam falls on the left
phototube, this will apply negative
bias to gY of the 6L7. If the beam
continues to move rapidly past this
phototube, gs of the 6L7 ensures that
the motor continues to run because
gs is negative as long as there is no
light on the middle phototube. A
special relay is used for this so that
both rectifiers do not go on simultaneously. This relay has two coils
(marked 1 and 2) in the anode
circuit of the C6As, and two pairs
of contacts, one pair of which is
shown on Fig. 5. This relay is held
mechanically either in position 1 by
a spring or in position 2 by a latch.
When coil 2 is energised it pulls the
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rain ' ri ve
sprocket

Limit
switch

Clutch

/

As

(=L-

Main

Compass

n70tOr

sprocket

Variable

card

gear

KAutosyn) NHandwhee/
sprocket

Fig. 7 The control unit on the bridge and the compass binnacle
amidship near the waterline are synchronized by means of
autosyn motors

In usual practice it is continually
necessary to increase the sensitivity
of the automatic steering to improve
the course steered or to decrease
the sensitivity to avoid excessive
wear on the steering engine. This
adjustment can be made manually by
altering the phototube anode voltage,
but this equipment also affords an
automatic weather control which automatically maintains the steering
motor activity at a predetermined
level of highest efficiency irrespective of the state of the seas in which
the ship is travelling. The operation is as follows : If the left C6A
is operating, the a -c component of
its anode current passes through a
step-up transformer to the terminals
marked bb in Fig. 4, and charges up
a condenser through a diode. This
makes the anode of the right photo tube more positive, reducing its
effectiveness in controlling its 6L7
until this condenser has discharged.
The time constant of the circuit can
be varied to suit different vessels,
and the peak value of the applied
ac can be varied to predetermine the
desirable level of motor activity. This
has been so effective in practice that
one ship travelled 8,000 miles without altering any adjustment.

Fig. 8-Performance is shown by this chart recorded by an independen gyroscope on a 23,000 ton, 17 knot, twin screw motorship
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previously,

to above.
The C6As are supplied with an
a -c
grid voltage lagging the anode voltage by 90° in order to give smooth
control of the motor current
by
means of the d -c bias supplied by
the
6L7s. This phase is adjustable
vary the top speed of the motor to
and

N.

arm over to position 2, where it is
latched, and coil 1 releases the latch
so that the arm returns to position 1.
As long as the middle phototube is
dark, the 6C5 on the right of Fig. 4,
puts a negative bias on g, of the appropriate 6L7 so that the latching
function is applied to the proper C6A
and the motor continues to run in
the appropriate direction tb return
the light to the middle phototube.
This middle phototube also operates an alarm circuit to warn the
navigating officer of an unusual deviation of the ship from the course
which he has set. This alarm in
effect continually watches the course
of the ship and takes this responsibility from the ship's officers. If,
in the event of an unusual deviation
of the ship or any failure of the
electro - optical - mechanical system,
the light beam does not illuminate
the middle phototube, the anode current of the left hand 6C5 (Fig. 4) is
cut off and the condenser shunting
the alarm relay coil, discharges and
rings the alarm in seven seconds if
the unusual condition is not corrected. The extreme reliability of the
magnetic compass gives this alarm
fundamental importance among the
ship's safety devices.

mentioned

fourth fault of rudder control the
can
be corrected. This is done by giving
the rudder a larger throw whenever
the direction of the ship's yaw
changes. Under certain conditions
this results in a severe loss of
stability and efficiency. It is embodied in this apparatus by
a variable resistance connected to either
phototube by means of the second
pair of contacts of the relay referred

1

Í

the initial starting current. A
thermionic time delay in the application of the C6A anode voltage
is
supplied by a 2A5 operated as
a
diode. This gives 40 second
time
delay. The capacitors across
the
various load resistors are to avoid
any a -c pick-up which would give
irregular firing of the C6As. Capacitors are shunted across the motor
to give increased torque and to improve the C6A control characteristics
under heavy' loads. A limit switch
is provided to prevent the steering
motor turning the rudder control
past its normal limits.
The unit which is placed on the
bridge of the ship and is directly
connected to the steering wheel is
called the control unit and is shown
in Fig. 6. The various components
on the base may be identified from
the sketch plan in Fig. 7. The
steering motor drives through a
worm to one shaft of a variable gear;
the main drive sprocket with the
limit switch is connected to this
shaft only through the clutch. The
other shaft from the variable gear
drives differentially on two chain
sprockets which are coupled to the
hand wheel and to the repeater card
seen at the top of Fig. 6. The latter drive goes to the autosyn transmitter also. The front of the control unit contains the clutch lever,
remote sensitivity and motor speed
controls.
The use of complete electronic
control has eliminated all of the previous difficulties of relay control, the
automatic speed control has enabled
an increase in accuracy of steering,
and long life of the parts has been
obtained.

Amplification factor Chart
method of determining the amplification factor of a receiving tube from its geometrical
;onstruction by means of a graphical solution of the Vodges and Elder formula
the most important parameters in the design of radio
.eceiving tubes is the amplification
'actor and there are almost as many
nethods of calculating it as there are
ube engineers. The reason for this
nultiplicity of solutions is that no
Formula has yet been found which
s completely satisfactory.
The most widely used formula is
probably that of Van der Bijl. It is
very useful for quick computations
and its accuracy is quite sufficient for
practical purposes after its constant
for the particular structure in question has been determined. The formulas of Miller and King are certainly
more accurate, but the increase in
accuracy is not sufficient to compensate for the large increase in complexity of computation. A more
accurate version of the formulas,
given by Vodges and Elder, is rather
NE of

By E. R. JERVIS
National Union Radio Corp.

of the grid wire diameter W and the
ratio of plate radius to grid radius,
Rp/Rg, is used instead of the plate

of grid supports and the fact that
tube structures are generally a combination of shapes rather than plane
or cylindrical. The general procedure
is to determine the value of p. considering the structure to be both
plane and cylindrical and to take an
intermediate value. A fairly close
evaluation of the effect of electrode
shape can be made by the use of the
following formula:

radius.
The amplification factor is determined in the following manner. On
scale I a point is located which represents the actual grid pitch and on
= µº scale II a point is located which
µo
represents the screening factor of the Where K = form factor
grid or the product NW. A straight
= amplification factor for
is
points
two
these
connecting
line
plane structure
extended to intersect scale III at a
= amplification factor for
reference point. At this point a discylindrical structure
crimination must be made between
µ = amplification factor for
For
structures.
plane and cylindrical
actual structure
a plane structure, a point correspondto evaluing to D is located on scale V and a The insert shows an attempt
pracvarious
for
straight line drawn connecting it and ate the form factor
of
diameter
the reference point on scale III. This tical constructions. The constant. A
involved.
the grid supports is kept
To enable the engineer to compute
few typical results are tabulated bethe amplification factor as accurately
CALCUBETWEEN
low.
as possible with computations kept COMPARISON
LATED AND MEASURED VALUES
An exhaustive discussion of the
to a minimum, this formula was put
OF AMPLIFICATION FACTOR.
discrepancies would be too long due
in nomogram form. The chart preto the complexity of the problem.
sented gives the value of the amplifim
However, a few cases might well be
cation factor for both cylindrical and
Calculated
5`'
E
pointed out. For instance, the twelve
values of
plane structures.
z
A
w,22.
per cent error shown for type 45 is
The Vodges and Elder formula for
4.2
4.2
4.2
00
1
2A3
due to the abnormal structure of this
cylindrical triode electrodes is
.11 4.0 2.2 3.9 3.8
2
31
tube. The plate is very close to the
.11 4.0 3.2 3.8 3.5
2
log. cosh w N W 45
8.3
2 ir N R, log. R,/R,
7.3
5.8
8.5
.44
5
grid and the grid has a relatively
26
11 13.1 13.8
16
coth a N W
.55
6
76
large diameter and a course pitch.
69 95.8 100
.66 148
7
75
and for plane electrodes it is
70
47 66.5
Therefore, the values of µr, and µo are
92
.77
8
6K5
4.20
.88 5.6 4.1 4.24
9
6B5
close together and their approxima274- N D -log. cosh it N W
µ
tion is poor because of the nonunilog. coth NW
of the field at the surface of
in which it = amplification factor
line intersects scale IV at the value formity
of amplification factor for the struc- the plate.
N = pitch of grid winding
In cylindrical structures the most
ture in question.
W = diameter of grid wire
of error is that due to
For a cylindrical structure, points common cause in size and position of
Rp = radius of plate (cylinare located on scales VI and VII cor- the variation
drical structure)
in diand Rg respec- the grid supports. A change
Rg = radius of grid (cylin- responding to Rp/Rg
-center
-to
center
or in the
tively and connected by a straight ameter will change the form factor.
drical structure)
scale V at distance
D = distance between grid line extended to intersect
The relative position and size of the
connecting
line
and plate (plane a reference point. A
has been omitted in the diathe reference points on scales III and supports as not to complicate the
structure)
value of gram so
In order that the chart will consist V intersect scale IV at the
problem any further. An average
of straight line scales, two new vari- amplification factor for the structure value which has proved to be quite
ables have been introduced. The in question.
in practical cases has been
The most serious discrepancies accurate
screening factor of the grid, given
taken.
by the product NW, is used instead from theory result from the presence

-
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4 NEW/PRODUCTS
.

Designed for Dependability

years, IRC resistance engineering has been characterized by its new and
improved approaches to the old problems of
noises, dependability and efficient heat dissipation. The new products announced here offer
convincing evidence of still further improvements in these essential characteristics.
For more than

18

...

Reduces operatALL-METAL RHEOSTAT
obtained with
those
half
almost
to
ing temperatures
50 -WATT

conventional units. Aluminum construction permits
operation at full load down to 25% of full rotation,
(140
without exceeding the normal temperature rise
23/8" diamC.
degrees
30
than
more
by
C.)
degrees
eter; depth behind panel 13/8".

Bridged "T", Ladder or Poten30 -step, stud -type Attenuator that
...A
Type
tiometer
Noise level of
B-31 ATTENUATOR,

is especially suited for low level work.
service.
approximately 150 D.B. is maintained in actual
conventional
the
eliminate
connectors
Two clockspring

Insulated Resistors are
collector ring assemblies.
laminated contact
-copper
Beryllium
throughout.
used
IRC

operates over beryllium copper contact studs. 2" long,
diameter 23/4".
WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETER

(2 Watts).. Simple,

yet highly efficient and durable construction characterizes IRC Type W Wire Wound Control or Potentiometer.
long Its features include clockspring connector, special
terto
welded
wire
wearing alloy contactor, resistance
special
for
design
of
minal contacts and flexibility

requirements.

11/4" x 97'16".

NEW SMALL CONTROLS

...

Midget Controls with the

clock well-known Metallized type resistance element,
found
heretofore
features
other
and
spring connector
as
available
now
are
Controls
CS
Type
IRC
in
only
the
for
requirement
any
standard to meet practically
and
smallest units consistent with full dependability
1-9 64",
diameter"
Case
operation.
quiet
permanently
depth 33/64".

CATALOGS of any of these new IRC
items now available upon request.

COMPANY
INTERNATIONALPa. RESISTANCE
In Canada, 187 Duchess St., Toronto, Ont.
403 N. Broad St., Phila.,
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is the same as that of the 12B8GT.
The
32L7GT is a combination of a beam
power amplifier and a half wave recti.
fier. The heaters of each section
these tubes are connected in series. of
Using tubes such as these, it is possible to build a tuned -radio -frequency
receiver of very small dimensions with
only two tubes. A superheterodyne receiver may be built using three or four
tubes. The circuit of a typical TRF receiver of this type is shown in Fig. 2,
The pentode section of the 12B8GT performs the function of the r -f amplifier

TUBES AT WORK
Multi -purpose midget receiving tubes,
a sync impulse generator for television
signals, a single -tube intercornmunicator,
and a self-checking vacuum -tube voltmeter are under discussion this month

,

Multi -purpose Midget Tubes
ULTRA -SMALL broadcast receivers have
been the subject of considerable interest during the past few months. The
extremely small size is made possible by
the use of small component parts and
multi-purpose midget tubes. Three midget tubes, the 12B8GT, 25D8GT, and
32L7GT, announced by the Arcturus
Radio Tube Co., Newark, N. J., are
used in this class of receiver. They
have considerably better characteristics
than previous tubes of this general type.
The 12B8GT has a super -control amplifier pentode section similar to the
6K7 and a high mu triode section similar to the 6F5. The two sections are
well shielded from each other so that
the capacitance of the pentode grid to

Fig.

Internal construction

1

of

(Left to right) 25D8GT.

Fig.

2-Circuit

of typical
small receiver

ultra -

the triode elements is low enough to
avoid trouble from feedback in this class
of receiver. The entire tube is shielded
from external electrostatic fields and no
external shielding is necessary. The
two sections have separate cathodes to
provide flexibility in circuit design.
The 25D8GT combines the functions of
a pentode section such as the 6K7, a
high mu triode section such as the 6F5
and a single diode section. Its shielding

the multi -purpose midget tubes:
12B8GT and 32L7GT

and the triode section is the grid -leak
detector. The 32L7GT is the power output tube and rectifier. The heaters are
connected in series with a dropping
resistor with one side of the 12B8GT
heater grounded. A receiver of this type
will deliver close to one watt of audio
power.

Sync Impulse Generator for

Television Deflection Circuits
bÑ OSCILO GRAPH
0.00

GUSTAV ZAHARIS
Engineer WCHS
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A SUITABLE PULSE generator for synchronizing television deflection circuits
according to accepted standards of 441
lines, 60 fields and 30 frames should be
of interest to one working with experi-
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Fig. 1-Circuit diagram of sync impulse generator
for
deflection circuits. The master frequency of 105.84 television
kc is subdivided by co series of multivibrators

48

o

mental television. The correct frequency relationship between horizontal
and vertical synchronizing signals is
accomplished by subdividing a higher
correct frequency. Circuits for frequency division are old and many. The
one described was selected after much
consideration was given to adjusting
facilities and locking qualities.
The basic circuits for each multivi-'
brator stage is shown in Fig. 1. It will
be noticed that it is essentially a relaxation oscillator in which the feedback
element is the common cathode resistor ..k.1 The synchronizing impulses
are injected into grid of triode No. 2
(Continued on page 54)
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A long and satisfactory record; an enviable

reputation for meeting the need-filling all requirements ... recommends "CINCH"!
With the beginning of the business, on down
through the years to the present moment,
"CINCH" has a policy diligently carried out,
faithfully maintained, "Your problems are our
problems."
First to make and introduce the Loctal Socket,
"CINCH" again demonstrates that ability to
meet engineering design changes, improveof
ments and "emergencies"-to keep abreast
manufacturgeneral developments, and save set
ers time and money, by, anticipating requirements.
connectors,
... sockets, terminal strips, lugs,
in
variation
the
or
etc.... whatever the need consult "CINCH".
part required save time,

-

"Cinch" and Oak Radio Sockets are licensed
under H. H. Eby Socket patents.

CINCH
ELECTRONICS

-

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
2335 WEST VAN BUREN STREET,
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
FASTENER CORPORATION.
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED CARR
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Ferranti Miniature
Aero Tra ii siìwm ers
Complete I_isting for
Alll['l1AFT and PORTABLE WORK
Small in size, light in weight. Supplied in
rectangular cases which provide reversible
mounting without increasing overall dimensions.
Each unit fitted with electrostatic and
magnetic shielding and is of special moisture -proof construction for severe climatic
conditions.
Available in 40 units with a useable frequency range of from 20 to 20,000 c.p.s.;
operating level from -80 to +22 db.
Types include Audio Chokes
Interstage
Output
Input
Mixing
Line to
Line and Mixing
Voice Frequency
Bridging.
Size: 11/4" x 11/4" x 11/2"
41/2 oz.
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COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE
ON REQUEST
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26,460-.

3,760--

MVf

540MVf

Mid

60MV¡

MVI

1R1U1R1.111.
BUF

BUT

BLIP

24,460-

1 1
OUTPUT

ACTUAL

i".41/
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stage.
The master frequency of 105.84 kc,
used to control subsequent multivibrators, is generated by a type 76 tube
as a self excited oscillator. A crystal
oscillator may be substituted but the
temperature compensated circuit used
showed adequate stability. The sine
wave thus produced is applied to a
OSC.

SIZE

RCA

by condenser C2. The following type 76
tube is merely a buffer stage in which
no phase reversal takes place, since the
pulse supplied by the previous stage
and one needed on grid of triode No. 2
are both positive. The signal across
the cathode resistor being positive and
sharply peaked is used in synchronizing following stage. A sawtooth wave
appears on plate of triode No. 2. The
natural period of oscillation of the
stage is not excessively affected by connecting an oscillograph at this point,
and consequently this voltage can be
used in adjusting the operation of the

/05.84 KC.

--

- --

2-The feedback element is the
common cathode resistor R2

BUILDING

1

/3,230-

OUTPUT

PUF

PUF

-

1
OUTPUT

Fig. 3-Each multivibrator is separated from its neighbors by a buffer
stage

pentode buffer which sharpens the
wave chue to the small operating angle
of the stage (high automatic bias on
pentode grid). This peaked wave synchronizes the following 26,460 cycle
multivibrator. The subsequent stages
are arranged as shown in block diagram Fig. 3. The interlace characteristics are due to the division of the
26,460 cycle signal by an even number
(2) for the horizontal and an odd number (7x7x3x3) for the vertical. The 60
and 13,230 cycle pulses thus arrived at
are applied to buffer output tubes with
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The excellent operating characteristics of the new
molded Erie Silver -Micas provide unusual stability
essential for really dependable automatic tuning.
Inside the compact low -loss, thermo-setting plastic
case, silver coated sheets of mica are ingeniously
riveted to the wire leads, providing an exceptionally
rigid mechanical and electrical connection.
A study of the characteristics of the improved
Erie Silver -Micas, given below, will demonstrate the
superiority of these new units under every conceivable type of service. Samples of these condensers
will be sent on request. Ask for Type K.
Read these actual test results! They prove
.

-

the superiority of these condensers.

SIZE
25/32"

13/64"

INITIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Test Frequency 1000 Kc.
20 Units, 175 MMF.
Average Power Factor
Maximum Power Factor Average Temp. Coef. (200 to 80°C.)
Maximum Temp. Coef. (20° to 80°C.)

jOte.... PERMANENT
CAPACITY

t. TEMPERATURE

-

-

-

-

-

-

.030%
.045%

+.000022
+.000036

COMPLETE CYCLES OF 5 HRS. AT -30°F.
AND 15 HRS. AT 180°F.
RETURNED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE.

AFTER

5

Average Power Factor
Maximum Power Factor Average Capacity Change
Greatest Capacity Change

.031%
.048%

±.113%
+.135%

CHARACTERISTICS

AFTER 100 HOURS IN 100% RELATIVE HUMIDITY
AT 104°F.

SEALED-

.032%
Average Power Factor
.048%
Maximum Power Factor .05%
Change
Capacity
Maximum
Lowest Leakage Resistance
over 10,000 Megohms
(at 1000 Volts D. C.)
The above figures will vary slightly for different nominal capacities.

MOLDED CONSTRUCVON

ERIE RESISTOR
TORONTO, CANADA

CORPORATION,,

MANUFACTURERS OF RESISTORS
ELECTRONICS

-
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PARIS, FRANCE J.E.CANETTI CO.
MOLDED PLASTICS
CONDENSERS

LONDON, ENGLAND
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IT'S THE ANTENNA THAT
MAKES THE DI1FFERE C

r

load in cathode circuit. The lowered
output impedance afforded by this type
of output, lessens the affect on pulse
wave shape by long connecting leads to
generator. The double horizontal frequency used in equalizing successive
vertical sync signals, is brought out in
a similar manner. The sawtooth wave
available at each multivibrator and the
peaked master oscillator frequency are
connected to an oscillograph through a
rotary two gang switch. This arrangement permits rapid adjusting and
checking of each stage. The speed con-

Section of television scanning pattern produced by sawtooth output
of 60 and 13.230 -cycle multivibrators. The 60 -cycle deflection is expanded in order that individual
lines are visible. Interlace is indi.
cated by the two overlapping return
traces. Stability of pattern per.
mitted 3 minute time exposure.

trois may be made broader in adjustment by redúcing value of variable
controls and increasing the fixed component. Constants of entire unit are
so proportioned that each state falls
into synchronism from one sub -multiple
to another with very little or no range
on speed control during transition.
The regulated power supply for the
generator is of prime importance. Even
though the multivibrators showed correct divisions throughout, it was found

The antenna has an important part to play. Performance counts. Here, Lehigh Radiators are well
out in front. Greater efficiency-greater coverage-greater economy three dominant factors
for the preference of Lehigh Radiators among
major stations. Lehigh is prepared to furnish you
with the radiator to suit your needs - series or
shunt excited.
Construction should permit short
leads to timing and sync injecting
condensers and speed controls

17 BATTERY PLACE,
PLANT AT ALLENTOWN, PA.

56

NEW YORK, N. Y.

impossible to secure stationary placement of the horizontal 441 lines regardless of amount of brute force filtering used in power supply. This apparently was due to the change of tripping points of the multivibrators by
voltage variations and stray frequencies across common impedance of power
supply. It might be mentioned that
individual filtering for each stage was
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No Two Alike

ut all

ìUPERIOR PRODUCTS IN TUBING
SEAMLESS TYPE
CARBON

STEELS

ALLOY STEELS AND

OTHER TYPES
Welded

Brazed

or

TOOL STEELS

and then Cold Drawn

STAINLESS STEELS

BUTTWELDED STEEL

COPPER

BRAZED STEEL

ALUMINUM

BRAWN "MONEL"

"INCONEL"

BRAWN "INCONEL"

NICKEL

WELDRAWN

"MONEL"

STAINLESS

Largest American Producers of Pure Nickel
Cathode Sleeves in Seamless and Lockseam"

One of the chief reasons for the recent marked
improvement in tube performance is due to
the creative thinking of their designers. Not
content with "things as they are," experiment
has followed experiment in the search for
longer tube life and higher fidelity of reception. Cathode sleeves have had an important
role in this development, and we pride ourselves on the fact that a majority of the designers have depended upon "Superior" to provide them with the specialized sizes, shapes,
individual designs.
etc., needed for their
Many of these unusual cathodes are now
being turned out here on a production basis.
Perhaps we can assist you along these lines.

SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY
NORRISTOWN

neg. Trndomnrk
Utulor U. N, Pntonty

U. N.

up'rio'r"

PENNSYLVANIA

SUPERIOR TUBING
11,EC:

ll\i

I0 ¡t/

.1

,

not tried since a regulated supply
pletely eliminated this trouble.
voltage regulator is conventional ex.,
cept for the introduction of Ca which
lowers further the supply impedance
at all but the very low frequencies,
This is due to the application of
entire power supply irregularities the
the grid of the 6C6 d -c amplifier to
stead of only a portion as permitted in.,
by
the usual resistive divider.
Mechanical arrangement of cow.
pleted unit should be such that it per.
mits short leads to timing condensers,
sync injecting condensers and speed
controls. The generator may be used
to synchronize directly monoscope-kinescope set-ups or used to control circuits
that produce the complete television
synchronizing signal.
i

Potter : "Sweep Circuit." Proc.

J.R E

June, 1938, p. 713.

A Single-Tube

RICHARDION

Intercommunicator
THE EDITORS

are indebted to Mr. George
P. Deitz for information concerning a
novel a -f intercommunicator employing
but one tube. The tube is the type 32L7,
a combined beam-power -output tube and
half -wave rectifier, designed primarily
for use in the "two -tube" midget radio
receivers. Mr. Deitz's design, shown
schematically in Fig. 1, is self-explanatory. The components shown are all

PLASTICS

5n line

32L7

to grid

Plate to

5n line

32L7

All Richardson parts and products are precision fabricated to meet definite specifications and close tolerances. But more than that: the plastics themselves possess precision qualities.

I

Les L LLO_. Le_

I4M/NATFD AND MOLDED
INSUROK, the precision plastic, is produced under exacting technical
control from inspection of the raw material to final approval of the finished product. It is constant in its physical, chemical and dielectric
characteristics. It serves its particular use with fidelity, and gives a
generous surplus in value and performance. For electrical parts
a
seemingly unimportant punching to the most intricate precision
molding . . . INSUROK offers many profitable production advantages.
To
finished products it adds priceless qualities that build good
will, prestige and increased sales. Literature on request.

...

74e- mcRICHARDSON COMPANY
Melrose Park, (Chicago), Ill.
Foun8ed 1858
: Lockland. (Cincinnati) Ohio
New Brunswick, .N.J.
`
Indianapolis. Ind.
Detroit Office: .4-252 G. M. Building. Phono
Madison 9386
New York Office: 75 West Street, Phone Whitehall
4-4487
-

-Receiver
Phone hook

Fig.

Push button
5 6 selector sw.

l-Circuit

of the single -tube
intercommunicator

conventional, with the exception of the
three -pole three -position switch which
may be obtained from any rotary switch

manufacturer.
The switching arrangement

makes

possible the connection of four independent and separate stations through a
five -wire cable as shown in Fig. 2. The
selection of the stations is accomplished
through push-button switches. When
this arrangement is employed, any number of stations can be accommodated
with a cable having one more wire than'
the number of stations. The number of
push -buttons required is one less than
the number of stations.
The rotary switch selects three positions one for talking, one tor receiving,.'
via the loudspeaker and one for receiving via headphones. Each unit is in
:
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GOOD NEWS
for Ultra Highs

CHARACTERISTICS:

Western Electric's new 356A ...Designed
especially for ultra high frequency amplifier use
A pygmy in size, but a giant in performance and a glutton for punish meut! 'That's the 356A filamentary,
air cooled, high mu triode.
By utilizing the Western Electric
stemless type construction the grid,
plate and filament leads are cut to a
tn-giving efficient operation
at the
nuit effective neutralizat'
higher frequencies.
'l'lu electrodes are supported directly by heavy leads eliminating any
snilid liclectric inside the envelope.
The plate terminal is welded... can't

come loose. The base is a standard 50
watt ceramic wafer which fits standard 50 watt sockets without shells.
A pair of 356A's in a properly designed push-pull circuit will give you
150 watts at 100 megacycles or 100
watts at 150 megacycles and neutralize perfectly.
For full details: Graybar Electric
Co., Graybar Building, New York City.

In Canada and Newfoundland:

Northern Electric Co., Ltd. In other
countries: International Standard
Electric Corp.

Filament voltage
Filament current.

.

5

.

5 volts

amperes

Maximum d -c. plate
voltage

.
1500 volts
Maximum d -c. plate
current . . . 120
milliamperes
Maximum plate
dissipation
50 watts
.

.

.

.

.

Amplification factor
Overall height

...

.

50

inches
Maximum ratings
apply up to 100 megacycles

WQStern Electric
EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC
ELE(,TIIONI(,S
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What Rifling Meant to Gun Barrels

TURBO

means to varnished tubing

CL

'

2345

ncrrrn

II
CL1345

rrtten

III

CL1245

main
MI

I
N

CL1235

MI
»...»is.+s

Ill

Ilmml

Fig. 2- Push-button switch connections for four stations

effect a master station, that is, each station may talk, privately, with any other
station. When two units are in communication, the circuits are so arranged
that the tubes in each act in cascade,
thus giving sufficient amplification for
long cable lengths (for example, up to
500 feet with number 18 wire).
To avoid hum problems, adequate filtering, as indicated in Fig. 1 should be
used. Furthermore it is essential to

i
HIGHER STANDARDS
IN CONSTANTS IN
DIELECTRIC VALUES
The mechanical manu-

facturing world

conversant with the revolutionary advance represented
by the rifling process in
establishing higher standards of accuracy in the
firing of projectiles.

Now Turbo assures
a parallel advance to
the electrical manufacturing industry by its
exclusive inside im-

is

!l

ed9

pregnation feature in
varnished tubing and
sleeve insulation.

Inside impregnation represents, definitely, three genuinely in: poi tans
improvements in sleeve insulation:
(1) It establishes higher and more constant dielectric values.
(2) It doubles the safety factor because of its two -fold protective varnishes on the inside and outside.
(3) Supplements resistance to mechanical abrasion, acids and
oils.

Just the one consideration of higher dielectric breakdown value alone justifies
gation. Become acquainted with this assured safeguard for standard electrical your investi
conductors.
Get the full purport of this exclusive Turbo feature by letting us send
you sample strands
of the sizes most commonly used in your production.
One look at the inside of Turbo varnished tubing and sleeving will be your
tell -tale conviction, more than a thousand words, why good engineering practice simply precludes
complete
satisfaction without it.

There is a special feature to our service, also; shipment the day
order-from the largest to the smallest-is received, consistently.

WILLIAM BRAND & COMPANY
268 FOURTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

217 NO. DESPLAINES ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.

single -tube unit in cabinet
measuring 61 by 7 by 43/8 inches
The

locate the power switch on the high
side of the power line (as shown in the
diagram)-not in the grounded side;
otherwise hum will be introduced in all
other stations when one station is
turned off. The polarity of the power
supply plug is important also. The
ground side should always be connected
to the grounded conductor of the power
line (or in an ungrounded system, to
the same conductor at each unit) . Hum
from this source may be eliminated
readily by trial and error, by reversing
the plug at each station until the hum
disappears at the other stations. When
these precautions are taken hum -free
performance is obtained.

A Self-Checking Vacuum

Tube Voltmeter
By R. C. PAINE
A VACUUM TUBE voltmeter suitable for
laboratory testing should fulfill the following requirements: it should have a
sensitivity of one-tenth volt, be simple
and accurate, be readily checked and
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...in buying parts, as in cigarettes,

ready to use is usually more satisfactory

A-Molded-laminated valve seat ball.
B-Sawed and milled rack.
C-Sawed, drilled and milled joint.

SHEETS

RODS

11.4YPIdTI1ANE

TUBES

You could buy tobacco leaf and cigarette
machinery. And, in time, you might turn
out a creditable smoke. But it wouldn't be
worth the trouble and expense. Yet today
you may be wasting time and money making parts which may be more profitable to
buy from us-for two important reasons.
First, we may be able to help you as we
have helped others by using Synthane Bakelite-laminated-a material with many desirable properties in combination. Second, by
machining your parts from Synthane for you.
You, of course, benefit from our specialized experience in machining and our
special tools and methods. For example, we
can probably save you money on jigs and
fixtures because we make them ourselves.
Certainly you eliminate capital expense, in-

FABRICATED PARTS

CtlRt'I)RAT

-

SILENT STABILIZED

GEAR

terest charges, and depreciation for equipment you may not be able to use profitably
later. And you eliminate mistakes, rejects
and production worries.
In short, you get what you want, when you
want it-at a known, predetermined cost
and, most important, usually at an attractive
saving in conversion costs.
Sound interesting? We believe you'll find
it is. Three widely different manufacturers
for whom we produced the parts at the left
found Synthane unit responsibility well
worth looking into. We invite you to send
us your application.
If you are already set up to machine parts
economically, let us supply you with Synthane
Sheets, Rods and Tubes and suggest ways to
help you cut costs.

MATERIAL

OAKS, PENNSYLVANIA

Atrrketft.e---

le

,tusarfirtxted

RADIO INTERFERENCE

How Globar Brand Resistors
stopped disturbance from
voltage testing equipment

he

conveniently used. To meet these
con
ditions a voltmeter has been built Which
operates from the a-c power line and
the scales have been calibrated so as
to
be direct reading. To maintain
accuracy, means of checking the calibrated
scales and of setting them to the
rect values have been incorporatedcor-in
the instrument.
The self -checking feature of this instrument is provided by a thermocouple meter, B in the diagram, and a
resistance voltage divider connected
to
the voltage -checking switch. The voltage is obtained from the heater winding of the transformer. By maintaining
a current of 100 ma thru the meter and
its series resistance, a voltage of four
volts is provided at the top of the voltage divider. Appropriate resistors in
the voltage divider give the proper voltages at the switch for checking the
main points of the meter A. Intermediate points on the scale can be
checked by setting the meter B to the
proper current by means of rheostat C.
The sensitivity of the meter A is varied
on the low scale by means of rheostat
St and on the medium scale by means
of rheostat S2. Because the instrument
is quite stable on the high range, no
adjustment is provided here.
Three scale ranges are provided, viz:
A.C.

SHUNT

AWAIT NEON

RAHGE

METER

REGULATOR

6K;6

GLOBAR BRAND "TYPE A" CERAMIC RESISTOR

0W
F3

A

EXT.

TEST
PROBE

955

Let us help solve your resistor problem
GLOBAR DIVISION
THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY . NIAGARA FALLS,
N. Y.
U.
REG.

S.

PAT.

OFF.

Sales Offices and Warehouses in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Cleveland, B
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Grand Rapids
(Carborundum and Globar are registered trade
-marks of The Carborundum Company)
.
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METER

Causing radio interference within a radius of fifteen miles
from their plant! That was the situation confronting a
prominent manufacturer of porcelain insulators using
high voltage testing equipment. How could this interference best be eliminated?
The first step was to call in Globar. After studying the
problem, our engineers recommended special Globar
Brand Resistors that were placed in the high voltage circuit. Immediately all disturbance was eliminated! Accurate noise meter measurements showed a reduction in
noise level from about 2000 microvolts down to between
10 and 15 microvolts, depending on the type of insulator
being tested.
If you have a similar interference problem or any problem involving resistors, we will welcome the opportunity
to help you arrive at a satisfactory solution.

)

/ÓOAMP.
SN/ELOEd

CAW

1109

B

.-rSKu. pKa
i.S<Lo

LO ZERO

4KW
?5KW
I4.Km

?0KW
i MEO ZERO

:

ZERO

95KW
?KW

Circuit

diagram of self - checking
vacuum tube voltmeter

low, 0 to 0.15 volts; medium, 0 to 1.1
volts and high, 0 to 4 volts. Each range
has its own bias ajustment for zero
setting. This is convenient when it is
necessary to shift ranges frequently.
For the purposes for which this instrument is used it is desirable to get a
good reading at 0.1 volts even at the

sacrifice of lowering the input impedance. This sensitivity is obtained
by the use of grid -leak detection in the
low range. In the low range trouble
was experienced with drift in the zero
setting with changes in line voltage.
This has been corrected by using voltage from point P, regulated by the
small neon lamp for the plate supply
of the voltmeter tube and voltage from
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5000 VOLT TELEVISION AND RADIO
ANALYZER (Model 772)
Sensitivity 20,000 ohms -per -volt. Input impedance
Specially designed
100 megohms on top range.
in accord.
low -leakage jacks. Breakdown voltage
volts.
...
11,000
standards
once with AMEE safety
microampere.
to
)'s
down
readings
Current
NOTE-present owners of 20,000 ohms -per -volt
comanalyzers can bring them up-to-date with the
inexpenpact WESTON 5,000 volt Televerter...an
case.
sive multiplying unit which fits in the carrying

WE S TON

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER
Model 669 measures gain
in video and sound am-

plifying channels-peak
voltages in thyratron
(saw -tooth) generators in

-

oscillator circuits grid
potentials on cathode ray
tubes-as well as other
essential measurements
in all sound receivers.

Radio Instruments

N. J.
618 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE, NEWARK,
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.,
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point D for biasing the meter

A to
d
zero.
The measuring element consists
probe containing a 955 tube fedofby,a
four wires in a grounded sheath eon
nected to the main part of the instrument. This probe can be applied
di.
rectly to the point of measurement
when dealing with frequencies where
length of test leads is a factor. At
lower frequencies, such as audio voltages, it can be left resting on the
banana plugs and test leads run to di
u

the binding posts for greater convenience. In this case the checking voltage
switch will rest on the point `open.,
These binding posts are also useful for
supplying checking voltages for other
tube voltmeters which do not have a
self checking feature.
A shunt meter switch has been provided to protect the meter A from
batting off scale when the test leads

are open while shifting test leads

and

also while the type 955 tube is warming
up. This last condition is due to the
type 80 rectifier tube warming up and
supplying the biasing voltage to the
meter before plate current starts to
flow in the 955. It probably could be
avoided by using a cathode type tube
as rectifier. The external meter jack
has been provided for flexibility in case
it is desired to extend the range of the
instrument by the use of a meter of

different sensitivity.
An incidental feature of the instrument is the use of the meter B for
checking power line voltage. With the
checking voltage switch in the position,
"check line," resistor L has been
adjusted so that the scale reading of
the meter indicates line voltage directly with a fair degree of accuracy.
It is to be noted that a tube voltmeter of this type does not read true
r -m -s voltage and when this instrument is used with a voltage regulator
of poor wave form the self checking
feature, which depends on using a sine
wave, is not accurate.

TIMER FOR FACSIMILE
RECEIVER

The success of our company illustrates a basic policy
which is as elementary as Æsop.
UNITED transmitting tubes are operating in stations of
great importance in practically every country on earth.
Only modest printed facts have supplemented user
testimony in making UNITED reputation world wide.
After all, John Q. Engineer is an ultra -selective
and this basic policy we mention simply has to dofellow
with
that old adage about "Making a better mouse trap".
We hope you will visit us at the N. A. B. Convention

July 10-13 in Atlantic City.

of home facsimile receiver
which may be set to turn on the receiver when pictures are transmitted. The timing dial can be set
to operate the receiver for any interval during the 24 -hour day

Dial

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
42 Spring Street

Cable "UNELCO"

Newark, N. J.
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RADIATION -AIR COOLED

2000T

10 volts
Filament voltage
26 amps
Filament current
18.5
Amplification factor
9 mmfds
Grid -plate capacity
13 mmfds
Grid -filament capacity
1 mmfds
Filament -plate capacity
RATINGS
MAXIMUM
6000 volts
Plate voltage
1.75 amps
Plate current
.2 amps
D. C. Grid current
2000 watts
Plate dissipation

Over-all height
171/2 inches
Maximum diameter
8 inches
PLISTRICE

$300

1500T

Over-all height
161/2

7.5 volts
Filament voltage
26 amps
Filament current
18.5
Amplification factor
7 mmfds
Grid -plate capacity
10 mmfds
Grid-filament capacity
.9 mmfds
Filament-plate capacity
RATINGS
MAXIMUM
6000 volts
Plate voltage
1.25 amps
Plate current
.175 amps
D. C. Grid current
1500 watts
Plate dissipation

inches

Maximum diameter
7

LIST
PRICE

10

inches

$225

TO 15 KW ANTENNA

POWER WITH PUSHPULL RADIATION -AIR
COOLED TRIODES.
go
EITEL -McCULLOUGH,

ELECTRONICS

INC., San Bruno, California

-
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for communications
Here's new economy and greater efficiency
open new
companies and broadcasters. Eimac 1500T and 2000T
new tubes
fields for the design of commercial transmitters. These
and teleradio
power
were designed especially for medium high
failures
vision transmitters. The unconditional guarantee against
resulting from gas' released internally-the "Eimac-processed"
and
tantalum elements the extra rugged grid and filament
downright ability to outperform most other vacuum tubes makes
them the most outstanding vacuum tube on the market today.
Low interelectrode capacities and high electrical efficiency place
them "head -and -shoulder" above the old, expensive to operate,
water-cooled tube of medium power which is fast disappearing.
Immediate recognition by the world's leading radio engineers
places the stamp of approval on the new Eimac 1500T and 2000T.
Technicians, station owners, manufacturers are invited to write
for complete data-you should have this inf orniation.

-
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Stripping Cotton and Silk
From Wire Ends
By HERBERT CHASE
A NEAT and original way of

stripping

silk and cotton insulation from the ends
of wires used in radio and similar applications is in use at the StrombergCarlson Telephone Manufacturing Company's plant. It consists of a relatively
simple 'machine in which incandescent
resistance metal electrodes take the
place of the ordinary stripping knives.
The insulation is burned off rather
than stripped mechanically. This
method has the advantage that no fine
strands of the insulation are left to
interfere with making good soldered
joints and there is no chance that the
wire will be nicked with possible re-

sultant failure through bending at the

T R & S

Make

Rivets

Standard for

Satisfaction

Complete
In

specifying rivets for your job,

it

is

important to get the best.

That's why you should insist upon
T R & S

rivets.

T R & S

quality

means every rivet is of uniform

preciseness, accurately gauged to

nick in subsequent service.
Portions of the wire to be stripped
are brought between the incandescent
electrodes only momentarily, but long
enough for the insulation to be removed
where the contact is made. As only
this area is raised to the ignition temperature, the remaining insulation on
the wire is not affected. To avoid having the products of combustion or any
burning particles of the insulation enter the room, these are drawn off
through an exhaust pipe connected to
a suction fan and having a closed compartment in which solid particles collect. Use of this machines solves problems which heretofore have given
trouble in the plant named as well as
in other plants where stripping of similarly insulated wires has to be done.

drive

smoothly and with non brittle efficiency.

complete

Insure

making T

R & S

satisfaction by
rivets the stand-

ard specification. We have solved
the riveting problems of America's leading industrial concerns.

A

Stethophone Amplifier
By CHARLES SINGER

A CARDIAC AMPLIFIER is one that converts (with the proper acoustical pickup device) the vibrations of the heart,
murmurs and chest sounds through
the flesh, into electrical impulses for
amplified reproduction or recordings.
One of the first pre -requisites for prop -

Wire stripper which burns off silk
and cotton insulation from wire
ends, in use at Stromberg -Carlson

plant

its input pickup is shown. It will be
noticed that degeneration is employed
through the use of series resistors
shunted by the tube impedance and bypassed to ground. At low frequencies
('at which the amplifier is primarily intended to operate) the impedance of
these condensers are high, the loss of
gain therefore large. There is also a
loss of gain at low frequencies in the
coupling of interstage resistor-condenser combination. However, by the use
of a three stage pentode circuit and
the proper use of values there can result a satisfactory high -gain low frequency response amplifier free from
the troublesome motorboating effect of
other high -gain amplifiers. With this
arrangement, variations of tube characteristics effecting performance is
kept at a minimum. Response curves
show that good stethophone action can
be had at 25 cycles.
However, aside from the existence
of heart beats, chest sounds, etc.; there
are murmurs, raies, and other extremely faint sounds in the human anatomy
that are of interest to the medical
doctor. Although these vibrations occur at a higher frequency and a more
minute amplitude than the otherwise
normal heart beats, sensitivity to these
sounds will be governed by the ability
of the crystal pickup. The piezoelectric crystal is articulate to frequencies

Many
motorized
models

available

1 +;4

Inquiries

invited
with

in single
stroke and

samples

multiple
drive

wish to do

of

work you

TUBULAR
RIVET & STUD CO.
World's Foremost Producers of Rivets

Wollaston

66

Massachusetts

Circuit diagram of stethophone amplifier. Frequency
range is
from 25 cps to 1500 cps

er reproduction is the design of an
adequate amplifier. It should be highly sensitive to vibrations produced by
the 'body, but extremely insensitive to
air -borne sounds.
A stable high -gain amplifier whose
frequency response is determined by

of 1500 cycles and below. The response
to frequencies above 1500 cycles is
low; thus lessening pickup of undesirable noises. The response is down
10 db at 2000 cycles and down 25 db
at 8000 cycles. Normal db output at a
1000 cycles is 68 db above 0.006 watts.
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T80ADARSON

ENGINEERS
A NEW SERVICE FOR BROADCAST
tory technicians in broadcast stations, univers
Thordarson components for broadcast applications
are now available through Thordarson distributors
located throughout the United States and practiat
cally all foreign countries. This means service
your finger tips.

transFor years Thordarson has supplied special laboraformers to discriminating engineers and

-

ities, industrial fields and the general radio in dustry. Standardization of broadcasting equipment
and uniform power ratings now make it more
practical to catalog representative designs. Others
can be supplied to order from standard or special
specifications. From microphone to loud speaker,
Tru-Fidelity transformers are now available.

FEATURING

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE CONTROL UNITS

THREE

SERIES

OF

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

"MAJOR"-"BANTAM"-"INCHER"
care The result of months of painstaking research,labora
varies
rigorous
input
plus
or
supply
designing,
ful engineering and
supply although line voltage
to
1
!3
shielding
from
magnetic
load
have
the
tory testing. All units
from 90 to 130 volts and
full capacity.
provided by self -shielding or humbucking construcTRANSFORMERS
tion and cast or high permeability drawn, chrome
CURRENT LIMITING FILAMENT
of
cases. The various case styles and sizes are illusEspecially designed to limit starting current
above.
trated in the center foreground of the picture
transmitting tubes to a safe value.
and
diameter
in
15/16"
is
shown
The smallest unit
AUTO TRANSFORMERS
desirable
line voltage
500 V.A. to 4,000 V.A. capacity for
able units and to meet conditions whereespace and
correction.
weight are at a premium.
PLATE TRANSFORMERS
supplies.
Never before such universal power
Many new features are incorporated in modulation
rangcurrents
and
voltages
67
cover
Twelve types
reactors, etc.The entire series pre equipment
in
use
for
volts
11,000
ing from 300 to
uniform appearance.
transformers,
up to 10,000 watts capacity.
in Catalog 500-D.
Complete listing of "Tru-Fidelity by Thordarson"
distributor or write to factory.
Get your free copy from the local Thordarson

reA brand new development from Thordarson
output
volt
115
steady
search laboratories. Insures a

-

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO,
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE ELECTRON ART
T ONE reproduction in television, comparison of frequency- and amplitudemodulated systems, and use of photo tube for gauging in the news this month
Gamma and Range
in Television
TO THE ELECTRONIC or communication
engineer, the title of I. G. Maloff's
article in the April issue of the RCA
Review, "Gamma and Range in Television" may not convey an accurate
picture of the scope of the article,
which is essentially concerned with the
tone reproduction of television images.
At the I.R.E. Convention in New York
last June, Dr. R. R. Law presented a
paper dealing with the contrast, halation and similar visual aspects of image
reproduction, which occur in cathode
ray tubes. Mr. Maloff's paper, which
was delivered at the Rochester meeting
last November is, therefore, at least
the second paper to be specifically concerned with the tone reproduction of
television images. As such, it is significant that the designers of television

and cathode-ray -tube equipment have
devoted their attention and time to the
matter of tone reproduction in addition
to such items as definition.
The problems involved in the reproduction of a television image are similar in many respects to those of
reproduction in a photographic image,
although the number of steps involved
is considerably greater. As a matter
of fact, much of the material contained
in "Gamma and Range in Television"
is freely translated and transported
from the photographic field into the
television field. As a result, engineers
who may not be familiar with the technical side of photography, may have
some difficulty in grasping the full significance of this paper. However, for
those who are already fairly well versed
in photographic sensitomity, the article
is concise and to the point.
The similarity between television and

TELEVISING MOTORIST'S ERRORS

other methods of pictorial reproduction
is outlined and the general principles
of monochromatic pictorial reproduction are presented. This pictorial representation is very largely based upon
the work of L. A. Jones of the Eastman Kodak Company and recently
more thoroughly dealt with by that
author in the March 1939 issue of the
Journal of the Franklin Institute.
A basis for the objective aspects of
the problem is given and the works of
Nutting and Abribat are reviewed. The
concept of gamma and range (very
roughly equivalent to contrast as this
term is ordinarily used in photography)
as well as perspective and density are
defined and rules for handling these
variables for obtaining the desired pictorial impression are given.
The peculiarity of the television
system, so far as the rendition of tonal
values is concerned, is then presented
and the methods of measurements and
data on the characteristics of a television system so far as its tone reproduction aspects are concerned are given.
In order that the television image, as
seen on the screen of a cathode ray
tube, may have the correct contrast,
gradation, and tone values, it is necessary that the complete television system
be subject to control. The author
points out the desirability for standardization of the transmitted signal in
order that correct tone effects may be
obtained. While this proposal would
limit the control which the receiving
operator has over the picture, it would
nevertheless provide a simple workable
system by which uniform television pictures might be obtained. The television system is analogous to the radio
system provided the transmissions are
of high fidelity. Even though provided
with a high fidelity signal, many
listeners will prefer to mutilate their
programs by means of the manual tcne
control. The proposal by Mr. Maloff
for a standardized television signal
may be considered, approximately, as a
recommendation for providing the televiewer with a high quality signal; if
he so desires, he may change it to his
heart's content.

All -Glass Tubes
AN ARTICLE by Gus Prakke, J. L. H.
O. Strett, entitled "A

Jonker and M. J.

New All -Glass Valve Construction," in
the May issue of the Wireless Engineer
describes the construction used by the
Philips Company in the design of an
all-glass tube similar to those introduced into the United States about a

year ago.

The British Broadcasting Company recently conducted a
safety campaign by televising a series of staged driving errors and
accidents. The purpose of these telecasts was to acquaint synthetic
the televiewers with a visual picture along with the running commentary
of
the announcer. By this method it is hoped to reduce driving
accidents

68

According to the author's summary,
this article deals with the properties
and advantages of a new valve construction, called all -glass, using an unusual tube base. The general appearance of this new construction is dealt
with, including a detailed discussion of
the electrodes, their leads and screening, and of the tube heads and holder.
Figures on the variation of the capacity between electrodes due to dielectric isolation between them as a func-
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HOME OF
KEN-RAO TUBE ti LAMP CORPORATION
MANUFACTURERS

OWENSBORO KENTUCKY

KEN-RAO CORPORATION
LAMP PLANI

KEN-RÁIJ RADIO TUBES ARE MADE IN
THIS MODERN AND EFFICITNT PLANT
and the experience to make radio receiving
equipment,
the
facilities,
plant
the
has
-Rad
Ken
of outengineering department is made up of men
-Rad
Ken
The
quality.
highest
the
of
tubes
is
of radio tubes. The engineering laboratory
development
and
design
the
in
standing ability
and test equipment. The commercial engineering
equipped with the most modern instruments
technical
radio set manufacturers, supplying them with
section is in constant contact with
design.
information that may be needed for new set
Radio Tubes are made to the highest standards.
From an engineering standpoint Ken-Rad
imand close -limit testing, coupled with the latest
inspections,
multiple
Skilled workmanship,
choice of careful buyers everywhere.
provements in design make them the logical

KEN - RAD TUBE

&

LAMP CORPORATION

and Ken -Rad Electric Lamps
Manufacturers of Ken -Rad Radio Tubes

Owensboro, Kentucky

at the Blackstone Hotel during
Headquarters
-Rad
Ken
visit
to
invited
yo-, are cordially
and the National Radio Parts Trade Show
Convention
Association
the Radio Manufacturers
June 13-17, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
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SPEER

GRAPHITE ANODES

tion of temperature are included, and
show a marked improvement over those
appertaining to the conventional construction. The short wave properties
of the new all -glass construction are
given. Since the input and output impedances are dependent on the length
of the electrode lead, marked improvement is shown for the new construction, over the conventional construction,
especially at high frequencies.
Although the tubes do not appear to
be especially designed for ultra -high
frequency operation, they are quite
suitable for use at wave lengths of 5
to 7 meters.

Reports on Frequency
Modulation
A SERIES of articles describing recent
field tests on ultra -high frequencies in
which comparisons were made between
amplitude and frequency modulation,
I. R. Weir points out the significance
of the results obtained and indicates
the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two modulation systems.
The first of this series of articles,
entitled "Field Tests of Frequency and
Amplitude Modulation with Ultra -High
Frequency Waves" appears in the May
issue of the General Electric Review.
In the series of modulation tests con-

IN

ducted by the General Electric Co., two
50-watt transmitters were located at
Schenectady. One of these is a frequency modulated device, whereas the
other uses amplitude modulation. At
Albany a 15d-watt transmitter suitable
for either frequency or amplitude modulation was put into operation. Measurements were made at a number of
points from the emissions from these
transmitters by means of a receiver
(suitable for either frequency or amplitude modulation) mounted in an
automobile.
Although the two types of transmitters at Schenectady were made as much
alike as possible (considering the difference in modulation systems), it is
interesting to observe that frequency
modulated transmitters weighs 85 lb
against 105 lb for the amplitude modulation transmitter and is only twothirds the size of the amplitude modulated transmitter. The total input
power taken by the frequency- and

Why Be Satisfied With Less?
Why be satisfied with anything
less than certainty that the
anodes in your tubes cannot be
damaged by overloading; will
not warp, fuse, blow out or soften;
emit no gas and absorb gases
given off by other tube elements?
Why be satisfied with less when
you can have all these advantages with tubes having SPEER
Graphite Anodes?
SPEER Graphite Anodes are sold
only to tube manufacturers. Write
for a list and Anode Booklet No. 80.

SPEER

CARBON COMPANY
ST. MA RYS, PA.

CHICAGO

;U

CLEVELAND

DETROIT

MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH

Fig. 1-Block diagram of receiver
for amplitude- and frequency -modu-

lated receiver
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RCA!

This brand-new

instrument is yours at
surprisingly moderate cost!

This new RCA Oscillograph
is just what you've been asking for! In design, in features,
in performance-it's a high

quality instrument- and its
price is surprisingly low!
It's equipped with an RCA 914 High Vacuum Cathode
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Ray tube employing the electrostatic deflection principle.
The trace is very sharp and
brilliant and permits extremely fast photographic recordings of transients.
The deflection amplifiers
are essentially flat over a frequency response range of from
4 cycles to 100,000 cycles and
willfaithfullyreproduce square
waves as low as 10 cycle frequency. The gain control does
not appreciably alter the frequency response. The amplifiers are arranged for either
push-pull input (balanced to

ground) or single tube. Direct
connection to the vertical deflection plates of the cathode
ray tube is provided.
An additional amplifier is
provided for modulation of
the cathode beam from an
external timing source, and
provides a very convenient
means for establishing a time
constant of the trace.
All controls are symmetrically arranged on the front
panel. The screen of the cathode ray tube is protected by a
shatter-proof lens. Further details will be sent upon request.

purchased
Over 335 million RCA radio tubes have been
equipment,
test
and
parts
in
by radio users ... in tubes, as
it pays to ga RCA.AIl the Way.

.

Ftequency 5 150 watts
Power Lotection 5amps
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'Wight
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Vacuum

CA911
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'electrostatic
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RCA
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RCA-6N1RCA2A3
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Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden,

N. J.
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Everybody's talking
about the NEW

PHOTO

I

TECHNIQUE.
We knew the photographic industry needed
publication devoted to the technical side of
photography. But we had no idea the first issue
of Photo Technique would receive such wide
acclaim from its 4,000 charter subscribers.
a

This new monthly technical journal

McGrawHill's answer to the crying need for scientific
information that professional photographers and
advanced amateurs have long wanted.
is

amplitude -modulated transmitter,
delivering equal carrier powers, iswhile
325
and 625 watts respectively.
The receivers used for making
meas
urements are double -conversion super.
heterodynes with provision for receiving either frequency or amplitude
modulation merely by throwing
switch for the type of reception desired.,a
A block diagram of the receiver
shown in Fig. 1. The selectivity curveis
for the receiver for both methods of
modulation was practically the same;
it was 220 kc wide at half the
voltage (6 db down) and 530 kc input
at 1/1000th of the voltage (60wide
db
down)

m
ó

Technique.

Because you will want a complete file

of this
storehouse of photographic information
and
because the first issue is in such demand,
it is
necessary that you return the coupon
below
immediately if we are to start your service
with
Vol.
No. I.
I

(THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL AUGUST

1,

1939)

Enter my subscription to PHOTO TECHNIQUE
at the special CHARTER SUBSCRIBER rate of 15 issues for $5 (regular rate
-12
term checked. I will remit promptly upon receipt issues for $5) or the longer
of bill.
2 years @ $8
3

years @ $10

Name

Address
Company

Position
Check here and remit 25 cents if you wish
a sample copy.
Remittance must accompany all sample copy

requests.
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If you haven't entered your subscription yet,
so now while the special money saving
charter subscriber rate is still in effect.

authoritative technical information that will help
you improve your photographic results. Regardless of the branch of photography
you are
primarily interested in, you will save time and
money by using the results of years of research
and the expert advice brought to you by Photo
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2-Ratio of signal -plus-noise to
noise for frequency (F) and amplitude modulated (A) receivers with
'out external noise

Fig.

do

Each month Photo Technique will bring you

.

Measurements were made of
the
signal-to-noise ratio from the Albany?
transmitter in regions comparatively
quiet and free from external noise and
in regions in which the external noise.
was high. The results of measurements on the Albany transmitter,
operating at a mid -frequency of 41 Mc,
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Since the
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Fig. 3-Same characteristics as
those of Fig. 2, but with noise present. Frequency modulation (F) and
amplitude modulation (A) receivers
used

ordinates of both of these curves are
plotted in decibels, it is easily apparent
that the frequency modulation system
has considerable improvement over the
amplitude modulation system for either
quiet or noisy locations. The improvement is more marked, however, in the
case of installations having a noisy
background level. Measurements were
also made on the two types of modulation using as a source the noise produced by the ignition system of an

automobile.
Using the transmitters at Albany
and Schenectady, measurements were
made of the interference resulting from
the operation of these two stations.
When frequency modulation was used,.
only the Albany program could be
heard when the test car was less than
11 miles from Albany, and only the
Schenectady program could be heard
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the car was less than three miles
Schenectady. There was a two region between both of these cities
which both programs could be heard

n

.

mittently, the program being re ?d depending upon the relative field
station a the
lgth from the
Very
o
questions
in
location
icular
ly could both programs be heard
altaneously in this two-mile area.
important result of these measurets indicates that wherever the field
rigth of one frequency modulated
al was greater than twice the other
strength, the stronger signal
Id prevail 100 per cent of the time.
author points out that this two region should not be considered
interference area as would occur
amplitude modulation, but rather
uld it be regarded as an area where
>r signal may be heard.
ccording to the author, the tests
ribed in this article reveal several
.intages of frequency modulation
amplitude modulation. These may
ummarized as follows:
Improved signal -plus-noise -to -noise
o. Under some conditions this imvement is as high as 20 to 25 db.
means there is a remarkable freefrom atmospheric and man-made
ic, such as X-rays, automobiles and
:raft engines, commutator sparking,

Glass FRACTIONATING'

Diffusion Pumps
LOWEST pressures (less than 5 x
10-8 mm. at 25° C.) are made possible by continuous purification of
the pumping fluid during operation.
Neither liquid air nor cold -trap is
required for effective performance.

IMPORTANT TO:
Industry-for the economical exhaustion of glass systems.
Laboratories-for the exacting requirements of research.
Inquiries are invited regarding our
aids to high -vacuum technology.

,u

A

.

more

definite and

uniform

area of a transmitter is es dished because in frequency modulasignal -plus-noise -to -noise ratio
iains high until the field intensity
-ches a very low value.
Comparatively much smaller geo-

*Fractionating pumps are protected by U. S.
Patent 2,080,421 and patents applied for.

Four -compartment, three jet unit

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.
ROCHESTER, N.

,zice

Y.

Just what are your specific
TIMING problems?

.

TWO-WAY COMMUNICALION FOR MOTORCYCLE

Our Engineers are anxious to develop
and supply you a relay, timer, or control
made to your order-to do your job
100%.

POLICE

Stock relays and timers may possibly
be made to do the job but
r

DUNCO
Timing Instruments give that extra
service and satisfaction that always
gives your product prestige.

What have you before you today that
you would care to discuss, without obligation, with our Engineers?

STRUTHERS DUNN, INC.
This motorcycle of the Beverly
Police Department is not
equipped with a receiver for
ing up broadcasts, but is also

vided with a transmitter enabling
the officer to communicate with
headquarters. The transmitter, using
five tubes and weighing six pounds,
is carried in two compact units behind the driver's seat. The officer is
provided with a miniature camera
for making

148

Hills
only
pickpro-

DUNCO

Juniper Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
N.

Electrical Control

DEVICES

More than an accessory - an improver of prestige
dependability and performance

photographic records
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Synchronizing -Signal

GENERATORS
really "sync!"
O It is with exceptional pride that DuMont engineers
announce the development of the first really commercial television synchronizing-signal generator to be
made available in this country. Complete assembly
here shown, furnishes outputs as follows:
Horizontal
a n d Vertical
Blanking Signals; Horizontal
and Vertical Synchronizing
Signals; Vertical Equalizing
Pulses; Horizontal Sweep
Wave; Linear Vertical
Sweep Wave; Special Sharp
Vertical
Synchronizing
Pulses; and Special Horizontal Pulses.
Provides satisfactory day -in-

and -day -out operation withassistance of trained
personnel. Improved circuits
make operation so stable
that equipment may be
turned on and off at will,
and operated only when
needed. Components operated well below rating insure years of trouble -proof
operation.
out

Type 203 Synchronizing -Signal Generator is representative
of complete line of DuMont television transmitting equipment. Write for data. And do not hesitate to present
your television and cathode-ray problems.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

PASSAIC

NEW JERSEY

CABLE ADDRESS-WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK

These

RELAYS

WARD LEONARD Relays are
economical to purchase and

to operate. Current carrying parts
are generous in section to prevent
heat generation and power loss.
The good wipe movement and silver -to -silver contacts are reasons
why Ward Leonard Relay contacts
stay bright and do not pit or stick.
They always give a crisp make and
break.

Line

includes

Duty,

graphical interference area is obtained
when two frequency modulated trans.
mitters are operated simultaneously on
the same frequency than when amplitude -modulated transmitters are so
operated.
4. A frequency -modulated radio frequency amplifier is more efficient than
one for amplitude modulation, because
frequency modulation can be accom-

plished at low level followed by class B
power amplification.
5. A given service area can be
covered with considerably less power
than with amplitude mod.,ulation, because of the imnrovements in signal plus-noise -to -noise ratio obtained with
frequency modulation.
6. For a given power output, smaller
radio frequency amplifier tubes can be
used in the transmitter.
7. The design and operation of transmitter equipment for frequency modulation is no more complicated than that
required for amplitude modulation of
equivalent power.
Since the latter part of 1935 when
Major Armstrong first announced his
system of frequency modulation, he
had given a number of convincing demonstrations of the superiority of frequency modulation over amplitude
modulation, especially for those areas
having a low signal-to-noise ratio. He
has, moreover, provided the editors of
Electronics an excellent opportunity to
witness for themselves the capability
of this modulation system, as has been
recorded in the March issue. Nevertheless, the 'árticle by Mr. Weir seems
particularly significant since it is the
first published material to present
measurements on the two modulation
systems.

TEST FOR DEAFNESS

Heavy

Intermediate,

Light Duty and Sensitive Relays for time,
temperature and pressure control.

WARD
LEONARD
ELECTRI
COMPANY
C

32 SOUTH STREET

Electric
71

Co ntrols

MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.

Since 1892

Patients at the new Westminster
Hospital formally opened April 20.
by King George, will be tested for
deafness in a soundproof room
using this Western Electric audiometer. This instrument, made by
experts in sound recording, is one
of the benefits bestowed on medicine by radio research
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Components for
w -Frequency Amplifiers

C

of determining the
designed to
circuits
for
7 values
is de-frequencies
bass
the
entuate
ibed in the March 1939 issue of
nktechnische Monatschef to in an are entitled, "On the Calculation of
Components for Bass Accentuation
Low-Frequency Amplifiers" by Carlini Sturm.
the required values are determined
.thematically in a manner which
ikes possible the calculation of the
;hest degree of bass accentuation for
ange of from 100 to 400 cycles with
chosen impedance values. Utilizing
se same formulae it is possible to
termine the optimum conditions of
eration for other frequency ranges.
The circuit arrangement is shown in
g. 1. The resistor R3 is much greater
an R1, and its value depends on the
pedance of the preceding tube. R2 is
eluded so that high -frequencies are
t too highly attenuated.
The apparent impedance between
ints A and B will have its maximum
do for two differing frequencies with
given R -C combination. When terinals A and B are fed from a source
a-c voltage having a high internal
Tpedance (electron tube) through

These are then made use of in
determining the expression for K =
Za/Ze which the author gives as:
ties.

=

,RAPHICAL METHOD

where

I

y

(P SNR1) (NS + R2)
(P N SRI) (S -I- NR2)

N=f./fa, P=R1R2, S=R1+R2

The result is found to be somewhat
clumsy to handle in this form and consequently the author has made a plot
of the expression for a frequency ratio
of N=400/100 which he uses to determine the required values of R and C
in a typical example which concludes
the article.

Phototube for Gauging
Tuttle and William Bornemann in the February issue
of Instruments describes "A Method of
Dimensional Gauging with Photoelectric Cell." The underlying method is
that the article to be measured is used
as a diaphragm in an optical system
which illuminates the phototube. Since
the output of the photoelectric device
is proportional to the total flux which
it receives, the output can be interpreted in terms of the light socket
power, and hence the dimensions of the
object.
Several possible combinations of
gauging by means of photoelectric devices are illustrated in this article. The
simplest of these is shown in Fig. 1,, in
AN ARTICLE by Clifton

... WHEREVER
THE OPERATION OF ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT IS AFFECTED BY LINE

VOLTAGE VARIATIONS this new

SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE

offers a practical solution to the problem.

TRANSFORMER

Fig. 1-Schematic diagram of photo tube system for gauging

which the article to be measured is
shown at A. An image of the article
Fig. 1-Schematic wiring diagram
is formed on the cell C1, thus light from
of portion of amplifier circuit for
the lamp falls upon the object A, and
low frequencies
is then condensed to form an image on
the photoelectric cell C1. At the same
resistor R3, then the apparent imped- time, the light passes through a lens
ance at these terminals will be in the
and matching device so as to fall on the
same ratio as the voltage ratio for a
cell Q. The output of both these photogiven set of frequencies.
electric cells is in opposition and feeds
Setting up the relation for Za/Ze, the coil of the galvanometer purpóse is
where Za is the impedance at one fre- to determine the condition of balance
quency and Ze at another, and differ- between the two photoelectric circuits.
entiating with respect to C then putting
With the proper optical and electribe
the
the result equal to zero, will give
cal system, the light on cell CE may
value of the maximum impedance -ratio varied by means of the micrometer
after solving the equation for C:
screw adjusting the mat. When a null
the
or balanced indication is obtained, dithe
and
1
equal
light on both cells is
as
Wa. tua R2 (R1 + R2)
mensions of a simple object, such
determined
be
then
may
A,
at
Substituting this value of C in the that given
screw which
expression for Za and Ze will give the in terms of the micrometer
corresponding values of these quanti - adjusts the mat.
Cr
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Automatic and instantaneous voltage
regulation. No moving parts, nothing to
adjust or lubricate.
Low harmonic content in output voltage
wave.
High power factor, high over-all efficiency.
Regulation at any load up to full rated
value.
No strong magnetic -leakage fields.
Unlimited flexibility of design.
Can be operated in parallel, or cascaded
for extremely precise regulation.
Write for BULLETIN SM -22
SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY

2525 Clybourn Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

i

Constant Voltage
TRANSFORMERS
and AUTO TYPES
AIR COOLED INDUSTRIAL TRANSFORMERS-INSULATED
TRANSFORMERS
LOW VOLTAGE SIGNAL and CONTROL
FLUORESCENT LAMP REACTORS
LUMINOUS

TUBE TRANSFORMERS

MERCURY VAPOR LAMP TRANSFORMERS
OIL

BURNER IGNITION

TRANSFORMERS

FILAMENT and HIGH VOLTAGE X-RAY TRANSFORMERS
HIGH VOLTAGE BOMBARDING TRANSFORMERS
DOOR -BELL and CHIME TRANSFORMERS
REACTORS

DC -CONTROLLED

75

THE INDUSTRY IN REVIEW
A Resistance -Coupled High Fidelity Amplifier

system operation, unintelligibility due
to excessive bass results. To compensate for this, the dialogue filter cuts off
the low frequencies: The filter is merely
the substitution of 0.001 mfd for 0.1
mfd in the coupling circuit between the
mixer and phase inverter stages. It is
cut in and out by a switch on the side
of the chassis.
The type of expansion circuit used
increases the peaks of ten watts and
above by eight db. The compression
circuit reduces peaks of ten watts and
above by about eleven db. Both expansion and compression have about one
second time lag. The circuits are
changed from expansion to compression
by means of a dpdt switch.

'

News
+ James Millen has announced his withdrawal from the National Company to
form a new company to be known as
the James Millen Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., 6 Pleasant St., Malden, Mass. It
will be devoted primarily to the design
and manufacture of new radio com-

pair of 6L6Gs driven by a pair of 6V6Gs and two stage feedback are
used. To suit various operating conditions, the characteristics may
be
varied by the audio frequency equalizers, dialogue filter, and the
expansion and compression circuits
A

paratus Corp. is now located in larger
quarters at 647 Kent Ave., Brooklyn,

by the Amplifier 'Co. of America, 17
West 20th St., New York City. Its frequency range is from 20 cycles to
20,000 cycles within one db. The harmonic distortion of this amplifier, as
measured by an independent laboratory,
using a test frequency of 400 cycles
is shown in the table. It is resistance coupled throughout and has a pair of
6L6Gs operating in push-pull in the output stage, which are driven by a pair of
6V6Gs. It has two microphone channels and one phonograph channel. Each
microphone feeds into a 6SJ7 preamplifier and the three channels are
mixed in a 6SK7 mixer stage. The signal is then divided into two channels,
with the proper phase relationship, in
the 6N7 phase inverter tube to be delivered to the grids of the 6V6G driver
tubes. The feedback signal is taken of
the high side of the output transformer
secondary and delivered to the grid of
one 6V6G and to the grid of the phase
inverter section of the 6N7. The output
transformer has taps to accommodate
line impedances ranging from 0.3 ohms
to 500 ohms. The power supply consists
of a 5U4G with the usual filter choke
replaced by a 2500 ohm, 20 watt re -

76

sistor. It is claimed that this introduces
no appreciable hum in the output.
The amplifier is very flexible in its
operation because of several devices designed to take care of a variety of operating conditions. By means of the

Output

Voltage
500 Ohm Power
Line Watts
7.07
22.4
55

0.1
1.0
6

70.7
89.5

10
16

100
107
114
118

20
23
26
28

Distortion

3rd
Total
Harmonic
Unmeasurable
0.16% 0.14'; 0.30%
1.22
1.0
1.3
1.6
6.5

0.36
0.32
0.13
0.14
0.89
4.7
14.0

0.86
1.17
1.35
1.14
2.2
6.3
20.5

The distortion of higher harmonics
is of a negligible nature.
audio frequency equalizers, it is possible
to vary the response at either the high
or low end of the frequency range.
The response at either end may be
varied independently of the other end.
The equalizer control circuits are incorporated into the input circuit of the
6N7 phase inver ter tube.
Under certain conditions of sound
-

...

...

2nd

0.50
0.85

Y....

Hygrade Sylvania will build
a 50,000 sq.ft. addition to its Emporium, Pa. plant
Ralph T. Brengle
has retired from the Clough-Brengle
Co. He is succeeded as plant manager
by William Meyenberg and his duties
as treasurer are assumed by Arthur R.
Hall
. Another plant has been acquired by Sprague Specialties Co. in
North Adams, Mass
Westinghouse
E. and M. Co. announces the transfer
of R. B. Mildon to special sales assignments and the appointment of A. C.
Streamer as General Manager of the
East Pittsburgh division . . . Radio
N.

A HIGH-FIDELITY AUDIO amplifier with
24 watts output has been announced

... Precision Ap-

munication products

Engineering

&

Manufacturing

Co. has

moved to larger quarters at 58 W. 25th
St., New York . . . Frank E. Mullen,
Manager of the Department of Information, was elected Vice-president
in Charge of Advertising and Publicity
for RCA. Horton Heath, was promoted
to Manager of the Department of Information, which will continue under
Mr. Mullen's direction
Dr. William
D. Coolidge, director of General Electric's Research Laboratory has been
awarded the Faraday Medal for 1938
by the Institution of Electrical Engineers of England . . . Wilson E.

...

Burgess, amateur
Westerly, R. I., will
S. Paley Amateur
1938. Selection of
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radio operator of
receive the William
Radio Award for
Burgess was based
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e

on his heroic performance during the
devastating hurricane of last SeptemTransformer Corp. of America
ber
announces several changes in its organization; Itoy Neusch assumes complete charge of the Clarion Institute
of Sound Engineers; N. Manicardi becomes General Sales Manager; W.
Whiteside is in charge of production;

...

-u

-L

ALDEN SERVICES
We specialize in problems
of making any component

needed

Small quantifies

or large

Of Bakelite, Metal, Wire

or any combination.
Components such as:

Insulated Grid Caps
High Voltage Rectifier Sockets
Woven Wire Cables
Dial Light Sockets
Automotive Shielded Cables and
Grounding Sockets
Adapters for all circuits and all
purposes
Connectors of all kinds
Several interesting new
developments for

Frank Dostal is now Chief Engineer;
and George J. Sandberg is now En-

gineer in charge of Mechanical Design
. J. Kurts is now supervising both
the engineering and manufacturing departments of the Callite Co. in Union
City, N. J. H. M. Lush has been appointed to be his assistant.

Literature
Plastics. A discussion is given on the
subject in "New Paths to Profit" a
businessman's guide to modern plastic
materials. Bakelite Corp., 247 Park
Ave., New York City.

television

Get your name on the mailing list for new interesting
data sheet about to be

Conductivity Bridge. Model R. C. for
measurement of resistance and electrolytic conductivity. Industrial Instruments, Inc., 162 W. 23rd St., Bayonne,

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY

Loudspeakers. Bulletin PM -25 describes permanent magnet type trumpet
units with aluminum diaphragm. Bulletin SP -101 describes a marine type
exponential horn and unit. Atlas Sound
Corp., 1447-51 39th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

released.

715

Center Street

Brockton, Mass.

"TOPHET"

Resis-

tance Wire

to the

is

Electric Heating

Ap-

pliance what the
Trylon-Perisphere
to the World's Fair.

is

SMOOTH
QUIET

N. J.

Recording Discs. "Duralite" recording
discs are described and suggestions for
recording are given in bulletin by Musi craft Records, Inc., 12 W. 47th St.,
New York. City.

Bulletin T-1
Television Standards.
and standspecifications
gives complete
ards for high voltage condensers. Solar
Mfg. Corp., 599 Broadway, New York
City.

Permeability Tuner. Instruction bulletin issued on the Q control unit.
Aladdin Radio Industries, Inc., 466 W.
Superior St., Chicago.
Broadcast Units. Also their new automatic voltage regulator. Described in
Bulletin 500-D "Tru-Fidelity" of Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co., 500 W. Huron

DEPENDABLE

"PINCOR" offers the only complete line
of "B" power supply equipment for police
units, aircraft and radio broadcast service
and sound systems. Available in a wide range
of frames, sizes and capacities to fit any particular requirement.
"PINCOR" dynamotors are the last word
in efficiency and regulation. Deliver high
voltage current for proper operation of your
apparatus with a minimum of A. C. ripple.
These units will give years of smooth, quiet,
satisfactory service. They are compact, light
weight. Available with or without filter. Send
coupon for catalog.
210 AT THE
CHICAGO TRADE SHOW

VISIT BOOTH NO.

PIONEER GEN -E -MOTOR CORP.
Dept.

St., Chicago.

Visit our exhibit at the
World's Fair, in
the Metals Building opposite

the Trylon.

Iiì
WILBUR B. DRIVER CO.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Impervium. A synthetic material which
retains a rubbery flexibility and elasticity over a long period of time and
which offers a good resistance to acids,
alkalies, and oils, is described in a
bulletin "Paradata" by Paramount Rubber Service, Inc., 1430 Rosedale Court,
Detroit, Mich.

Vibrator Guide. For replacement for
auto radio and battery operated household receivers. 20 -page booklet also
contains other useful information. P.
R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis,

R

-1F

466 W. Superior St., Chicago, Illinois
Export Address
WARREN ST.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
U. S. A.
25

P/ryC

SILVER, UR
OYNq14OT9,Y0

°R S'

1

PIONEER GEN -E -MOTOR CORPORATION
Dept. R -4F, 466 West Superior St., Chicago, Illinois

SlerunDarúsend and data

s
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mieAivBadynmototal

Name

Address
City

State
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that S. S. WHITE RESISTORS
satisfy exacting requirements

Photoelectric Spectrophotometry.
quantitative chemical analysis. Is
tained in "G-M Comments" of
Laboratories, Chicago, Ill.
Application Note. No. 103 on
operation of the 35L6 -GT. RCA
Co., Harrison, N. J.

Megger Testing Instruments. Six different types of instruments which operate on the Megger cross -coil ohmmeter
principle are described in Bulletin 1600,
Jas. G. Biddle Co., 1211 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Assembling S. S.
WHITE Resistors
in a Receiver of
the AIR -TRACK
Radio Safe Landing System.

S. S. White

Proper functioning and unquestioned dependability
are essential in every item that goes into airplane
instrument landing equipment. S. S. WHITE
Resistors are meeting these requirements in the
receivers and transmitters which are part of the
modern AIR -TRACK Radio Safe Landing System,
developed by the Washington Institute of Technology and manufactured by AIR -TRACK Manufacturing Corp., of Washington, D. C. This adds
another to the long list of users who have found
that S. S. WHITE Resistors satisfy exacting requirements.

Resistors

are available in various types
and in a comprehensive range
of values from 1,000 OHMS TO
1,000,000 MEGOHMS. They are
widely used in radio and electronic equipment. RESISTOR
BULLETIN No. 37 gives full
details. A copy, with price list,
mailed on request. Write for it.

WHITE

S. S.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
E.

10

East 40th St., New York, N.

Television Engineering Data. Technical data on picture i -f amplifiers. F.
W. Sickles Co., 300 Main St., Springfield, Mass.'

Y.
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EISLER ELECTRIC CORP.

,8

Vacuum Gauge

materials, lead-in wires and contact points.

CALCITE

PRODUCTS

DIVISION

544 39th ST.

-

UNION CITY, N.

There are nine

primary colors augmented by a wide
range of specially compounded colors
for special requirements. The particles are of such size as to produce a
uniform coating which is not harmed
by heat treatment.

Ga4nííegíc'en
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Call on Callite engineers for deee oí 5°btoe rt`
tailed information on fluorescent
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A COMPLETE LINE of fluorescent materials for cathode ray tubes is offered
by Pfaltz & Bauer, Inc. Empire State

eccN

co°cs'Q `'be

New Products
Fluorescent Materials

aat1

tse
ons.

Plugs and Receptacles. Described in
Bulletin No. 1140-1. General purpose
plugs and receptacles described in Bulletin No. 1140-3. These bulletins supersede previous listings. The Pyle -National Co., 333 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

SO%

se

4
a,.
S$abe

Terminals and Lugs. Form A describes
a line of solderless terminals and lugs.
Rajah Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
Test Apparatus. Contained in "Preview of Test Apparatus" by Approved
Technical Apparatus Co., 571 Dey St.,
New York City.

The S. S. White Dental Mtg. Co.

Department

Characteristic Charts. Available from
several companies on their respective
products: New edition from Radio
Tube Div., Tung-Sol Lamp Works, Inc.,
Newark, N. J.; Hygrade-Sylvania Corp.,
Emporium, Pa.; Videotron information
from National Union Radio Corp.,
Newark, N. J., and Hytronic Labs., 76
Lafayette St., Salem, Mass., have data
sheets for the new "Bantam" type
tubes for battery operation at 1.4 volts.

J.

A PORTABLE MCLEOD type vacuum'
gauge has been announced by F. J.
Stokes Machine Co., Olney P. 0., Philadelphia, Pa. A single reading is taken
in from two to five seconds and continuous readings are made in rapid
succession. The range covered is from
0 to 5,000 microns.

June 1939
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New Tubes
SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC
AC VOLTMETER
MODEL

300

NEW

MIDGET

TUBES

announced

by

Arcturus Radio Tube Co., Newark,
N. J. include Type 6SA7GT and Type
12SA7GT single -ended Pentagrid Converters; Type 35Z5GT, a cathode type
half-wave rectifier; and Type 25D8GT,
a heater type diode -triode -pentode.
Hygrade-Sylvania Corp., 500 Fifth
Ave., New York City, announced: Types
tuning indicator;
6AD6G, double
6AF5G, a triode driver tube; 25AC5G,
positive grid power output tube; 25C6G,
similar to Type 6Y6G, but with a 25
volt heater; and 7A5, a loktal tube
with a rating of 7 volts, .75 amps.

TUBE SHIELDS
for every electronic
need

... by

GOAT!

Series Ring Type
shield for ST -12 Bulb
Tubes. Types are
available f o r types
with or without grid
cap. Illustration shows
shield grounded t o
ground pin of base
by special connector
clip. Other bases also
available for chassis
grounding.
1100

.

U-h -f Capacitor
A DUAL 50 µµf 3,000 volt condenser is
an addition to the N series of u -h -f
capacitors of the Allen D. Cardwell

to 100,000 cycles
Range .001 to 100 volts r.m.s.
Logarithmic voltage scale
A -C operation. 115 volts 60 cycles
Accurate and stable calibration
New principle of operation
10

Mfg. Corp., 81 Prospect St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. It has eleven buffed and polished
plates with an air gap of 0.070 inches.
900 Series Shield for
ST -12 Bulb
such as 6C6 -6D6, etc.

Tubes,

Shield

tubes
caps, such as

Write for Bulletin 2G for complete data

6SIC7G

type. On shield
show n, grounding

Ballan{ine Laboratories, Inc.

base i s riveted
chassis.

NEW JERSEY

BOONTON

caps also
without grid

available for similar

t o

For
PROFESSIONAL USE

r04e
Playback
& Transcription

NEEDLES
Steel Cutting

NEEDLES
Sapphire

Cutting

*Sr

'Write for Complete
Descriptive Literature

UECOTO

Corporation

178

Prince St., New York

ELECTRONICS

The minimum capacity is 7µ4f. Isolantite insulation is provided. The
capacity to ground is reduced by means
of an inverted mounting. The regular
mounting feet of the condenser provide

-
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require additional

a support for standard transmitting
inductance coil jack bases.

Beryllium Alloys
of
NEW FACILITIES for the fabrication
The
by
completed
beryllium have been
Beryllium Corp. of Pa., Reading, Pa.
It is now possible to fabricate rod, strip
and wire under laboratory control so
be guarthat uniform hardening can beryllium
of
range
wide
a
anteed and
copper alloys can be supplied.

Playback

NEEDLES

1200 Series Shield for
Bantam Tubes either
with or without grip
cap. Shield grounds
direct to metal base.
(Moulded -base tubes

ground connector.)

1200

T-9

Series Shield for

Bulb Battery

Tubes. Shield is
grounded to ground
pin of tube through
special connector.
Other ground devices
for chassis grounding
are also available.
Different shield cap
is used for tubes
without grip cap.

Vacuum Pump
A ROTARY, SINGLE STAGE high vacuum

pump which will maintain a vacuum
of 10 microns in dry work and 50
microns in wet work has been announced by Beach -Russ Co., 50 Church
St., New York. For evacuation work
on radio tubes, etc. this pump can be
supplied for a blank flange test of 2
to 4 microns. For applications where
there is a partial vapor content, special
corrosion resistant construction is
available.

What are
Your needs?
ASK

GOAT!

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS,
(A DIVISION OF THE FRED GOAT CO..

INC.

EST. 1893)

314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Aircraft Receiver

Capacitor Instruments

HIGH VACUUM PUMPS

TYPE AVR-15 AIRCRAFT

OILS, GREASES and WAXES

Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J., is of a size
and weight to be easily carried by the
smallest ships and is designed to satisfy
the requirements of severe instrument
conditions. The selectivity of this receiver is of the order recommended by
the CAA. It uses a superheterodyne
circuit and has a power output of more
than 300 milliwatts into 600 ohm
phones.

A NEW LINE OF capacitor test
ment has been announced by Cora,
Dubilier Elec. Corp. S. Plainfield, N.
The line consists of an Analyzer
quick and accurate measurement of

GAEDE AIR PUMPS include a variety of Mercury Diffusion, Rotary Oil
and Molecular Pumps
with accessories,

for producing
and maintaining

the highest possible degree of vacuum.

LEYBOLD OIL DIFFUSION PUMPS-u sing
"Apiezon" Oil B
are
now available for high
vacuum work. No freezing traps required.

-

"APIEZON" OILS,
GREASES AND WAXES
have vapor pressures as
low as I0 -e mm. of Hg.
at room temperature.
They

provide

a nonpoisonous liquid for Oil
Diffusion Pumps and sealing media for high
vacuum systems.

radio range and
weather receiver, announced by RCA

Burglar Alarm
A BURGLAR ALARM employing an

important characteristics of all tyl
of capacitors. It consists of a ßr,
Bridge connected to a single stage f
amplification, operating the detector,
built-in power supply provides f
volts d.c. for leakage and insulati i
resistance measurements. The Midi
Capacitor Bridge (self-contained, c,
tains Wien Bridge) will measure
types of capacitors between .00001 a
50 mfd, and operates from any 110 y

I

infra-

red light beam and a phototube pickup
has been announced by A. C. Rehberger
Co., 2134-38 Magnolia Ave., Chicago.
The infra -red light source may be as
much as 50 feet away from the pickup
or Robot unit. This unit combines
double phototube control, an anti -false alarm relay, an automatically timed
power valve switch and a visible adjustment meter.

cycle power line. Three Dee,
Boxes have a capacity range betwe
.0001 and 11.1 mfd, or they can be us
60

For full particulars, please
write for Bulletin 1565-E.

JAMES G. ßIDDLE CO.
I
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Battery Charger
A COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC

and selfregulating electronic battery charger
called the Phano-Charger has been developed by General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. It has no moving parts
and is practically noiseless in operation.
Three sizes are available: 4.5 amps
and 12.5 amps for a single phase power
supply and 25 amps for a three phase
power supply.

AIR COOLED
POWER RESISTORS

Mica Condenser

individually if desired. These boxes
for continuous use in circuits of
more than 220 volts a.c., or 600 vo
d.c. Catalog 167A describing the tht
units is available.
Other announcements from Corn
include: For television receivers, Ti
PC Dykanol Capacitors which
available in single, dual, and multi:
capacities at voltages between 2,(
and 10,000 volts d.c. Also Type
etched foil dry electrolytic series wh
are hermetically sealed in small cyl
drical aluminum containers with t
minais extruding for subpanel mou
ing.

F

1

z

A NEW SILVER MICA condenser, Type K,

Mounted
Horizontal
NEW in principle
. the type CA
Microhm Air Cooled, Power Resistor
meets the industry's demand for a power
resistor that was smaller, more adaptable
for various mounting arrangements, that
would run cooler in smaller places, and
that was unaffected by moisture and atmospheric conditions. Standard size units,
13/4" x II/s" O.D.; both ends of the
bobbin are tapped and threaded for
6/32 screws. 50 Watts (rated in free
air); Accuracy 3%; Resistance range IO
to 50,000 ohms.

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.

332 Badger Avenue
Newark, N. J.
Manufacturers of complete line of PRE-

CISION and INDUSTRIAL WIRE WOUND
RESISTORS

110

has been announced by the Erie Resistor Corp., Erie, Penna. It has a
temperature coefficient of approximately
+ 0.000025 µµf/µµf/°C and is unaffected by changes in humidity. According to the manufacturers, after 5 cycles
of being subject to -30°F for five
hours and then to 185°F for ten hours,
the maximum change in capacity will
be less than 0.15%. After 100 hours
at 100% relative humidity and 40°C,
the leakage reactance at 100 volts do
is still over 10000 megohms.
The
overall size is rya x ig inches.

Soldering Iron Stand
A

1

;

SOLDERING IRON STAND with a "Magic
Cup", which is a depression formed in
the bottom of the stand and is filled
with steel wool, is announced by Drake
Electric Works, 3654 Lincoln Ave.,
Chicago. By twisting the tip of the
soldering iron around in the steel wool,
the oxide is removed and the iron is
ready for use.

1

Vibrapacks
THREE NEW UNITS designed to sup:
B voltage have been added to the
brator power supply line of P.

Mallory & Co., Indianapolis, In;1
VP -555 is a dual Vibrapack withl''
rating of 300 volts and 20 ma lo
6.3 volts input, intended for police
way transmitters, PA equipment, f
amateur service; VP -557 has an out]
of 400 volts at 150 ma, is a 6.3 %:1
dual Vibrapack designed for automol
PA systems, and amateur and pal
transmitters; and VP -558 a 32
unit of the tube rectifier type simi'
to the VP -554 has a 300 volt 100
nominal output. This unit is for rat
receivers on farms, boats, etc.

t
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LINGO RADIATORS
are giving outstanding
PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Coaxial Cable

Voltage Regulator

A TRANSMISSION

A NEW ALTERNATOR Voltage regula.,
which extends its line of autolos,,
rheostatic types to permit regulab
of large a -c generators has been
nounced by Ward-Leonard Electric C
Mount Vernon, N. Y. The new
co

CABLE which uses air
as the principal dielectric is announced
by Belden Manufacturing Co., 4689 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago. It consists of
a size 12 solid tinned copper conductor
over which is threaded a newly designed low loss insulating bead. Over

No. 12 Solid

Weatherproofed
Braid

Tinned Copper

Tinned Conductor

Shield

the series of beads is a closely woven
tinned copper shield. The shield, in
turn, is sheathed in rubber and the
whole cable covered with a weatherproofed braid. The db loss per 100 feet
at ten Mc is 0.275. Literature is available.

unmatched stability record

for

42

years

.

.

.

Upon our vast experience in
constructing and erecting vertical structures rests the amazing record of Lingo stability.
There can be no better acknowledgment of Lingo's design and construction, than
the fact that Lingo Vertical
Tubular Steel Radiators have
maintained a n unequalled
record of stormproof stability".
In

the

Florida hurricanes
and 1928 Lingo tubular structures safely withstood tropical gales up to 125
m.p.h. This record is important to you. Perhaps your station is not in the hurricane
zone-but you are subject
to
seasonal
and unexpected
storms wherever you are.
Constructed of seamless copper-bearing steel tubes, Lingo
Vertical Radiators are
by us to withstand theerected
the elements have to worst
offer
of 1926

and experience proves

they DO!

Write for folder
Complete technical data, performance and cost charts, together with photos of actual
installations. With request please
include location, power and frequency of station.

i

,;

gatherings

Tuner Strip
A TWO -DECK, 5 -gang trimmer

strip, adjusted by a single screw, has been announced by Sprague Specialties Co.,
North Adams, Mass. These two-deck
strips facilitate and make possible the
use of push button tuning in two -circuit

Alsimag support. The ends of the in
ductance coil are connected to a pai;
of circular copper plates. Means o:.
supporting and adjusting the plates an
provided. It is supplied, less base, il
kit form.

Switches

r

A 40 AMP TAP SWITCH with a maximum;
of twelve contacts has been announced

receivers with ease in adjustment and
can be used in conjunction with permeability coil -tuned or trimmer -tuned
oscillator circuits for three-circuit receivers and requiring only two ad-

justments.
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A HIGH EFFICIENCY tuned circuit
the ultra -high -frequencies is announcef(
by Lindberg Manufacturing Co., 189

where listeners are scattered over a
broad area such as expositions, outdoor
concerts, etc., has been announced by
Western Electric Co., New York City.
Its frequency response is substantially
uniform over a range from 110 to 6500
cycles, and it is capable of radiating
approximately 17 watts of acoustical
energy when driven by a 50-watt amplifier. The speaker consists of a single
metallic horn which is driven by two
dynamic driving units enclosed within
a moisture proof aluminum housing.
Permanent magnet fields are used.

JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Dept. E-6
Camden, N. J.

LINGO

High Q Loop

West 14th St., Chicago. It is avai
able for both the 5 meter and 10 mets
amateur bands. The circuit consist
of an air wound coil of stiff coppe
wire supported at its center tap by a

Loudspeaker
A LOUDSPEAKER for public

mutating unit and contact bar make
possible to handle synchronous gen(
ators up to 2000 kva, 3 phase,
cycles.
Also announced by this company
a safety reláy designed to preve
repetition of the accidents in
whi,
several experimenters were fatally
jured. It discharges the filter coi.
densers of a high voltage power supp
as soon as the power is turned off.

by Ohmite Manufacturing Co., 4835
Flournoy St., Chicago. It is four inches
in diameter and features all -enclosed
and all -porcelain construction, silver to
silver contact, low contact resistance,,
positive cam and roller snap -action and'
single or tandem action.
A SWITCH WHICH is fastened to the,
chassis by means of a rivet instead of,
the conventional shaft and bushing and
saves considerable cost is announced by
the Wirt Company, 5221 Greene St.,'
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.
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uplifiers
frequency recps and an
15,000
to
30
from
'nse
.put of 20 watts at 5% distortion has
:n announced by Thordarson ElecMfg. Co., 500 W. Huron St., Chi ;o. This unit has a gain of 114.3 db
the microphone channels and 73.2
on the phono channel (based on
i,000 ohms grid impedance).
Uso announced is a 28 watt unit
igned to handle any type of sound
nforcement requirement. It is a
volt d.c., 115 volt a.c. mobile am ter.
AMPLIFIER WITH a

2.

only a

.

Hummingbird

Size!
but Speed and Skill Prevail against
by
Relays
--small
air
No larger than this tiny master of the
perplexing
many
overcome
to
ability
surprising
Guardian possess
design and assembly problems, where like the big -bodied eagle ..

wer Plant
power plants for
requirelightweight
other
'craft or
nts has been announced by D. W.
an & Sons, 39 Royalston Ave., Minipolis, Minn. Twenty-one different
aerators are available to supply a
,de range of voltages and frequencies
SERIES OF ELECTRIC

.

too inbulky electrical controls and mechanical methods become
compete
to
slow
and
awkward
too
volved, too power -consuming,
with the compact efficiency of Relays by Guardian.

stepping switches,
Your controls may consist of small, compact
muting and holding relays
contact switches, solenoids, time -delay,
with discs, metal housings, brackets,
-singly-or in combination
leads and special parts.
Here, at Guardian, you can get all these plus a better control
ready
completely designed, fabricated and tested in one plant
for immediate production assembly.

-24

Series

I10 AC Relay

Submit Your Problem

YOU WANT THEM
ANY QUANTITY AS YOU WANT THEM-WHEN

-

Let Guardian Solve It

-

Write for Catalog "E" Today!

ELECTRIC

GUARDIAN
1625 W. WALNUT STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MULTIRANGE
ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS
FOR

Dual current
f a -c or d -c voltages.
todels are also supplied. Power oututs up to 7500 watts are available.
. two cylinder four cycle opposed type
asoline engine which operates at 1800
Units are manual3 3600 rpm is used.
tarting, self-starting or fully autonatic.

TELEVISION RESEARCH
The

*Instruments
Available
Reading From
400 Volts

Voltmeter
Action Is
Magnetically
Damped!

To Over

30 K.V.

fimeter
A NEW TIMETER with indicating lamp,
announced by National Instrument Co.,
44 School St., Boston, keeps an accurate
record of actual production hours and
shows operation of a machine at a
glance.

Transmitter
A NEW AMATEUR transmitter, Type 510,
is a product of Radio Transceiver
Laboratories, 8627 115th St., Richmond
Hill, New York City. It is crystal controlled with 28 and 56 Mc band switching; has an output of 12 watts and is

portable.

ELECTRONICS

-

Capacity

Lowered
As the Volt
Ranges Are
Increased.
Is

COMPLETELY SWITCH CONTROLLED

!

USED WHATEVER
NO CONDENSER MULTIPLIERS
Voltmeters Have an
Down to 15 Volts.
*Other BM
Information Upon Request.Engineering
Complet ee Infor
Manufacture.
kgroundvofa12eYearslo

-e

SIENSIITIIVIE
I

CORPORATION
NEW YORK CITY

NSTRUMENT

4545 ß R O N X
-P

IRESIEAIRCH

BLVD.

eQ2criaccd- ,--A-eútonzirtr-4.

`}

buzz-Lem.- 4-vru;º.-

1927
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New Recorders
A NEW LINE OF recorders is anno
by David Bogen Co., 663 Broa_._41

New York, the prices of which range
from $179.50 to $445.00. The line Net
include both twelve inch and sixteen
inch models to operate at 33$ and 78
rpm. An indicator for depth of cut is,
incorporated into each unit. Also announced by this company is a new type
recording disc which is flexible, noninflammable and more durable than
acetate. It is manufactured by the
lamination process with no dipping or

spraying.

A SMALL SIZE,

GARRARD SALES CORP.

296 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

LOW

COST, complete

recorder in one unit which will record
on twelve inch acetate or aluminum
discs with five and one-half minutes
playing time is announced by Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal.
A microphone and p -m speaker are
included in the equipment so that the
unit may also be used as a small PA
system.
A FILM RECORDER, the Model BB
Filmgraph, is announced by Miles Reproducer Co., 812 Broadway, New
York. Frequency range is 50 to 6000
cps. Twenty-eight sound tracks may
be indented across the width of 16 mm
film so that 112 minutes of sound may
be recorded on 100 feet of film. A dual
unit for continuous recording is also
available.
A RECORDING MECHANISM for attachment to a recording motor and turntable has been announced by Rek-O.

BLILEY
CRYSTALS, HOLDERS
Precision manufacturing facilities and
correctly designed holders assure dependable frequency control for any
frequency from 20 Kc. to 30 Mc. For
technical recommendations on standard
or special applications, a statement of
your requirements will receive immediate attention.

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
UNION STATION BLDG.

Kut Corp., 254 Canal St., New York.
Ít operates at 33$ or 78 rpm and is
available for 12 or for 16 inch discs.

ERIE, PA.

Resistors

WAXES COMPOUNDS for
ELECTRICAL INSULATION
Zophar offers prompt service on Insulating Compounds
for
a wide variety of electrical applications, including:
.
insulation for CONDENSERS, TRANSFORMERS,
COILS, power
packs, pot heads, sockets, wiring devices, wet
and dry batteries, etc.
Also WAX SATURATORS for braided wire
and tape. WAXES for
radio parts.
Special compounds made to your order.

ZOPHAR MILLS INC.
Brooklyn,
130 -26th St.
FOUNDED 1846

81

N. Y.

111

fully -sealed precision non -inductive wire-wound resistors
in a wide range of values up to three
megohms in ratings of $, 1, 11, and
2 watt ratings have been announced by
Clarostat Mfg. Co., 285-7 North 6th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Standard tolerance is 1% with as low as I/4o of
1% available on special order.
A NEW LINE of wire -wound resistors
has been announced by Consolidated
Wire and Associated Corps., 520 So.
Peoria St., Chicago. There are four,
sizes of adjustable resistors available
CERAMIC -JACKETED,

-

and 75 watts and four sizes
of fixed resistors are available-5, 10,
20 and 50 watts.
10, 25, 50,
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MEGABRIDGE

Model %IB-2 s4

British Patents
h

Counting Apparatus. Movement for
operating the count indicator in a
counting -equipment is effected in response to successive electrical impulses
derived from the articles to be counted,
the movement being produced in an
eddy current rotor by means of out-of -

Their ability to stand up under
shock, vibration, heat and hu-free
midity-their long, trouble
service in countless electronic,
installaradio and industrial
tions throughout the worldhave proved the unfailing dependability and economy of
Ohmite Resistance Units.

phase fluxes derived from the impulses.
No. 494,154. Igranic Electric Co.
Register Control. A wrapping machine comprises means for moving continuously a web of wrapping material,
means for depositing articles one after
another on the moving web, and a photoelectric device for controlling the
deposition of each article so that it is
placed in a definite position on the web.
No. 495,946. S. J. Campbell.

S.(N/

'or RAPID
INSULATION
MEASUREMENTS
the most
The Mega bridge
rapid device for routine insulation measurements which still
retains the inherent accuracy of
the Wheatstone Bridge. Operates from 110-220 volt A.C.
available in resistance
ranges up to 100,000 megohms.
Ruggedly built, accurate, compact and portable.
is

line;

MB 202-B

Write for Bulletin

dew Met

Industríal InStrumo trt5..
Bayonne, N. J.

Cathode-ray Tubes. A mesh, particularly a metal mesh for use as an
electrode in an electric discharge device, is made in the following manner.
An existing mesh is laid on a supporting surface and carbon is deposited
through it, for example from a gas
flame, and the mesh then removed
leaving a carbon mosaic on the surface.
Metal such as silver or aluminium or
other material is then deposited by vaporization, cathode sputtering or otherwise over the whole and the carbon and
the material deposited thereon are
washed away, leaving an adherent mesh
of deposited material. The mesh may
be removed from the supporting surface, if necessary after thickening by
electrodeposition, or when the support
is of insulating material such as glass
or mica the mesh may be retained
thereon. After removal of the original
carbon mosaic and before removal of
(Continued on page 86)

COMPILING WEATHER
DATA FOR
TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHTS

RESiST
9

Wattage

Sizes
from 25 to
1000

Watts

*

ALL - PORCELAIN

RHEOSTATS

requiring smooth,
First choice for all uses
-porcelain
gradual close control. Ohmite allNothing
to
vitreous enamel construction.
dissipation.
heat
Rapid
shift.
or
shrink
available
Many resistance values-quickly
windfrom stock. Straight or taperedListed.
ings. Underwriters Laboratories

ADJUSTABLE DIVIDOHMS
vitreous -enameled
wire -wound
Ohmite
to make adjustDividohms enable you secure
odd resistments in resistance or And you
put
ance values-quickly. wherever can
needed.
on one or more taps10 to 200 watts in
7 stock sizes from
*Fixed Rescores of resistancearevalues.
also available in
sistors, of course,
many sizes and ratings.
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information.

Write Today for Catalog
OHMITE
4818

MANUFACTURING

FLOURNOY STREET,

17

CO.

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

SWITCHES
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP
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the deposited mesh, carbon may be
deposited in adherent form, for example by spraying' from a suspension, so
that, on removal of the mesh, an adherent carbon mosaic is left on the
surface. In performing the operations
described, a mica sheet may be mounted
over a metal block, preferably slightly
curved, and the pattern mesh mounted
over it by means of a stretching frame
as described in Specification 479,024.
490,537, H. E. Holman.
Mosaic.

Flush

Mounting

Built to Take it!
Pure Dynamometer

High Torque
New type armature construction
eliminates insulating bushings or
washers between control springs
and shafts.
Shafts are molded into the coil
form and not cemented to the
coil, thereby eliminating possi-

bility of warpage due to atmospheric changes.
All

windings are on molded
forms and assembled to a onepiece molded supporting frame
insuring permanent calibration
and freedom from changes due
to temperature, etc.
Self-contained to 300 Volts -10
Amperes.
Over this external
connection can be made.
Accuracy 2%.
AFTER long and careful laboratory
work and experimentation, Triplett introduces a dynamometer designed to
meet
every -day working conditions in field,
shop and laboratory.
Instruments are
available in 3" cases matching other
Triplett models. Can be used on single
phase AC or DC as a wattmeter.
Also
can be made up as voltmeters
or ammeters to special order. Available

in

later

larger models.

See the New

Triplett

National Radio

1939-40 Line

Parts

Trade

403-405

at the June
Show-Booths

°1\7:1 Finrre
ALECiliOlt

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
The
236

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Harmon Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

Please

D Model

send
361;

me
I

complete information

am also interested in

Name
Address

City
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State
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The mosaic structure of a
cathode-ray tube comprises a nonconductive base with a thin layer of insulating material flashed on one side
thereof in vacuo and minute separated
photosensitive particles on the thin
layer there being a layer of conducting material on the opposite side of the
base. In one form, a sheet of mica is
coated on the underside with a film of
platinum and on the other side with a
film of cryolite, calcium fluoride or sodium fluoride. The film of fluoride etc
is then dusted with silver oxide then
reduced by heating to minute separated
particles of silver. Alternatively the
silver may be applied as a metallic film
which is then broken up into particles
by heat treatment. The coated mica
sheet is then mounted in the tube envelope which is evacuated and the silver
particles oxidized and exposed to caesium vapour. The tube is then baked
and any caesium deposited between the
particles is taken up by a stannic oxide
getter. The particles may finally be
given a thin coating of nickel or silver
by evaporation from an appropriately
coated filament in the tube. The mica
is coated with insulation by mounting
it in an envelope containing a tungsten
filament which has been coated with
the fluoride or other insulating material, the container then being evacuated and the filament heated to flash
off the material. 491,292, Marconi.

Push-pull Amplifier. In a push-pull
amplifier in which the grid bias remains
constant and has a value such that the
valves are working at the maximum
permissible anode dissipation, the load
impedance is so chosen that the valves
are swung asymmetrically, i.e. the
anode current variations resulting from
a positive grid voltage half cycle are,
at maximum swing, at least twice as
large as those resulting from a negative half cycle. A suitable value is
between and
of the commonly ac cepted "optimum load" Raz---- 2 where
o
h is a constant between 6 and 8, Eb
is the steady anode voltage as at Ao
the maximum allowable anode dissipation. The grid bias source must be
independent of the anode current and
the impedance of the anode supply
must be as low as possible. A pair of
valves which give an output of 10 watts
with a noise faction of 5 per cent when
worked class A factor, give an output
of 30 watts and the same noise factor
when worked in accordance with the
invention. No. 493,136, Telefunken.

IRON CORES
Secure

IMPROVED

PERFORMNew price policy is so
advantageous that YOU CANNOT
AFFORD TO USE ANYTHING IN-

ANCES.

FERIOR.
Proven the most dependable and
uniform (electrically and physically) for permeability tuning and
push-button remote tuning-wavetraps, I F transformers and antenna
coils-sensitive television circuits,
etc.

Our engineers with PRACTICAL
KNOWLEDGE collaborate in securing optimum original designs in
your circuits suitable for commercial manufacture.

FERROCART
CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

(Devoted exclusively to engineering and
production of magnetic iron cores)

Laboratories and Works
Hastings -on -Hudson, N. Y.
U.

S. A.

ASTATIC
CRYSTAL

PICKUPS

of the Highest Type
Professional Model B-16 for lateral
transcriptions to 16 inches, and
Model B-10 for recordings to 12
inches, offer exceptional fidelity of
record reproduction free from distortion and objectionable noises.
Special improved cartridge construction and assembly.
B-16 List Price $27.50
B-10 List Price $17.50

ASTATIC MICROPHONE
LABORATORY, INC.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Licensed Under Brush Development Co. Patents
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Electron Multipliers

Also a complete line of

following patents have been
ed recently in Great Britain relatvarious means and apparatus for

multiplication: No. 490,229 to
No.
eh. No. 490,230 to Baird.
No.
35 to General Electric Co.
-Houston
Thomson
59 to British
No. 491,425 to Marconi Co. No.
No.
73 to Standard Telephones.
Also
Co.
55 to General Electric
92,059 to General Electric Co. No.

STEPPING
SWITCHES

on

Weiss. No. 493,043 to
Loewe. No. 493,048 to Baird.
493,217 to Standard Telephones.
93,296 to Fernseh. No. 493,714 to
sell. No. 493,801 to Farnsworth.
93,861 to Marconi Co. No. 493,968
)mpagnie pour la Fabrication des
)teurs et Materiel D'Usines a Gaz.
94,208 to General Electric Co. No.
to
30 to Telefunken. No. 494,329
des
Fabrication
la
)agnie pour
iiteurs et Materiel D'Usines a Gaz.
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O SOLENOIDS

RELAYS
WILL
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ELECTRIC

AUTOMATIC

DO

KEYS

JOB BETTER

THE

Better because of forty years of relay building
experience.
Better because "proving ground" tests supplement
rigid inspections.
Better because you get a relay for your particular
need.
Write for 48 Page Catalog.
Electric Sales Company
Automatic
American
1033 W. Van Buren St., Chicago

O REMOTE

CONTROL
DEVICES
OF ALL
KINDS
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LOST RADIUM FOUND
IN ASHES

BEAT FREQUENCY

GENERATOR
Type 140-A
One of the most valuable instruments in the laboratory is a generator of signal voltages. This brief
specification gives only the basic
features. We would gladly welcome
inquiries for complete details on
from radio, tele this instrument
v i s i o n, electrical, broadcasting
equipment and other electronic
product engineers and manufacturers. Research laboratories have
found many uses for this instrument.

-

,

Foreign inquiries also invited

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS:

Electron tube equipment came into
use when a Geiger counter was
employed to find $12.000 worth
of radium which had been lost in a
Dr. Cramer
Cambridge hospital.
Hudson, left, and Russell F. Cowing
are examining the ashes in which
the radium was ultimately found.
The platinum tube in which the
radium had been contained was
melted, and the radium was dispersed through the ashes, but it is
expected that 90% of it can be

recovered
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to

Frequency: 20 cycles

5

scales megacycles -direct reading dial -expanded

2°o.
accuracy
attenuator, 32 volts max. to .1 millivolt
Voltage: Using internal resistance
Constant to -t2DB.
min., continuously variable.
resistive load.
external
watt into
Power: Will deliver
Hum, oscillator fundaharmonics.
total
about
Waveform:
general, ts, etc., °oless than
mental,
In
-

1

lal

Write for descriptive circular

CORPORATION
BOONTON RADIOJERSEY,
U. S. A.
BOONTON, NEW

U. S.

T

We

'

Hy VIF!,

Variable Indicator. Method of
eating relation between pressure in,
time in the cylinders of an inter!

1pE

combustion engine. E. M. Dodds,
ford, England. No. 2,133,437.

nr

.l,i'°,IT

ITS

manufacture a complete line of equipment

3y, to 500 KVA
Ask for our
Transformers, special and standard types
Bulletin on new
Incandescent lamp manufacturing equipment
type vertical
Radio Tubes, ex -ray. cathode ray, photo cells
Bench Welders
Electronic equipment, vacuum pumps, etc.
Tungsten slugs, rod and wire manufacturing equipment
General glass working machines and burners
College glass working units for students and laboratory

B

EISLER ENGINEERING COMPANY

13th St. (near Avon Ave.)

So.

Newark.

New Jersey

-L RECTIFIERS

VACUUM TUBES AND
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

CHANGE AC TO DC
WITHOUT MOVING
PARTS,
GLASS BULBS. LIQUIDS,

Design, Development, Construction to
specifications. Let us develop your idea.
Coils, etc., sealed into cans or bulbe.

SPARKING CON-

OR

TACTS.

VACUTILON, INC.

20

West 22 St.

New York, N. Y.

DRY-DURABLE
COMPACT-ECONOMICAL
SPECIAL RECTIFIERS

UNIVERSAL 5MM.

All purpose microphone including amateurs, p.a., schools, stage, etc. Beautiful
in appearance. Small in size. Superlative
in performance. High fidelity reproduction
voice and music. Incl. locking plug and
25 ft. cable. Direct to grid or any desired
impedance. In De Luxe package at your
jobbers now.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood. Cal.. U S.A.

AND
COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES

THE BENWOOD LINZE CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
ELECTRICAL RECTIFIERS
MANUFACTURERS

ENGINEERS

MICROMETER

for
checking

transmitters,

FREQUENCY

from 1.5 to 56 mc.,
within 0.01 per cent.

METER

FINE RIBBONS

of Tungsten, Molybdenum and
Special Alloys
To your specifications

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES

-

Bradenton, Fla.,

U.

S.

A.-

15

A NEW VACUUM GAUGE

Featuring simplicity and low cost suitable
for continuous measurements between 76
c.m. and 0.1 micron is now available.
Also, pressure operated relay to operate
thyratron.
VACUTRON, INC.
20

West 22nd St.

New York, N. Y.

Testing Apparatus. A vacuum tul
testing instrument for the detection

electro -magnetic fields adjacent to ell
rent carrying wires or other condu
tors, or objects which have become col
ductors as a result of proximity
wires or conductors. Merwyn BI
Leesburg, Va. No. 2,109,189.
Collision Prevention. High frequent
circuit for indicating close proximity
one craft to another. F. W. Dunmor
Washington, D. C. No. 2,146,724.
Flight Detection. Method of detec
ing the passage of a projectile past
given point by collecting at the point a
induced static charge from the stat
charge residing on a projectile in fligh
J. V. Dunham, Southampton, and E. I
Rechel, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 2,146,72
Electronic Switching System. C.
Shumard, RCA. No. 2,146,862.

I

1

lll[. CROSS

BEEKMAN ST.

W1

Phototube Circuit. A pair of phot
tubes of the barrier layer type, a cu
rent responsive device, and a netwo
connecting the cells and device to su
ject said device to the differential a
tion of currents generated by the eel:
W. N. Goodwin, Weston Electrical I
strument Corp. Reissue 20,823.
Stroboscope. Apparatus for inspec
ing a moving element and for indica,
ing the frequency of the periodic m
tion thereof. A. A. Kucher and Flo3
E. Gray, Dayton, Ohio. No. 2,127,60

Spot Welders, electric, from

751

Patents

NEW YORK

THE ANSWER TO THE QUEST
FOR CONSTANT SPEED

WEATHER DATA, AUTO.
MATICALLY BY PHONE

DUPLEX RECORDER
Positive Drive Sound on Disc Recording
Sync. -drive for 16mm hand crank camera,Equipment
optional
DUPLEX RECORDING DEVICES CO.
514 West 36th Street
New York, N. Y.

PRINTLOID, Inc.

-

Printing

forming

-

die cutting of

all plastics
Acetate dial scales and windows
Send specifications for further details

i

PRINTLOID, INC.,

ACTONE

w

COMPLETE LINE OF
PILOT LIGHT
ASSEMBLIES FOR

YorirCity

ALL APPLICATIONS

Shadowgraphed Needles

give true reproduction because
they form -fit record grooves.
Inferior needles fit grooves
poorly, cause unpleasant reproduction noises and wear
your records.
Use Actone shadowgraphed
perfect point needles for
master reproductions.

H. W. ACTON CO.. Inc., 370
7th Ave.. New York

Write for
NEW 6-PAGE
CATALOGUE

tiY'ti

tiZ

GKZ CO. OF 1gME

F.

National

EDWIN

Sales

Agents

SCHMITT

SALES

CO.

132 Liberty Street, New York,

New !!CONTACTS" Advertisements
must be received

by June 29th to appear in the

N.

Y.

July issue

Address copy to the Departmental
Advertising Staff
ELECTRONICS, 330 West 42nd
St., New York

City
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RIC,l
Persons in New York wishing
weather forecasts can dial the
proper number and listen to reproductions from the magnetic tape recorder. The operation of the recorder is being explained to
Weather Meterologist, Dr. James H.
Kimball, by Ralph E. Walker, vice
president of the Bell Telephone
Company.

June 1939
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Welding Apparatus. Spot welding
equipment. R. N. Stoddard and E. H.
Vedder, WE&M Co. No. 2,134,538.

nting Plate. Apparatus for makcontrast image from a continuone original by electronic means.
i

Electric Eye Rifle. J. E. Vivaudou,
New York, N. Y. No. 2,139,530.
Follow-up System. - Tube apparatus
used in gyro compasses. Sperry Gyro-

ACCURATE
MICA SHAPES

No. 2,139,558.

scope Co.

Integration Circuit. Apparatus for
measuring the sum of the squares of
a currentamplitude integrated over a
predetermined time interval. F. H.
Shepard, RCA.

Hardy, Interchemical Corp., New
,

N. Y.

No. 2,136,340.

A luminous discharge tube
high frequency current.
from
ited
England.
Fodor, London,
Ai
;n.

?,139,815.

avity Meter. Apparatus for deining variations of gravity by an
S. A.
is member, tubes, etc.
No.
Okla.
frbatskoy, Tulsa,
;,219.

No. 2,139,474.

Prefocusing Lamps. Apparatus for
accurately locating the filament of an
incandescent lamp by light sensitive
means. D. E. Elmendorf, GE Co.
No. 2,136,237.

Timing Control. C. Stansbury, Cutler Hammer, Inc. No. 2,146,863.
Neon Tube Apparatus. Tube method
of supplying voltage to break down
the gaseous discharge in neon tubes.
R. W. Reitherman, Chicago. No.
2,136,924.

lirnace Control.
No. 2,136,256.

A. L. Sweet, G.E.

tpacity Measurement. Tube oscilsystem. L. A. Sharland, London,
No. 2,135,017.

land.

Inspection. Method of magnetizing
a ferro -magnetic object for the purpose of locating a supposed defect
therein. A. V. de Forest, assigned to
the Magnaflux Corp. No. 2,136,375.

TABILIZE INCANDESCENT LAMP BRILLIANCY
BY STABILIZING AC VOLTAGE
Use RAYTHEON
VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
(Capacities

2

VA to 25 KVA)

60
With input varying from 95 to 130 volts AC,
115 volts ± 1%.
at
maintained
is
output
cycles
rating. Other
Stabilizes at any load within
A magorder.
to
voltages and frequencies
adjustments.
or
parts
moving
no
with
netic unit
2 VA to 25
Action is instantaneous. Sizes from
KVA. Write For literature.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
00 WILLOW STREET

.

W A LT H A

M,

MASSACHUSETTS

FOR EVERY

ELECTRONIC NEED
met the
Our Mica stampings have
so many tube,

exacting specifications of
condenser and equipment manufacturers
inviting
that we have no hesitancy inyour own
against
them
match
you to
particular requirements.
obtainThey are made of the finest mica
Munsell's India Ruby Mica.
able
is

...

machining
Exceptionally accuratemanufacturing
assured by modern
experience in
methods and our long
this type of work.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

further
Use the coupon below to obtain
samples-without
and
details, prices

CANNON

MULTIPLE CONNECTORS

Save Time and Money

obligation.

... Increase Efficiency

or otherwise
transmission of electrical energy-electronic
are the
tions and quick disconnection are solved by CANNON
CANNON Multiple Connectors
up to a standard and not down to a price
of Sound, Aeronautics, Geofields
the
in
used
equipment
fine
Dependability,
choice of the leading makers of
and on Laboratory Panels
physical Research, Instrument Control on Ships
have made CANNON Plugs leaders
that
factors
the
are
--these
variety
and
ruggedness, precision
in their field. Over 1,000 stock parts always available.
you in solving

IN

the
problems of efficient connec-wherever cables are required,
Cable Connectors. Manufactured

information and may assist
Illustrated Bulletins contain valuable
when requesting Bulletins.
your "plug problems". Please specify your requirements

CANNON ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO
* 420 West Avenue 33, Los Angeles, California

*

EASTERN SALES

Off ICE 220 Fifth Ave.,NewYork,N.Y.
,

ST., N. Y.
MICA INSULATOR CO., 198 VARICK
Stampings
Mica
on
prices
Send me samples and

NameCompany
Address_

ELECTRONICS
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ePP An4Atentekte4
Three things mighty important to you
in test equipment: precision, wide
service application, low price. And
they all add up to RCP!
Dependability is an RCP word. It
comes from precision engineering, it
stands back of a line of test instruments known all over the world for
long life and trouble -free service.
Check these two models for extra
features.
New RCP Model 660 Electronic

Multitester

The exceptional ranges, sensitivity and
facilities for measuring large values, made
possible by this new vacuum tube volt -ohmmeter can only be obtained in other
ments costing 2 to 4 times the price instruof the
Model 660.
Lowest voltage reading 0.6 volt (full division), highest voltage reading 6,000 volts.
Six individual overlapping voltage
Lowest ohmmeter reading 0.1 ohm, ranges.
highest
ohmmeter reading 1,000,000,000 ohms.
Six
individual overlapping ranges. Maximum
voltage used in ohmmeter 71/2 volts.
No exposure to high voltages
ing high resistance measurements.when makExtreme operating simplicity as well as
wide service application make this
instrument ideal for production line as well
service application. Supplied complete as
in
hand -rubbed sloping walnut case.
Net
Q.85

Control System. Automatic regulating apparatus comprising an elec- TELEVISION FIELD
trically interpretable variable quan(Continued from page 15)
tity to be regulated, a grid controlled
space discharge tube, etc. R. W. Gil- several hundred per cent
improved
bert, Western Electrical Instrument quality.
It
is
this
sort
of
thing th;
Corp. No. 2,136,682.
makes engineers grind their
teet]
Measuring Apparatus. Electron tube The remedy seems to be
more
carefr
equipment for indicating the position instructions,
on the part of the mal
of an object. R. E. Woolley, Bailey
ufacturer,
to dealers. The saine rt
Meter Co. No. 2,136,900.
marks apply of course to the instrut
Oscillograph. Device for indicating tions which
go to the ultimate put
oscillograph curves as stationary. F.
chaser.
Bedell, General Radio Co. Reissue No.
Those sets empIoying large pictur
0,945.
tubes (12 and 14 inches in diameter
Control Apparatus. No. 2,140,355
to F. H. Gulliksen and No. 2,140,350 seem to be doing a uniformly goo;,
to J. W. Dawson, both to WE&M Co. job in resolving the detail of th:
Sign. A luminous discharge tube image. In one case, a receiver o:
operated from high frequency current. demonstration in a midtown stort
Joseph
Fodor, London,
England. was actually resolving all the detai
No. 2,139,815.
in the test pattern (i.e. 350-lin(
Wattmeter. Apparatus for measur- resolution in both vertical and hori
ing a high -frequency ac power quan- zontal directions). Other sets of th(
tity. Reuben Lee, WE&M Co. No. same type were limited to
about 300
2,140,364.
lines in the horizontal direction
Light Control. A photoelectric relay while in a few cases the horizonta
adapted to be subjected to the varying definition seemed to be
no greatel
intensity of daylight. Pieter Juchter, than
250
lines
(in
latter
the
case per.
G.E. Co. No. 2,140,387.
haps reflections were the cause). Ir
the five -inch picture -tube receivers
the detail performance is consider.
RADIO TRANSMITTER
ably lower. In the first place, th(
DIRECTS AUTOISTS
spot size of the tube is large, rela

MpTER

4
zoKV.

SeAtcceossMw.CG
C06LING0A(,[P

$8

RCP Model

41133

/n41

10 KV.

étv.

Best all around tester for engineer, electrician, and serviceman. Some of the unusual

features of this outstanding instrument are
5 stage AC -DC voltage range to 5,000
volts.
3 stage AC -DC current range to 25 amps.
DC milliamps 0/10/100. DC microamps
0.200. 3 stage ohmmeter range to 4,000,000
ohms. Model 411 in a natural
$16`25
hardwood case net
Model 411B same as Model 411 with provision for testing ballast and
octal base tubes, net.
95
Model 411P same as Model 411 in
portable hinged cover case, net $17 95
Other useful instruments in
complete
RCP quality line of testers the
described in
catalog free
:

t17

on request.

112
N'27
PRODUCTS CO. INC.
0

88
90

PARK

PLACE, N.

Y.

C.

ie

S. Halstead, New York communication engineer, demonstrating
new highway safety system he
developed. The system employs a
small automatic radio transmitter
which may be mounted on telephone poles or traffic light stanch.

W.

ions. The unit warns pedestrians

of impending signal changes and
directs automobile traffic through
radio system which makes use of
automobile radio receivers. The
unit also employs a magnetic tape
recorder which effects continuous
repetition of a given traffic bulletin
addressed to the pedestrian or
motorist

SHALLCROSS
High voltage measurement-now such a
necessary part of television design --is an
old story to the Shallcross Manufacturing

Company.
The Shallcross line of kilovoltmetersranging from one to two hundred kilovolts
-have been used for years by other
branches of the electrical industry. The
dependability, accuracy and lair price of
these instruments has been proved.
Let Shallcross answer your high voltage
measurement problems.
Write for Bulletin 700-KH

SHALLCROSS MFG.

CO.

COLLINGDALE, PA.
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PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
(Rates on Application)

ELECTRICAL TESTING
LABORATORIES
Characteristics

of Vacuum Tubes
sts of photo cells, glow lamps, crater lamps.
Tests of electronic and optical devices

East End Avenue and 79th Street
New York, N. Y.

Phone: Butterfield 8-2600

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
DESIGN AND

DEV

E

LO PM ENT

Television

dio
und

Electronics
MANUFACTURING METHODS
Tubes

ndensers

Lamps

brators
0

Resistors
Speakers

New York, N. Y.
Fifth Avenue
Cable: Interengin. New York

HAROLD J. McCREARY
s E.

Consulting Engineer
Laboratory Facilities

)5

Research
Development
Design
Factory Practise
Patent Studies
W. Adams St. Phone

Electronics
Television
Radio
Railroad Signaling
Telephony
STate 4003 Chicago. Ill.

-IOTOBELL CORPORATION

tive to the picture dimensions, and
the fine detail is not resolved for this
reason. Also the band -width passed
by these smaller receivers is purposely limited to meet the capabilities of the scanning spot, and to
obtain the necessary gain in fewer
tubes. About 250 lines, vertical resolution, is good performance, whereas 250 lines horizontally seems to be
the best obtainable in models viewed
by the writer. Some of the smaller
sets resolve less than 200 lines, horizontally, but a very acceptable picture is nevertheless produced.
The scanning and synchronization
performance seems to be on a high
plane in nearly all of the commercial
products. Accuracy of interlace,
which can be judged carefully only
on the larger tubes, seems to be
somewhat less universal, although in
one full ten-minute performance,
during which the lines were viewed
from a distance of four or five
inches, the interlace remained sub-

stantially perfect.
The presence of slight interference
from cw stations operating within
the i -f pass band of the picture circuits can be discerned on receivers
which do not employ an r -f stage.
In these cases, the interfering station is usually within a few blocks of
the receiving location.

Consultation-Designs-Models
Photo -electric applications fo, Industry
COUNTING: cans, cartons, people
CONTROLS: machinery, weighing, signs
ALARMS: burglar, smoke, etc.
96

Sight-sound reactions

Interaction between the sight and

Warren Street, New York City

ladio & Television Engineering Service
Foreign and Domestic Services
ANSULTANTS, DESIGNERS AND MFGS. FOR
ilectronic Devices-Carrier Frequency Equipment
-Recelvers-Amplifters-Special Test EquipmentPransmitters, etc.
Clifton Theatre Bldg., Main Ave.. Clifton, N. J.

Phone-Passaic 2-1333

PROFESSIONAL
ASSISTANCE
In

the solving of your

most difficult problems
in

the

highly special-

ized field of electronic

devices

is

offered

by

consultants whose cards

appear on this page.
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sound systems can be observed to a
limited degree in nearly every receiver viewed by the writer. Most
commonly this interference takes the
form of a slight crossing of the
sound modulation into the picture,
but in most cases the amount is so
small that it would not be noticed
unless it were looked for. If the
signal level is extremely strong, the
picture signal may be heard in the
loudspeaker, especially in receivers
whose converter is connected directly
to the antenna circuit. This effect
was noticed in a set constructed by
the writer for home use, when fed
with a signal of about 0.2 volts.
When the set was removed to the
suburbs, where the signal is roughly
1/100th as strong, the trouble disappeared entirely. This suggests the
utility of an attenuator in the antenna circuit to prevent excess signal
voltage on the converter grid, which
may cause cross -modulation.
Details of set designs are as yet

'

TYPE

fre
FIXED CAPACITY

COMPRESSED GAS
CONDENSER
Capacity: 50-2000 mmf.
Price: $162-$325.
Voltage: 40 kv. peak rating.
WRITE FOR DATA
HEINTZAND'I

SOUTH SAN

KAUFMAN

FRANCISCO\ LTD.

CALIFORNIA

USA

POSITIVE
PROTECTION

These light
For Your Power Tubes.
duty overload trip relays have a wide
field of use as safety devices on elec-

Operation is unironic apparatus.
usually dependable. Scores of nationally known concerns rely on Leach
Relays for protection.

Leach Relay Company
5915 Avalon Boulevard,
Los Angeles, Calif.
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fairly scarce.

We have permission
to reproduce here, however, the complete circuit diagram of the type
TRK-12 RCA receiver, whose interior
arrangements are shown in the
frontispiece. The complexity of the
diagram and the small space in
which it must be printed make the
diagram somewhat difficult to read,
but it will repay study on the part
of engineers who desire to famil-

iarize themselves the details of a
modern television receiver. The circuit as shown includes the complete
sight system, and the sound system
up to the output of the second detector. An 11 -tube all -wave radio
receiver chassis, included in the cabinet, contains the audio output tubes
and loudspeaker.-D.G.F.

CURRENT PRICES
EFFECTIVE ONLY
UNTIL
AUGUST 1, 1939
on the new

DAVE N
TYPE 910

VOLUME
LEVEL

INDICATORS
advertised on page 42,
Electronics, April, 1939 issue
as

PROGRESS REPORT

a four-fold increase in

WITH
factory space, much

added equipment installed in
our own buildings, and a thoroughly trained personnel under
veteran supervision, AEROVOX stands ready to make

any type condenser, in any
quantities, at and in any time.

More than that, AEROVOX
offers the unique A.A.E." service which insures the proper

survey of your entire assembly,
to the end of minimizing cost,
breakdowns, comebacks. Hundreds of case histories now
speak for themselves.

Submit that Problem

.

Send us the details of your assembly.
Our engineers will recommend the condensers best suited from the
viewpoint. Quotations, samples,A.A.E.'
fications cheerfully submitted. Bespecisure
you have our catalog in your working

library.

Aerovox Application Engineering

LIW VO)K
CORPORATION

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
IN CANADA:

92

AEROVOX CANADA. Limited

Hamilton. Ont.

(Continued from page 27)
Recent developments in the production of ultra -steatite by the General Ceramics Corp., make it par-

ticularly suitable for critical insulation in the u -h -f range; the material
displays a loss factor of 0.31 compared with 0.08 to 0.12 for fused
quartz. General Plastics, Inc., announce the ability of Durez phenolics
to mold accurately in extremely small
parts, such as pins and tumblers of

volume -control switches. New antenna relays using low-loss ceramic
insulation and wide -spaced contacts

are available from Guardian Electric
Mfg. Co. Heintz and Kaufman have
produced a six -position band -switch
for use in high power transmitters,
capable of handling a kilowatt of r -f
power. Hygrade-Sylvania has just
announced five -inch "short" cathoderay tubes with green or white fluorescent screens. The newest tube in
the Hytron line is an extremely compact pentode with control grid and
plate brought out to grid caps, designed as a mate to the triode of
similar construction which is already
available.
The Megabridge, a new insulation
resistance tester with ranges available up to 100,000 megohms, is made
by Industrial Instruments, Inc. A
new design of wire -wound resistance
controls especially suitable for
rugged service and minimum noise
has been produced by the International Resistance Co. New indicator

THE DAVEN CO.
158 SUMMIT STREET

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Uncoated WIRE
and RIBBON
For

Direct - Heated
Emitters in

VACUUM
Made under rigid
specifications from
ingot to accurately

finished product
Uniformly providing

highest electronic
emissivity
BARE WIRES drawn to .0006" diameter

RIBBON rolled

to less than .0001" thick

FOIL tolled to less than .0005" thick

CLOSE SCIENTIFIC CONTROL
of all specified characteristics, including:
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

and SHAPE
WEIGHT
SIZE

TENSILE STRENGTH

ELONGATION
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

Supplied in all standard alloys;
or in any special alloys

SIGMUND COHN
44 GOLD

ST.

A

SINCE Al
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by the H. R. Kirkland Com-

ei

feature easy renewal of lamps
a wider variety of colored
es. The Lampkin Laboratories
x, produced a frequency meter
1r e readings extend as high as
an oscillator
1 lc, consisting of
measured
the
with
beat
h is
and a
detector
a non -selective
,.fier. The Lenz Electric Corn wire
441 has recently announced a
an loop
the
for
*daily suitable
fa as used in portable receivers.
eielfuse Inc. has produced the
*se fuse, at current ratings of
14 ma up, especially suitable
,rotecting the users of high voltpower supply circuits. The fuses
k the circuit when the overload
lent to bodily contact occurs.
oprovements in switches which
fair to replace tubes in some apttions are announced by the
ro Switch Company whose roller switches can handle 400 watts
r
extremely small mechanical
ing power. An outstanding con,ution of National Union Radio
p. to cathode-ray tube construe is the "short" five inch tube
a

facturing Company include a power
tap switch, suitable for transferring
high power connections reliably and
quickly. The Operadio Company has
a new mixer and preamplifier for
broadcast use, capable of operating
two lines individually. "Little General" is the name of the 2 -inch
permanent magnet dynamic speaker
produced by Oxford-Tartak, a
speaker little larger than a pack of
Pacent Engineering
cigarettes.
Corp. announces a high fidelity
phonograph -radio combination of the

finest available construction. Charles
Parrag, American representative of
the Telegraph Construction Company
of England, has a wide variety of
coaxial cables, some employing guttapercha as insulation (cross section
of insulation is star-fish shaped, giving large air space) others having
styrol spacers. The Precision Paper
Tube has developed new coil bobbins
of acid -free kraft paper dielectric.
The Photobell Corp. announces a
phototube relay with the entire
"works" incorporated in one housing, a mirror being used to reflect
the light beam.
RCA (Camden) has a simplified
Re
wn as the 5AP4/1805P4.
television system (type 510A) corn t products of the Ohmite Manu-

One Milliwatt
is

all the power needed

to operate Sigma's new
Model 3-U Relay.

*

I

*
Controls 50 watt non inductive load at 110
Write for
volts A.C.
complete information
SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.
388 TRAPELO ROAD

Belmont-Massachusetts-U.

PLUGS

Woroo

Frequency Measuring Service

S.

A.

SOCKETS

TERMINAL PANELS, ETC.

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great value for routine observation of
transmitter performance and for accurately
calibrating their own monitors.

MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year

R.C.A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Dept.

A
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

NEW YORK, N.

BROAD STREET

Y.

Heavy Duty, Hi -Power Genemotors
For Hi -Gain

Amplifiers, Ultra

Short Wave Two -Way Police
Radios, Aircraft Radios, etc.
Six years of successful performance.
There

is

a

Carter Genemotor

for every requirement.
500 Volt, 200 MA.

(Motor Only. 7"x 4"x 27/e"-Weight 10 lbs.)

SMALL SIZE-NO HASH
LIGHT WEIGHT - RELIABLE
Write for Complete Information

11. JONES
2300 Wabansia Avenue

HOWARD

CARTER MOTOR CO.
CHICAGO,
1?14E( ;'I'Iil )N

I( ;S
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HUNDREDS OF STANDARD ITEMS
SPECIALS TO YOUR BLUEOR
PRINTS.
WRITE FOR BULLETINS.

ILL.

CHICAGO

ILL.

by

B I

plete in one cabinet which contains Electric Company.
A new meth'
sync impulse generator, a two-inch of molding paper
capacitors in wi
oscilloscope tube power supplies for has been developed
by
camera tube and picture tube, line Manufacturing Co., which the Sob'
efi'!ectual
amplifier,
shading circuits and prevents moisture from entering
brightness and contrast control. As- body of the capacitor at any ti
sociated with the system is a stand- thus giving a probable life poie
of fro
ard iconoscope camera (type 500A) 2 to 5 times that of convention'
and in the cabinet is a 12 -inch pic- paper tubular units. The
Soot
ture tube which reproduces what the Bend Microphone Company has
camera sees. The whole system op- gone into production on a new ju
mo'
erates on R.M.A. Standards and is ing coil dynamic microphone ru$ge
suitable for use whenever sight must enough for industrial service.
be transferred over wires, or as a midget radio frequency
relay sui,
test generator for the manufacture able for general r -f switching
wor
of television sets. A new insulation has been developed by Struthers
material known as Rub-Erok is avail- Dunn Inc.; capacity 6 amperes
f
able from the Richardson Corp; it 500 volts, r -f. A television
antern
is suitable for trimmers, leaf spac- in di -pole form of heavy
duralumi
ers, terminal strips etc. A 60 -cps rods, with optional reflector,
is avai.
frequency meter with dial -illuminat- able from the Technical Applianc
ing case is available from Roller - Corp. A band -spread beat frequenc
Smith Corp. Two new microphones, oscillator known as an "audio
spec
the "Rocket" and the "Unidyne" trum divider" with a spread of
0-1
have been produced by the Shure cps over 3600 degrees is
the lates
Brothers Co.; the former a dynamic product. of the Televiso Corp.
Trip
type (70-7000 cps response) the lat- lett Electrical Instruments announe
ter a cardioid pattern moving coil a new condenser bridge, model
164
unit (40-10,000 cps response).
including capacitance scales fron
Constant voltage transformers of 0.00025 to 250 microfarads, and
dthe saturating magnetic core type leakage tests at 600 volts. The
ap
have been announced by the Sola plication of television radiator
struc

.w

CO -X is low -loss, flexible coaxial cable,
first of its type in the U. S., employing
specially designed beads to provide 80%
of air insulation. Made in standard sizes

-i/4",

I/2", and 7/e" diam.-weatherproof
covering optional. Ideal for television,
short wave, aircraft, marine and auto
antenna. Folders on request.

Special Types to Order
CO -X also is made to order to your specifications as to electrical characteristics and

definite length, with pigtail leads for connections. Send us your problem-no obligation.

Other B.I.W. Products for
Electronic Industry
High -voltage flexible cables
Heat -resisting wire
Interconnecting assemblies
Multi -conductor instrument cable
Flexible instrument ware
High Q hookup wire
Shielding
Resistance drop cords
Power supply cables

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE

and CABLE COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts

!established 1905
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S3EARCHL!GHT
SFcTI0N
OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT

:

BUSINESS :

EQUIPMENT-USED or RESALE

UNDISPLAYED RATE:
10 cents a word, minimum charge $2.00.
Position Wanted: (full or part-time salaried
employment only), % the above rates,
payable in advance.
Proposals, 40 cents a line an insertion.

INFORMATION:
DISPLAYED-RATE PER *INCH:
Box Numbers in care of our New York,
The advertising rate is $6.00 per inch for all
Chicago. or San Francisco offices count
10 words additional in undisplayed ads.
advertising appearing on other than a con
Replies forwarded without extra charge.
tract basis. Contract rates quoted on request.
Discount of 10% if full payment is made
in advance for four consecutive insertions
An advertising inch is measured 1" verti
of undisplayed ads (not including procally on one column, 3 columns-30 inciteposals).
a page.
(New advertisements must be received by June
29th. for the July issue)

.4.

-to
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HIGH GRADE USED

ELECTRON

TUBE

MACHINERY

Hune Stock of Every Type and Variety

KAHLE ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Specialists in Equipment for the Manufacture of
Neon Tubes, Radio Tubes, Incandescent Lamps.
Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes, etc.

900 DeMott St.,

North Bergen, N. J.

DEPENDABLE
Used
ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT
A complete

line of used equipment
the manufacture of Radio Tubes. Neon Tubes,forIncandescent
Lamps, etc.
Write for Bulletin showing savings from 25 to 75%

EISLER ELECTRI(' CORP.
534 39th

Street, Union City. N. I.

FOR SALE

RECTIFIER PATENTS

Three valuable Cold Cathode Rectifier
Patents, to close Receivership.
For information address
WILCOX,
The Connecticut Telephone
E ectric Co.
Meridan, Conn.

Tpheeaer
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POSITIONS WANTED

SELLING
OPPORTUNITIES

(See also "Selling Opportunity Wanted")

FORMER CUSTOM RADIO ENGINEER, now
employed in well known manufacturer's
electronics division, available
for employment
by radio components, transmitter,
or receiver
manufacturer. Prefer location either
in New
York or New England. Highly inventive,
satile, with experience over wide range. verAge
28, single. Salary subject to discussion.
Photo
and details upon request.
PW-206.
Electronics,
330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.
Y.
RADIO OPERATOR: Radiotelephone first
class and radiotelegraph second class
licenses. Graduate
RCA Inst., previously 3
years of electrical engineering
at U. of Toledo.
Amateur for many years. Would
communications field. Age 24, single. prefer
Desires opportunity more
an a
request. Pa8,echere.eerencon
tronics, 520 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

e

W20Ele-

RADIO OPERATOR RADIOTELEPHONE first
class and radiotelegraph second class license. Can copy code on typewriter.
Age
27, single, available' at any location.
employment radio operator. PW-209,Seeking
Electronics, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

OFFERED-WANTED
Selling Agencies-Sales Executives

Salesmen-Additional

Lines

A

OPPORTUNITY WANTED
WE OFFER SALES AND ENGINEERING
SERVICE in Chicago
for the right
Manufacturer. Successful Area
organizatlor
can serve a manufacturer, small
selling,
contacting,
engineering, servicing manufacturers
in Chicago territory. Engineering service by graduate electrical engineer. We maintain our own
laboratory to work out users' problems. Also
maintain warehouse space with excellent shipping facilities. If desired, can handle jobber
distributor accounts. We know what we can
do and will gladly work out a commission
basis. Address our Advertising Agency: Earle
Ludgin, Inc., 230 North Michigan Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

WANTED
ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in
the field served by Electronics can be quickly;
located through bringing it to the attention
of thousands of men whose interest is assured
because this is the business paper they read.

June 1939
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level suitable for use in recording or

rruscon Steel Co. The United
Electric Mfg. Corp. has a full
of batteries for "battery -port receivers, fitted with standard
Ward Leojack connectors.
s safety relay for radio trans:rs operating at up to 2000 volts
ust been announced; the relay
arges the filter capacitors when
station is shut down. The
on portable u -h -f signal gen has found one use, among
.s, as a checker of police -car
;mitter frequencies. The in ed use of flexible shafting for
;mitter tuning controls has
Isitated several new sizes and
Bs, manufactured by S. S. White
The Wholesale
al Mfg. Co.
has
Inc.
a combina o Service,
battery-operated ac-dc power
operated portable radio receiver.
emely small washers are among
new fasteners developed by the
ught Washer Co., measuring
The
0.07 inch in diameter.
tar Mills have completed the de )ment of a new line of waxes
coil treatment where high Q is

controlling mechanisms.
F. A. Polkinghorn of the Bell
Laboratories reviews the progress in
receiving transoceanic broadcasts,
which has been made possible by
various researches into the angles of
arrival of the signals and the diurnal
variations. The steerable antenna,
a direct result of these researches Is
described. Two papers on noise
measurement and control, one by C.
V. Aggers of Westinghouse, and the
other by Aggers, D. E. Foster (RCA
License Laboratory) and C. S. Young
(Pennsylvania Light and Power Co.)
review the sources of noise, the application of shunt and series filters
with the relative advantages of each.
The second paper includes the recommendations of the Joint EEI, NEMA,
RMA Coordination Committee on the
nature, characteristics, and performance of an instrument suitable for
measuring radio noise. C. A. Lahar
and L. Hewitt of RCA (Camden)
describe the problems of serving a
large exposition (the San Francisco
International Exposition) with a
public address system of adequate
power and quality.

to the top of existing broadcast
r radiators is a new service of

i

ntial.

Scientific Investigations

IRE MEETING
(Continued from page 31)

oltage variations, contact potenchanges, etc., which are trouble e in directly -connected d -c amers. The system uses balanced
ulators, with a tube to detect
fier unbalance, the unbalance be in proportion to the signal to be
tlified. The amplifier is especially
Fu1 for amplifying small low frency and transient voltages to a

The four remaining papers to be
delivered have to do with the results
of investigations which, for the present at least, are more scientific than
engineering in nature, although they
have important engineering implications. P. A. Ekstrand of Heintz and
Kaufman has investigated the potentials at which spark-overs occur between gaps at radio frequencies. The
voltage was measured by measuring
the current through a known capacitance. It was found that ultraviolet light has a marked effect on

GNEIS
PERMANENT MA
- ALL SIZES
ALL SHAPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES

Stamped, Formed, and Cast; Chrome, Tungsten, Cobalt and ALNICO** (cast or sintered) under G. E. license.

THOMAS & SKINNER
STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
1116 E.

-

23rd STREET

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Tools
Laminations for Radio Transformers
Stampings
Heat Treating
Dies

38 YEARS EXPERIENCE
I,h;(:'l'KI1NI(:S

-
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New
The Library now
comprises 'a revised selection of
Look. culled from

Fading McGraw.
Hal publications
in the radio field.

McGraw-Hill
RADIO

ENGINEERING
LIBRARY

-

especially selected by radio specialists of
McGraw-Hill publications
to give most complete, dependable coverage of facts needed by all whose fields
.are grounded on radio fundamentals.

-

available at a special price and terms
tube
These books cover circuit phenomena, other
theory, networks, measurements, and
all
of
treatment
specialized
subjects-give
fields of practical design and application.
in
the
They are books of recognized position
refer to and be
literature-books youIf will
you are a researcher
referred to often.
or experimenter-if your interest in radio is
deep-set and based on a real desire to go
books
further in this field-you want these
for the help they give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole field of radio
engineering.

5 volumes 3319 pages, 2298
1.

illustrations

Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF
VACUUM TUBES

2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING
3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGI.

NEERING

4. Hund's HIGH -FREQUENCY MEAS-

UREMENTS
ENGINEERING
5. Henney's RADIO
HANDBOOK
Special Low Price and Easy Terms

Bought singly, the five volumes comprising
Under
this library would cost you $24.60.
in addition,
this offer you save $2.50 and,
installhave the privilege of paying in easy
after
ments beginning with $2.50, 10 days therereceipt of the books, and $3.00 monthly
as
after. Already these books are recognized
to require
standard works that you are bound
consooner or later. Take advantage of these now.
venient terms to add them to your library

SEND THIS ON APPROVAL COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Send me the McGraw-Hill Radio Engineering Library
vols., for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10
days I will send $2.50, plus few cents postage, and
$3.00 monthly till $23.50 is paid, or return books post(We pay postage on orders accompanied by
paid.
remittance of first installment.)
5

Name
Address
City and State

Ppsition
Company

L. 6-39

(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.)
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minimum spark -over potential (and
hence acceptance tests should be conducted. in its presence), and that the
spark -over voltages at radio frequencies are considerably lower than
those at 60 cycles. An investigation
of the effect of the sun spot cycle on
the critical frequency exhibited by
the F2 layer of the iconosphere was
reported by W. M. Goodall of the
Bell Labs, who obtained good correlations with the activity of the "calcium" flocculi in sun spots. AtmosHE obligation of a pioneer
pherics and other transmission
.
is to keep pioneering
phenomena in the tropics are reare
and AUDAX engineers
the
ported by K. W. Kenrick and P. J.
keep
constantly working to
laboraSammon of the University of Puerto
products of this famous
tory in the lead.
Rico. These tests range from 16 kc
Not satisfied with FLAT reto 42.5 Mc, and indicate among other
sponse to 5,000 cycles, we have
things that the magnetic suscepti"upped" it to 6,000, then bebility of signals in the tropics is
yond 8,000. . so that today,
considerably
less than that reported
with MICRODYNE, you can be
latitudes.
The authors
in
northern
as confident of the highest hardescribe an automatic record spemonics as of any ordinary sound
cially
developed for this study. The
in the mid -range.
division
of the space current between
Not satisfied at successfully
the plate and grid of a triode tube,
developing the famous COMPENSATED INDUCTOR prinwhen the grid draws appreciable
ciple as embodied in MICRO current, has been investigated in dethus equalizing the
DYNE
tail by Karl Spangenberg of Staninherent bass deficiency in the
ford University, who reports his
AUDAX has taken
records
findings. The effective area of the
still other forward steps, easily
grid is found to increase by as much
maintaining its world-wide repuas 180 per cent whèn equal positive
tation as
voltages are applied to both plate and
"The Standard
grid. Nomographs for finding this
increase in terms of other controlling
by Which Others Are
factors have been developed. The
Judged and Valued"
theory advanced has been checked
Further standards of fac simile
with considerable accuracy by measexcellence are attained! Like
urements. Among the practical uses
magic, the appearance of
of the investigation is the possibility
MICRODYNE has converted the
of changing the grid -current characskeptics (who had just about
teristic of a tube, in a predetermined
abandoned hope of such peramount, by changing electrode diformance as a possibility-even
mensions, without changing the amwhile we were making it POSplification factor or grid -plate trans SIBLE!)
conductance of the tube.
MICRODYNE-regardless of
A paper entitled "Electron Optics
climatic conditions delivers
consistently uniform response
in Television" is the subject of Dr.
with the sharp, clean-cut definiV. K. Zworykin of RCA (Camden) .
tion of the finest Magneto -InducDr. Zworykin points out the effect
tive Pick-up
yet, for all its
of scanning and picture signals on
superlative quality, COSTS NO
the "refractive index" of the electron
MORE THAN THE ORDIoptical medium. Among the elecNARY PICK-UP.
tronic pick-up devices discussed are
LIST PRICES START AT
the Iconoscope and the Image Dissector. The gain of sensitivity
through
the use of stored charge is
Write for New Literature
limited by unfavorable field conditions, which have been partially overcome in improved forms of the iconó500 Fifth Ave., New York City scope, notably the two-sided mosaic
"Creators of High Grade Electrical and type, the image -tube type and the
Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915"
electron multiplier type.

Audax
decibel
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AUDAK COMPANY
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Ferris Model 32 Radio Noise and Fiel,l
Strength Meter

A Universal Direct Reading Micro
voltmeter for Measuring all Type!
of Radio Noise and Carrier Fields.
Coverage 150-350 and 550-20,000 kilocycle
-direct reading, logarithmic scale on out
put meter-built in calibrating generator.
Send for bulletin E 32 for complete detail.
Circulars on Signal Generators are available
on request.
FERRIS INSTRUMENT CORP.

Boonton, New Jersey

PRESENTING A NEW
LINE OF RELAYS:
Type P.C.1-2500 Ohms-layer wound co.
-condenser paper between layers --ade
quately impregnated-yoke, armature an,.
pole piece made of Armco Iron-over-ai,
dimensions 2 5/16" long, 11/2" high, 11/e
wide-designed for plate circuit of vat
uum tubes.
Type P.C.2-Similar to above except coil
available up to 5000 ohms.
Type P.C.3-6 volts AC; Type P.C.4-11
volts AC; Type P.C.6-6 volts DC; TYP
P.C.7-12 volts DC.
Numerous uses as burglar alarms, ligb
control, radio, call systems, teletype, etc
Because of quantity production, these re
lays are sold at extremely attractiv
prices.
Write for complete descriptive literatur
and prices.

ALLIED

CONTROL CO., INC
New York Cif

227 Fulton St.
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